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Abstract

A series of experiments is presented on electron transport through quantum dots and quantum point

contacts in the strong-tunneling regime where electron coherence, charging, and spin play significant roles.

In the first experiment, transport measurements are presented for quantum dots in the strong-tunneling

Coulomb blockade (CB) regime. Fluctuations of the conductance, evidence of quantum interference, show

sensitivity to charging effects in the CB valleys where elastic cotunneling is the dominent transport

mechanism. The effects of interactions are accounted for using a single parameter—the charging energy

(the energy required to add an additional electron to the dot)—and are measured using the magnetic field

correlation length of conductance fluctuations. The second experiment shows CB in a quantum dot with

one fully-transmitting lead and one weak-tunneling lead. In this system, the CB appears only due to

constructive interference of backscattered trajectories. The predominant effect of interactions, namely the

Coulomb blockade, is turned on and off by quantum interference. The third and fourth experiments

investigate the Kondo effect, a classic many-body problem where the effects of coherence and interactions

cannot be trivially separated. Quantum dots are well suited to study the Kondo effect as many parameters

can be varied in dots that cannot be changed in traditional bulk metal systems. The second observation of

the Kondo effect in dots is presented here, including the first demonstration of a gate voltage controlled

Kondo temperature. The last part of this dissertation describes quantum point contacts (QPCs) which show

a number of remarkable similarities to the Kondo effect in dots. Transport measurements of the “0.7

structure”, a robust extra plateau or shoulder-like feature in the lowest mode of a QPC, show evidence for a

lifted spin-degeneracy. The formation of a zero-bias peak at low temperature, the collapse of the

temperature-dependent conductance to a single curve when scaled by one parameter (the Kondo

temperature), and the correspondence of this temperature scaling parameter to the source-drain bias voltage

width of the zero-bias peak strongly suggest that a Kondo-like correlated many-electron state forms in the

QPC at low temperatures. This suggestion is currently under discussion theoretically.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction and Motivation

The beginning of the 21st century finds the science of small systems at a number of interesting crossroads.

Transistors are more plentiful than lightbulbs, and “nanotechnology” is leading the charge toward new

applications of ever smaller man-made systems. In addition, the boundaries between the traditional

disciplines of physics, chemistry, biology, and even computer science are beginning to blur. Condensed

matter physicists are trying to measure the conductivity of DNA [1-4], while biologists are starting to use

lithography techniques to fabricate nano-scale devices that imitate or assist in their study of biological

phenomena [5-9]. Chemists have started making transistors and circuits out of single molecules [10-14],

computer scientists are using quantum mechanics to discover fundamentally new algorithms [15, 16], and

physicists are using, among other things, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques—a longstanding

physics tool used in medical imaging (MRI)—to build the fundamentally new “quantum computer” [17-

20].

In 1959, Richard Feynman gave a now-famous speech entitled “There’s Plenty of Room at the

Bottom” [21], in which he expounded the possibilities of manipulating and controlling things at a small

scale. Four decades later, several of the goals that Feynman mentioned have been realized: transistors are

much smaller than they were in the room-sized computers of the time, individual atoms can be imaged and

manipulated using scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopy (STM & AFM), and the full sequence

of the human genome has been mapped out (though not through a 100x improvement in the electron

microscope as Feynman challenged). Other suggestions of Feynman have not yet come to pass but are
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currently the subject of significant efforts. The field of micro-mechanical-electrical-systems (MEMS) or,

more recently, nano-mechanical-electrical-systems (NEMS) is starting to create amazingly complicated

miniature systems [22], though not yet at the self-replicating machine level that Feynman imagined.

Looking from the other side, it is possible to assemble some extremely simple structures from the bottom-

up, atom by atom [23, 24], but we are still a long way from the ability to synthesize objects from the atomic

scale at will.

In general, as the push to create smaller and smaller objects continues, the limits of macroscopic

behavior, governed by classical Newtonian mechanics, and microscopic (atomic-scale) phenomena, which

require a full quantum mechanical description, are beginning to overlap. Within the physics community,

this boundary area is known as mesoscopics. Mesoscopic devices are generally nanometers or microns in

size, falling under the broad umbrella of “nanotechnology.” They are well suited to explore the regime

where both quantum mechanics and classical mechanics are relevant, for example at the density limits that

silicon transistor chips are quickly approaching [25, 26]. Many large molecules, such as the carbon

nanotubes [27-30], C60 molecules (buckyballs) [31], and DNA strands [1-4] that form the basis for a large

number of experimental efforts, can also be considered mesoscopic. As well, many quantum computing

proposals suggest the use of mesoscopic devices as the fundamental qubit [32-35].

The work I have done in this thesis falls under the heading mesoscopic physics and, in particular,

explores confined electron systems—quantum dots and quantum point contacts—in the regime where both

quantum and classical effects play important roles. A quantum dot is a small puddle of electrons, typically

10’s to 1000’s [36]. Electrons can enter and exit the dot through narrow constrictions which connect to

large electron reservoirs. These constrictions are the quantum point contacts. I have investigated these

devices by measuring their electrical resistance, looking for signatures of quantum interference, charging

effects or electron-electron interactions, and electron spin.

Depending on your point of view, there are several motivations for this class of experiments. The

first is a desire to understand the basic physics of small systems. Mesoscopic physics has become

increasingly accessible over the past 15 years due to advances in micro- and nano-scale fabrication.

Previously, experimental studies of quantum phenomena relied on atomic size systems. The physics of

quantum dots with a small number of electrons is very similar to that of real atoms, earning them the oft-

used name “artificial atoms” [37]. Unlike real atoms, however, a quantum dot is a tunable system with

many parameters that can be varied to investigate its properties, including the breaking of time-reversal

symmetry with an experimentally accessible magnetic field. In addition to atomic systems, transport

phenomena in semiconductor quantum dots is remarkably similar to that observed in other small devices

such as clean metallic nanoparticles [38, 39], C60 molecules [31], and carbon nanotubes [27-30].

Understanding the behavior of quantum dots has and will continue to aid the investigations of these less

controllable systems.
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In addition to helping us understand basic physics, mesoscopic systems may have many

technological applications in the future. As mentioned above, the density of transistors on traditional

CMOS silicon chips is approaching the classical limit [25, 26]. Thanks to continued improvements in

fabrication techniques transistors have gotten smaller and smaller. They will eventually reach the

mesoscopic scale where quantum effects influence their behavior, and the standard laws of digital computer

architecture become unreliable. The study of semiconductor systems where quantum mechanics plays a

significant role may provide insight into the future problems faced by the semiconductor chip industries as

they continually strive to miniaturize their chips.

Another compelling reason to study small quantum systems has emerged during the years of my

Ph.D.: a possible application to quantum computing. The field of quantum computing took off in 1994 with

the discovery by Peter Shor [40] that a quantum computer could find the prime factors of an N-digit

number in a time of order N3, exponentially faster than could be achieved with a classical computer.1 Other

interesting applications for a quantum computer have been explored, including Grover’s search algorithm

[41], and the simulation of quantum systems. However, it is the importance of Shor’s algorithm that is

fueling this field—quite literally—because the factoring of large numbers is the key to modern

cryptography systems. This means the various national funding agencies, especially the Department of

Defense, are allocating large amounts of money to university scientists for research leading to the

realization of a quantum bit (qubit) and eventually a quantum computer.

A useful quantum computer is a long-term goal, and one towards which many groups are now

working. As a motivation for the continued study of small quantum systems, however, the excitement over

quantum computing has been a watershed. Indeed, quantum dots are one of the primary candidates for

making qubits from a solid state system.2 The experiments described in this thesis can be viewed as

providing some background study on the behavior of quantum dots and quantum point contacts in the

interesting regimes where quantum coherence, charging effects, and electron spin all play important roles.

It is these same regimes where current efforts to realize a qubit with quantum dots continue.

1.2 Coherence, Charging, and Spin

The study of semiconductor quantum dots began in the late ‘80s and early ‘90s and has since become an

active research topic both experimentally and theoretically. The results of many initial experiments,

particularly those in which the dot was well coupled to the reservoirs through the point contacts, could be

                                                            

1 The time for a classical factoring algorithm has not been proven, but is widely believed to increase with N
faster than any power.
2 Besides quantum dots and NMR techniques, other proposals for quantum computers include Josephson
junction devices [35], single nuclear spins of dopant atoms in silicon [33], ion traps [42], and optics [43].
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described reasonably well by considering quantum interference of non-interacting electrons [44, 45]. The

next level of complexity consisted of taking interactions into account only through one parameter: the

energy required to add an additional electron to the dot, known as the charging energy. The charging

energy comes into play most significantly in the Coulomb blockade, a classical effect where current flow

through an isolated quantum dot is forbidden because of this charging energy [44, 46]. Considering the

nature of a quantum dot—a small region of confined electrons—and the strongly interacting nature of

electrons, the success of theories which took interactions into account in such a simple way is somewhat

remarkable. Nonetheless, beyond the Coulomb blockade, electron-electron interactions could be neglected

in a number of experiments. The list of phenomena which are successfully explained with this type of non-

interacting single-particle picture is long. For overall reviews of the field of electron transport in quantum

dots, see Refs. [44, 46-48].

Not every aspect of quantum dot behavior could be explained so easily, however, and this thesis

addresses some experiments which illustrate not only the coherent nature of these devices but also the roles

of charging and electron spin. In the first experiment, described in Chapter 3, we find that charging effects

control the conductance fluctuations of a Coulomb blockaded quantum dot when elastic cotunneling is the

dominant transport mechanism [49]. Conductance fluctuations are the result of coherent interference of

each possible electron trajectory leading from the entrance to the exit of the dot. This experiment confirmed

that the effects of charging on coherent transport had to be included in a more sophisticated way. A second

experiment, discussed in Chapter 4, describes a regime of quantum dots where the Coulomb blockade

itself, the most basic effect of charging, occurs only because of coherent interference in the dot [50]. Both

of these results show systems where the characteristic effect of one physical process (wavefunction

coherence or charging) is controlled by the existence of the other.

The third and fourth experiments described in this thesis address the Kondo effect, first in

quantum dots and second in quantum point contacts. Unlike the situations described above, in a Kondo

system, the effects of coherence, charging and now spin cannot be trivially separated. The Kondo effect is

intrinsically a many-body problem and is one of the classic many-body problems in condensed matter

physics [51, 52]. Though the Kondo effect was originally discovered in bulk metals systems with magnetic

impurities in the 1930’s, quantum dots were identified as a more useful system for studying this physics

because many of the relevant parameters in the problem can be easily varied. Our successful observation of

the Kondo effect in quantum dots [53], described in Chapter 5, helped open a new experimental chapter of

Kondo investigations [52].

One of the unexpected places the Kondo effect seems to occur is in quantum point contacts. Point

contacts are narrow constrictions through which electrons are confined to travel. Historically, they have

been very well described by a non-interacting theory. Recently, deviations from this simple model have

been observed. In Chapter 6, we investigate one such deviation, the so-called “0.7 structure,” and find
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many remarkable similarities to the Kondo effect in quantum dots [54]. At this writing, a complete

theoretical description of a Kondo-like state in a quantum point contact is still lacking. However, it seems

certain that any full explanation will need to incorporate the effects of coherence, electron-electron

interactions and spin into a new many-body state analogous to the Kondo effect in dots.

1.3 Organization of this Thesis

This chapter has given an introduction to and some motivation for the study of small quantum systems in

the regimes where coherence, charging and spin effects are important.

Chapter 2 gives a more detailed introduction to quantum point contacts and quantum dots

including the devices themselves as well as basic transport properties. Chapter 3 describes an experiment

on mesoscopic fluctuations of cotunneling in the valleys of Coulomb blockaded quantum dots. Chapter 4

discusses the mesoscopic Coulomb blockade in one-channel quantum dots. Chapter 5 describes a tunable

Kondo effect in quantum dots and discusses some of the more recent work in that field since that

experiment. Chapter 6 presents measurements of a single quantum point contact which seem to demonstrate

a type of Kondo effect, but now in an “open” quantum system. The results are summarized in Chapter 7

with a brief discussion of future work. Appendix A describes my attempts to make a spin filter from

ferromagnetic QPCs. Appendix B contains a description of our fabrication processes. Appendix C is an

inventory of devices. Appendix D is a compilation of useful measurement information. Finally, Appendix E

contains some of the data acquisition programs for future reference.
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Chapter 2

Basic Transport in Quantum Point Contacts

and Quantum Dots

2.1 Introduction

A number of fortuitous properties make GaAs quantum dots (QDs) and quantum point contacts (QPCs)

useful systems to study coherence, charging and spin effects [44, 55]. To begin with, mesoscopic devices

are characterized by a size, L, which is much smaller than or comparable to the electron coherence length,

Lϕ. This means that electrons retain a definite phase relation during transport, allowing coherent processes

such as quantum interference or multi-particle entanglement to occur. The coherence length is affected by

the coupling of an electron to the environment. It increases rapidly as the temperature decreases and can

reach lengths up to 10’s of microns at temperatures below 100 mK [56]. It is now possible to meet the

condition that L < Lϕ quite easily at the lowest temperatures because advances in lithography have made

the fabrication of micron and sub-micron devices standard. Additionally, significant efforts in the growth of

two-dimensional electron gases (2DEG) on GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures have yielded high mobility

samples with mean free paths up to 100 µm, meaning that transport in small devices is ballistic.

In addition to satisfying the condition L < Lϕ, mesoscopic devices must also be larger than the

Fermi wavelength of the electron, λF. This implies that a device contains many electrons and suggests that

electron-electron interactions are likely to be important. One measure of the significance of interactions in

an electron system is the ratio of the typical Coulomb interaction (potential) energy to the average kinetic
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energy of the electrons at the Fermi level. This ratio, known as the dimensionless gas parameter rs, is also

the average inter-electron spacing in units of the effective Bohr radius, aBohr:
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where m* = 0.067me is the effective mass of the electron in GaAs, and the inter-electron spacing, r, for a

2DEG can be taken from the electron sheet density, r = ns
-1/2. For high density electron gases, the kinetic

energy is large and rs << 1. In these systems, interactions can generally be treated as a perturbation to the

kinetic motion, yielding tractable perturbation theory calculations of a relatively complex many-body

system. A low density electron gas, on the other hand, has small kinetic energy, so rs >> 1. Interactions

dominate in these systems, which tend towards an electron lattice or Wigner crystal to minimize the

Coulomb interaction energy [57]. This solid limit is also well described theoretically. In between these

extremes is a range of rs where the interaction and kinetic energies are comparable. Such systems have

presented a wide array of surprising and complicated behavior including superconductivity and the

quantum Hall effect. The 2DEGs which comprise our QDs and QPCs have rs ~ 1 suggesting that these

devices are well suited to the study of interactions in mesoscopic systems.

Finally, it is well known that electrons are fermions and have a spin of 1/2. In many cases, the

electron spin is easily incorporated into non-interacting single-particle models. There are some instances,

however, when the existence of an excess spin along with electron-electron interactions which involve a

spin-flip fundamentally change the character of transport. Such is the case for the Kondo effect. As

mentioned previously, quantum dots are viable candidates for studying the Kondo effect because they can

be tuned to a regime where an excess spin on the dot interacts significantly with electrons in the leads [58-

60].

For general introductions to the field of mesoscopic physics, the reader is advised to consult Refs.

[55, 61]. The remainder of this chapter gives an overview of transport through QDs and QPCs. First, the

heterostructures used to make the devices are described, along with the various measurement

configurations. Then basic transport properties of the quantum point contact are introduced. Lastly, basic

transport through quantum dots is discussed for both open and closed systems.

2.2 GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG Devices

The quantum dots and point contacts described in this thesis are made in a two-dimensional electron gas

(2DEG) which forms at the interface of a GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs heterostructure grown by molecular-beam-
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Figure 2-1.  GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure and band diagram. The GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure is
comprised of a bulk GaAs substrate, a layer (~ 50 – 200 nm thick) of AlxGa1-xAs, and a plain GaAs cap (~
10 nm). The AlGaAs layer is partially doped with n-type donors which contribute electrons to a two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) that forms at the interface at low temperature. Gold (Au) gates and Ni-
Au-Ge ohmic contacts are patterned on the surface during device fabrication. The ohmic contacts are
annealed so that their metal diffuses down and makes electrical contact with the 2DEG. The band diagram
of the GaAs/AlGaAs wafer is shown on the right with energy on the horizontal axis. At low temperature,
electrons fill the triangular potential well at the GaAs/AlGaAs interface up to the Fermi energy, forming the
2DEG. (Figure courtesy of M. Switkes).

epitaxy [44]. The heterostructure layering, seen in Fig. 2-1, starts with a bulk GaAs substrate, then a layer

of AlGaAs (typically 50 – 200 nm thick), and finally a thin (~ 10 nm) GaAs cap to prevent oxidation. The

AlGaAs layer contains a region of n-type dopants which contributes free electrons to the 2DEG. The band

diagram of this heterostructure is shown on the right of Fig. 2-1. At the interface between the GaAs and

AlGaAs, a triangular potential well is formed. At low temperatures, electrons exist only where the

conduction band dips below the Fermi energy. As a result, the free electrons in the system are confined to

the potential well in the interface plane. At typical electron densities, only the first subband of this well is

populated, localizing electrons in the z-direction to ~ 10 nm from the interface. The second subband is ~

150 meV above the first. As this is much larger than either the typical Fermi energy, EF ~ 10 meV, the

measurement temperature, T < 1K ~ 86 µeV, or the source-drain bias voltage, eVsd ~ 1meV, the second

subband is unoccupied, and the electron gas can be considered two-dimensional. The number of interfacial

defects in the 2DEG plane is low because GaAs and AlGaAs have only a slight lattice mismatch. In

addition, the n-type dopants in the AlGaAs layer are separated from the interface by 20 – 40 nm of plain

AlGaAs to prevent defects near the 2DEG plane. The result is a high mobility 2DEG with a mean free path

(the distance an electron can travel before scattering off an impurity) in the 10’s of microns. Typical values

for the parameters of a 2DEG formed in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure are given in Table 2-1.
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2DEG Property Symbol Value Units

Effective mass m* 0.067 me = 9.1 x 10-28 g

Spin degeneracy gs 2

Valley degeneracy gv 1

Dielectric constant ε 13.1 ε0 = 8.9 x 10-12 Fm-1

Effective Lande g-factor g* –0.44

Density of states ρ(E) = gsgv(m
*/2πh2) 2.8 x 1010 cm-2meV-1

Level spacing 1/ρ(E) 3.57 µeVµm 2

Fermi wave vector kF = (4πns/gsgv)
1/2 1.1 x 106 cm-1

Fermi energy EF = (hkF)
2/2m* 7.0 meV

81 K

Fermi wavelength λF = 2π/kF 56 nm

Fermi velocity vF = hkF/m
* 1.9 x 107 cm/s

Scattering time τ = m*µe/e 40 ps

Mean free path l = vFτ 10 µm

Resistivity ρ = (nseµe)
-1 30 Ω per square

Diffusion constant D = vF
2τ/2 7 x 104 cm2/s

Thermal diffusion length lT = (hD/kT)1/2 5 x 103
nm T/

Cyclotron energy hωc 1.73 meV/B

20 K/B

Cyclotron radius lc = hkF/eB 70 nm/B

Magnetic length lm = (h/eB)1/2 26 nm B/

Zeeman energy g*µBB 25.5 µeV/B

296 mK/B

Table 2-1.  Typical parameters of a 2DEG formed in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. The 2DEG sheet
density and mobility are taken as ns = 2 x 1011 cm-2 and µe = 1 x 106 cm2/Vs, respectively. The units of B are
tesla, and the units for T are kelvin. (Adapted from Ref. [44]).
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(a)

Figure 2-2.  (a) Schematic 3D view of a quantum dot formed by six gates (gray) on the surface of a
GaAs/AlGaAs wafer. The 2DEG, shown in blue, exists slightly below the surface at the interface plane
except immediately beneath the negatively biased depletion gates. A current can be passed through the
device via the ohmic contacts (gold). Current flows only through the two openings indicated with the black
arrows; all the other spaces between gates are fully depleted.  (b) A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of
a quantum dot. The gates forming the QPCs are colored gold. The 2DEG regions forming the source, drain,
and dot are colored in blue.

(b)
Source

Drain

Dot
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To create small devices, electrons in the 2DEG must be confined to prescribed regions. This is

accomplished by “gating” the heterostructure with thin films of patterned metal defined with an electron

beam lithography system. Fabrication techniques are described fully in Appendix B. The metal forms a

Schottky barrier at the surface so that a negative voltage of ~ 0.5 V applied to the gates depletes electrons

in the 2DEG below without leaking charge into the sample. Further applied voltage extends the region of

depletion, giving control of the size and shape of devices. Figure 2-2a shows a perspective view of a QD

formed by six gates (gray) on the wafer surface. The 2DEG is shown in blue and exists everywhere except

immediately under the negatively biased gates. These depleted regions confine electrons to be either inside

the small “dot,” or outside, in the macroscopic source and drain reservoirs. Electrons can enter and exit the

dot through the QPCs, as illustrated with the black arrows. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image

of the surface gates which form a similar QD is shown in Fig. 2-2b. This colorized image highlights the

electron gas which forms the dot and the source and drain reservoirs as well as the gates which define the

entrance and exit QPCs. Additional SEM images of other QD designs, as well as single QPCs, are shown in

Fig. 2-3.

Electrical contact is made to the 2DEG through “ohmic contacts” (see Fig. 2-1). These contacts

are composed of metals which, when heated, diffuse into the heterostructure forming electrical connection

to the 2DEG. I have experimented with both Ni-Au-Ge and Pt-Au-Ge ohmics as described further in

Appendix B. Using the ohmics, we can pass a current, I, through the small entrance and exit slits in the

device, as seen in Fig. 2-2a, and measure the voltage drop, ∆V, across the device. Many of the interesting

properties of quantum devices can be directly probed by measuring the resistance, R = V/I, or conductance,

G = I/V, of the device in this way.

2.3 Measurement Set-ups

We commonly use two different set-ups to measure the conductance through a device depending on its

average resistance. As mentioned above, we access the 2DEG—to pass a current and measure the voltage,

or vice-versa—via the ohmic contacts. For most measurements, it is important to keep the current and

voltage across the device relatively small. In particular, the voltage drop across the device, Vsd, should not

exceed the temperature of electrons or higher energy states in the device may become accessible; that is

eVsd < kT, where k is Boltzman’s constant. For high resistance samples it is easiest to apply a constant bias

voltage, Vsd, chosen to meet the above condition, and measure the current through the sample. In the

opposite limit, for low resistance samples, a more reliable measurement comes from sourcing a constant

current through the device and measuring the voltage drop in a 4-wire configuration. Both of these set-ups

will be discussed below.
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500 nm 500 nm 500 nm

(a)

(b)

1 µm 400 nm 200 nm

Figure 2-3.  Quantum dot and quantum point contact images.  (a) SEM images of several quantum dot
designs. From left to right, these devices are measured in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 and have estimated areas
(assuming a depletion region of ~ 100 – 150 nm) of 0.81 µm2, 0.5 µm2, and 0.03 µm2 , respectively. (b)
SEM images of quantum point contacts of different shapes and sizes. The two leftmost were used for the
measurements in Chapter 6.

2.3.1 4-Wire Current Bias Measurements

Current bias measurements are most often used when the sample resistance is of order 25 kΩ or less, or

equivalently, the conductance is larger than e2/h. A 4-wire current bias measurement requires two ohmic

contacts in both of the source and drain reservoirs, as seen in the SEM image of Fig. 2-4 and illustrated

schematically in Fig. 2-5. In general, we measure the differential conductance, g = dI/dVsd, using standard

ac lockin techniques.3 A constant ac current is sourced from a PAR-124 lockin amplifier using an rms

voltage (typically 0.1 – 5 V) through a large in-line resistor (typically 100 MΩ – 1 GΩ). The voltage drop

across the device using the other two ohmic contacts, ∆V, is fed back into the lockin through a PAR-116

current pre-amp. Because no current flows through the voltage probe leads, the measured voltage drop is

due only to the resistance of the device (plus a small contribution from the wide 2DEG regions). One

                                                            

3 We usually measure the linear differential conductance g = dI/dVsd. In Chapter 5, however, we also
measure the dc conductance, G = I/Vsd. In the limit of small source-drain voltage, the differential
conductance is equal to the linear conductance. In most cases, a lowercase ‘g’ is used for the differential
conductance and an uppercase ‘G’ for the linear conductance. The known exception will be in Chapter 3
where uppercase G = dI/dV.
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Figure 2-4.  Perspective SEM image of a bonded QD device. The black hourglass outline indicates the
mesa of 2DEG associated with a single device. The large square films of metal in the corners of the
hourglass are the ohmic contacts. The metal pads labeled G1 to G5 are the gatepads. Each small gate which
confines a dot (shown in the upper right inset) extends out to one of these macroscopic pads. Wirebonds
attached to each pad connect to a chip carrier outside the picture and carry currents or voltages to the
ohmics and gates. This picture depicts a 4-wire measurement where current flows from the ohmic labeled
I+ through the dot and out the ohmic labeled I-. The voltage across the dot is measured via the V+ and V-
ohmics. (Images courtesy of A. Huibers).

caution which must be taken in the current bias set-up is to ensure that the voltage across the device (Vsd =

∆V = R * Irms) does not become too large if the sample resistance grows significantly. Excessive voltage

loads can be prevented by placing a voltage divider on the lockin output, before the in-line GΩ resistor.

This is a useful trick for samples of intermediate resistance or where the resistance may vary widely over

the course of a measurement.

The depletion gates are negatively biased with respect to the ohmic at current “low” (labeled I- in

Fig. 2-4 and 2-5) using individual channels of a potentiometer-controlled battery box. An additional gate

voltage can be added in series with the battery box from a computer controlled analog-digital (A/D) board.

This allows the relevant gate voltages to be smoothly varied by the computer as data is taken. A circuit

diagram of the battery boxes we use can be found in Appendix D, along with other details and tricks

regarding the measurement set-up.
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1 GΩ

V+

V-
I-

I
+

Irms = 1 nA

Lockin
Vrms = 1 V

VA/D

Vbat box

QD ∆V

Vg

Figure 2-5.  Circuit diagram of a 4-wire ac current bias measurement. The lockin sources an ac voltage
Vrms which is converted into a constant ac current source, Irms, via a 1 GΩ resistor. Two ohmics are used for
the current path and two are used to measure the voltage drop, ∆V, across the device (fed back into the
lockin, not shown). The gates are biased with negative voltages from the computer driven A/D converter
and the battery box, Vg = VA/D + Vbat box, which are referenced to the 2DEG via the I- ohmic.

2.3.2 2- and 4-Wire Voltage Bias Measurements

Voltage bias measurements are usually used when the average sample resistance is greater than 25 kΩ, or

for conductances g < e2/h. The simplest voltage bias set-up is a 2-wire measurement where a constant ac

voltage, Vsd, is applied across the source-drain reservoirs and the resulting current in the circuit is measured

to determine the conductance (Fig. 2-6a). The ohmic contacts typically have resistances of ~ 1 kΩ, and the

sample wiring of the cryostat may also be of order kΩ’s. These resistances add in series with the sample to

determine the current measured: I = Vsd/(Rdev + Rohmics + Rwires). Therefore, it is necessary that the sample

resistance be much larger than the other in-line resistances in order for a 2-wire voltage bias measurement

to be useful.

As seen in Fig. 2-6a, a voltage bias is applied across the device using the output of the lockin

amplifier divided down to the desired voltage (to keep eVsd < kT). The high voltage is connected to an

ohmic contact in the source reservoir. An ohmic in the drain reservoir is connected to an Ithaco 1211

current pre-amp which feeds into the lockin to measure the current. Small 50 Ω resistors are put in series

with both the high and low voltage outputs on the lockin because we have found that lockin low (the shield

of the output voltage) floats up and down by a few µV’s. The gates are again biased relative to the low

ohmics in the drain, with the same battery box plus computer controlled voltages described above.

A 4-wire voltage bias set-up can be used for measurements when the sample resistance is not

always much larger than the other series resistances in the set-up. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 2-6b and
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Figure 2-6.  Circuit diagram of 2- and 4-wire voltage bias measurements.  (a) A simple 2-wire
measurement consists of a lockin sourced ac voltage, divided down to the desired Vsd ~ µV’s. The circuit is
completed with an Ithaco 1211 current preamp connected to an ohmic in the drain. The output of the Ithaco
feeds into the lockin to measure the current. The gates are biased relative to the drain ohmic contacts,
through a GΩ resistor to prevent current leakage.  (b) The 4-wire voltage bias measurement includes
separate voltage sensing lines which feed into a second lockin, phase locked to the first, and an optional dc
voltmeter. This circuit also shows a finite dc source-drain bias voltage added to the ac voltage. At a
frequency of 13 Hz, the ac + dc adder box contains voltage dividers of 100,000:1 and 1000:1 for the ac and
dc components respectively. A circuit diagram of the ac + dc box can be found in Appendix D.
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consists primarily of an additional set of voltage probes to determine the voltage drop across the device

itself, Vsd = ∆V, using a second lockin frequency-locked to the first. This gives an accurate measure of the

device resistance, Rdev = ∆V/I. The circuit in Fig. 2-6b also includes a dc component to the applied source-

drain bias voltage. The voltage measured across the device also contains a dc component, Vsd = ∆Vac +

∆Vdc, read using a dc voltmeter. The applied dc voltage is produced by the computer using the A/D

converter. The ac + dc adder box combines and divides the two voltage components; the box has a

100,000:1 divider for the ac voltage and a 1000:1 divider for the dc voltage, at 13 Hz. The circuit diagram

of the adder box can be found in Appendix D.

2.4 Quantum Point Contacts

Having introduced GaAs/AlGaAs devices in general, and the various measurement schemes, we are ready

to begin a more specific discussion of basic transport through quantum point contacts. Quantum point

contacts (QPCs) are short one-dimensional (1D) channels connected adiabatically to large source and drain

reservoirs. The devices we use are all formed by two surface depletion gates (Fig. 2-3b) which, when

negatively biased, force the electrons to flow through a narrow constriction in the 2DEG. The width of the

channel is controlled by the gate voltage and can be made comparable to the Fermi wavelength (~ 40 nm in

a typical 2DEG). An excellent overall review of QPCs can be found in Ref. [62].

The conductance through a QPC shows steps in units of 2e2/h as the negative gate voltage is

increased (Fig. 2-7). This quantization was first discovered in 1988 by van Wees and collaborators at Delft

University of Technology in the Netherlands [63] and by Wharam and collaborators at Cambridge

University in England [64]. The quantization of conductance was understood, even in the first papers, as

indicating the full transmission of one-dimensional (1D) modes of the constriction with the factor of two

reflecting spin-degeneracy. Figure 2-8 shows a cartoon QPC with the first and second

modes—corresponding to a half and full wavelength in a waveguide picture—illustrated.

Following Ref [65], the quantization of conductance in a QPC can be calculated in a simple model

starting from the Hamiltonian

H
p

m
eV x

p

m
x y= + +

2 2

2 2* *( ) , (2.2)

where V(x) is the confining potential from the gates in the lateral direction. We do not include the potential

V(y) in the longitudinal direction which describes the transition from the wide 2DEG reservoirs to the

constriction. Glazman et al. [66, 67] have shown that the potentials V(x) and V(y) can be decoupled if the

transition to the wide 2DEG regions is sufficiently smooth. The Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.2 then describes the
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Figure 2-7.  Quantized conductance in a quantum point contact. The linear differential conductance, g,
through a QPC as a function of gate voltage shows steps, quantized in units of 2e2/h at B = 0, corresponding
to the full transmission of spin-degenerate modes through the constriction. This data from QPC 4, described
in Chapter 6.

Vsd

Figure 2-8.  Cartoon QPC showing quantized modes. The top drawing shows the two gates of the QPC
with applied gate voltage Vg. Current is restricted to flow through the constriction. The lower drawing
indicates the lowest two transport modes, occurring when the width of the constriction is approximately
one half and one full Fermi wavelength wide, respectively. (Figure courtesy of A. Huibers).
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Figure 2-9.  Energy dispersions for 1D channel. Energy En (for n = 1,2,3) vs. longitudinal wavevector ky

from Eq. 2.3 at the bottleneck of a QPC assuming parabolic confinement in the lateral direction. Electrons
in the source and drain fill the available states up to the chemical potentials µs and µd, respectively. When a
finite source-drain voltage is applied, a net current results from the uncompensated occupied electron states
in the interval between µs and µd.

narrowest point of the QPC, which determines the transport properties. We take a parabolic confining

potential in the lateral direction, V(x) = 1/2 m*ω0
2x2, in accord with Refs. [68, 69]. Solutions to the

Schrodinger equation using this Hamiltonian can be written in the form of a harmonic oscillator with

energy eigenvalues

  
E n

k

mn
y= − +( ) *

1
2 0

2 2

2
h

h
ω ,      (n = 1, 2, …). (2.3)

These energies describe 1-D subbands because electrons are free to move in the y-direction (described by

the free-electron kinetic energy dispersion) but quantized in the x-direction. Figure 2-9 shows these 1-D

subband dispersions versus the longitudinal wave vector ky. Electrons in the source and drain leads fill up

states in the Fermi sea to the respective chemical potentials, µs and µd . Considering the orientation of the

QPC shown in Fig. 2-8, electrons moving to the right come from the source and those moving to the left

come from the drain. The velocity of the electrons in each subband is given by vn = (dEn/dky)/h.

When a voltage Vsd is applied between the source and drain reservoirs, the chemical potentials on

each side of the QPC are related as eVsd = µs – µd. The resulting current, I, through the QPC is carried by

the uncompensated states in this energy interval. At zero temperature, the net current is

I e dE E v E T En n n
n

N

d

s= ∫∑
=

1
2

1

ρ
µ

µ
( ) ( ) ( ), (2.4)
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where ρn(E) is the 1D density of states and Tn(E) is the transmission probability of the nth subband. For

small values of Vsd, we can approximate Tn(E) = Tn(EF). The sum over n counts the number of occupied

subbands, where the last (Nth) occupied subband is determined by the condition EN (ky = 0) < EF. The 1D

density of states is ρn(E) = 2/π (dEn/dky)
-1. Herein lies the key to the quantization of the QPC: The energy

dependence of the 1D density of states exactly cancels that of the velocity, leaving the current carried by

each subband the same, independent of energy. Substituting these relations into Eq. 2.4 and calculating the

conductance, G = I/Vsd = eI/(µs - µd) one finds:

G
e

h
T En F

n

N

=
=

∑2 2

1

( ) . (2.5)

Equation 2.5 is known as the 2-terminal Landauer formula. In the limit of no backscattering, ΣTn = N, so

G
e

h
N= 2 2

. (2.6)

Therefore, each occupied subband contributes 2e2/h to the conductance (in the absence of a magnetic field).

Finite temperature smears what would otherwise be sharp steps in the conductance by convolving this zero-

temperature limit with the derivative of the Fermi-Dirac distribution, resulting in quantized conductance

plateaus like those seen in Fig. 2-7.

The above description applies to spin-degenerate 1D subbands in the QPC. The application of a

large magnetic field in the plane of the sample splits the spin degenerate modes by the Zeeman energy,

g*µBB, where g* = –0.44 is the effective g-factor in GaAs. The resulting spin-resolved subbands can each

carry a conductance of e2/h. Plateaus in the conductance as a function of gate voltage reflect this

quantization, as seen in Fig. 2-10. A magnetic field perpendicular to the 2DEG not only causes spin-

splitting of the 1D subbands, but also affects the wide 2D source-drain regions via the quantum Hall effect.

A review of the quantum Hall effect and QPCs can be found in Ref [62]. We are not interested in the

quantum Hall regime, so the measurements on QPCs presented in Chapter 6 are all taken with an in-plane,

parallel magnetic field.

2.5 Quantum Dots

Quantum dots (QDs) are formed by placing two quantum point contacts in series between the source and

drain reservoirs and confining electrons in between to a small area characterized by λF < L < Lϕ. In ballistic

dots, such as the ones studied here, this dimension must also be smaller than the mean free path. Because

electron motion is restricted in all three dimensions, QDs are often considered zero-dimensional systems.
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Figure 2-10.  Quantized conductance of a QPC at B|| = 0 and B|| = 8 T. In a large in-plane magnetic field,
the spin-degenerate conductance plateaus at multiples of 2e2/h split into plateaus quantized in units of e2/h.
This data is from QPC 4, described in Chapter 6.

The electron confinement for dots is accomplished by gating a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure in the same

way described above for QPCs. Several examples of multi-gate QDs were shown already in Fig. 2-3a. In

these devices, the gates which form the entrance and exit point contacts control the coupling of the dot to

the source and drain leads while the remaining gate voltages control the size and shape of the dot. Multiple

gates allow measurements of the dot in a number of statistically different configurations (shape and size)

without changing the coupling to the leads [70, 71]. This technique has been imperative to the successful

investigation of quantum dot behavior which is often revealed only in statistical ensembles [48, 72].

2.5.1 Transport in “Open” Dots

Transport through quantum dots is typically divided into two regimes, “open” and “closed,” based on the

strength of the coupling between the dot and the leads. For strong coupling, where each QPC passes one or

more modes, the conductance g > e2/h, and the dot is considered “open.” In this regime, electrons are

classically allowed to travel through the dot, from the source to the drain.

The conductance of open QDs at low temperature is characterized by fluctuations which can be

understood as the interference of phase-coherent electrons traversing the dot via a number of interfering

paths [45, 70]. Though interference clearly requires a wave description of the electron, transport in open
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QDs is often discussed using particle-like trajectories with phase. The conductance through the dot is

determined by the relative probability of an electron which enters the dot from the source QPC exiting into

the drain versus returning to the source QPC where it started. These probabilities, in turn, depend on the

constructive or destructive interference of all possible trajectories which either make it through the dot or

return to the entrance. Figure 2-11 shows a QD with two possible through-trajectories illustrated. Any

change to the dot system which affects the accumulation of the trajectory phase, such as changing the shape

with a gate voltage or changing a perpendicular magnetic field, will alter the interference pattern, resulting

in random but repeatable conductance fluctuations as a function of the external parameter. A perpendicular

magnetic field affects the interference because trajectories accrue an Aharonov-Bohm phase from the flux

they encircle, Φ = BAtraj, where Atraj is the area swept out by a given trajectory. Conductance fluctuations

are shown in Fig. 2-12a as a function of gate voltage, and in 2-12b as a function of perpendicular magnetic

field.

The fluctuations described above have been given the name “universal conductance fluctuations”

(UCF) because they exhibit universal statistical properties [70, 73-78]. One such universal property is that

the magnitude of UCF is always of order e2/h regardless of the average conductance through the device.

These universalities apply whenever the QD has an irregular (non-integrable) shape such that chaotic

scattering occurs. Put another way, trajectories through the dot must cover the available phase space

evenly. Practically speaking, this chaotic-shape condition is easily met at low magnetic fields. Not only can

we design dots with arbitrarily shaped cavities, but the walls of any man-made device will contain

irregularities which lead to non-specular scattering.

Significant theoretical efforts over the past two decades have shown that universal aspects of

mesoscopic phenomena, such as UCF, are associated with the universal spectral properties of random

matrices [72, 79-81] and the universal properties of the quantum manifestations of classical chaos [79, 80,

82]. A review of this remarkable field is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the reader is referred to Refs.

[55, 61, 82]  for discussions on this subject.

Besides UCF, another characteristic of transport through open QDs which will be relevant later in

this work is “weak localization.” In QDs, weak localization refers to the increase in constructive

backscattering which occurs in the presence of time-reversal symmetry [70, 83-85]. For a given dot

configuration, a certain number of trajectories will backscatter, or return to the same point contact where

they began. These paths have time-reversed pairs which paths that travel through the dot (exiting at the

other QPC) do not. At zero magnetic field, time-reversed paths accumulate the same phase because they

share the same length and no magnetic flux is encircled. This ensures constructive interference of time-

reversed pairs back at the entrance QPC which in turn enhances the probability that electrons will

backscatter rather than conduct through the dot. When time-reversal symmetry is broken with a

perpendicular magnetic field, each path accumulates a different Aharonov-Bohm phase, killing the
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Figure 2-11.  Interfering paths in a quantum dot. Two possible trajectories for an electron traversing the
QD interfere at the exit point contact. The paths accumulate phase based on the pathlength and the
magnetic flux enclosed. The interference of these and all other paths through the dot determine the
conductance.
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Figure 2-12.  Conductance fluctuations in an open quantum dot. The conductance as a function of gate
voltage (a) and perpendicular magnetic field (b) shows random but repeatable fluctuations. (Data taken by
A. Huibers in the Marcus Group).
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enhanced constructive interference and the enhanced backscattering. The overall result is a decrease in the

conductance through the dot around zero magnetic field as seen in the traces of Fig. 2-13. Random

fluctuations still determine the particular conductance of a QD even at B = 0, but when averaged over a

large number of configurations, the conductance exhibits a prominent dip around B = 0 compared to the

average for B ≠ 0 (see the average of 47 traces in Fig. 2-13). Weak localization in open QD systems is

important because it can be used to measure decoherence leading to experimental estimations of the

coherence time and length in these devices. Reviews of weak localization can be found in [55, 61].

2.5.2 Transport in “Closed” Dots

Quantum dots are considered “closed,” or isolated, when the coupling between the dot and the leads is

small such that the conductance g < e2/h. This occurs when the number of modes through each point

contact is less than one. Classically, transport through closed dots is forbidden, but quantum mechanics

allows electrons to tunnel on and off the dot through the QPC barriers. In this regime, it is convenient to

consider the dot as an island of charge with three nearby terminals: the source, drain, and gate. The source

and drain each have a resistive and capacitive element connecting them to the dot, while the gate is coupled

only capacitively. This representation is shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 2-14.

Classically, if we view the dot as one electrode of the gate capacitor, the charge on the dot should

be a simple function of the voltage Vg applied to the gate, Q = CgVg, where Cg is the capacitance to the gate

(Fig. 2-15a). This is a good approximation for dots containing a large number of electrons, or for open dots

where fractional equivalent charge can occur because electrons are allowed to flow easily on and off the

dot. For small closed dots, however, charge cannot flow freely, the dot contains a discrete number of

electrons, and the linear Q versus V relationship breaks down. In particular, the charge on the dot is always

an integer (in units of e) and increases in a step-like manner as the gate voltage is increased (Fig. 2-15b).

For the isolated dot, the number of electrons at a certain gate voltage is always fixed, either N or

N+1 for example, except at the vertical steps in the Q staircase. At these “charge degeneracy” points, the

number of electrons can fluctuate by one—an additional electron can tunnel onto the dot, then tunnel off

again, repeatedly changing the number of electrons from N to N + 1 and back to N [67]. This results in

current flow through the dot. Away from the degeneracy points, the number of electrons on the dot is fixed

and no current flows. A measurement of current through the dot as a function of gate voltage shows evenly

spaced peaks aligned with the degeneracy points, as illustrated in Fig. 2-15c. This behavior, and in

particular the regions where no current flows, is known as the Coulomb blockade [46, 47, 86].

The periodicity of the Coulomb blockade (CB) peaks as a function of gate voltage is determined

by the capacitive coupling to the dot, ∆Vg = e/Cg. In terms of the dot energy, ∆Edot = e2/Cg, which can be

interpreted as the energy required to add one more electron to the collection of negative charge on the dot.
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Figure 2-13.  Weak localization in open dots. Conductance as a function of perpendicular magnetic field
shows universal conductance fluctuations (UCF) and weak localization for several different gate
configurations (colored traces). The average of 47 individual traces (thick black line) shows that UCF
average to zero but the weak localization correction around Bperp = 0 does not. (Data taken by A. Huibers
and M. Switkes in the Marcus Group).
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Figure 2-14.  Schematic circuit diagram of a “closed” quantum dot. The dot is connected to the source and
drain terminals capacitively and resistively. The gate(s) couple only capacitively to the dot.
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Figure 2-15.  Quantized charge and the Coulomb blockade.  (a) The linear Q vs. V relation for classical
capacitors describes the charge of a closed QD for a large number N of electrons or for open dots.  (b) For a
countable number of electrons in a closed QD, the charge Q increases in steps with each electron added to
the dot.  (c) At the vertical steps where the charge on the dot can fluctuate by one, current can flow through
the dot. In between, where Q is fixed, current is blocked by the Coulomb blockade. The signature of the
Coulomb blockade is periodic peaks in current (conductance) as a function of Vgate. (Figure courtesy of D.
Stewart).
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As described in the first chapter, this is the charging energy, U. Technically speaking, the spacing between

CB peaks is not exactly equivalent to the charging energy because the dot is capacitively coupled to more

than just the single gate. Taking all the capacitances into account, Ctot = Cs + Cd + Cg, where Cs(d) is the

capacitance to the source (drain) lead, the charging energy is defined as U = e2/Ctot. The peak spacing can

be written as ∆Vg = e/Cg = (1/η)U/e, where η = Cg/Ctot is the conversion factor between the applied gate

voltage and the actual change in the island energy. (So far, the finite energy spacing between levels, which

also contributes to the peak spacing, has been neglected).

To observe the charging effects of the Coulomb blockade, two conditions must be met. The first is

that the temperature must be less than the charging energy; that is kT < U. The second condition requires

that the QPC barriers be sufficiently high that electrons are firmly located either on the dot or in the source

or drain leads. This translates into a lower bound for the tunnel resistance of the barriers, Rt. To determine

this bound, consider the typical time to charge or discharge the dot, ∆t = RtCtot. Electrons move on and off

the dot, changing the dot energy by U, via classically forbidden tunneling which is regulated by the

Heisenberg uncertainty relation: ∆E∆t = (e2/Ctot)(RtCtot) > h. This implies that Rt > h/e2 = 25813 Ω , or

equivalently the conductance g = 1/R < e2/h, which is precisely the weakly coupled condition for “closed”

dots presented at the beginning of this section.

The discussion above describes how charge on an isolated dot builds up in discrete steps and leads

to the Coulomb blockade. The Coulomb blockade can also be easily understood using the types of energy

diagrams shown in Fig. 2-16. These diagrams show the potential landscape in the transport direction where

the dot is modeled as a set of discrete energy levels between two tunnel barriers. Outside the dot, electrons

fill up the states of the source and drain leads to the chemical potentials µs, µd, which are related by the

applied bias voltage eVsd = µs – µd. Particles confined to a finite system can only exist at certain allowed

energies which are the eigenvalue solutions to the Schrodinger equation for the particular confining

potential. For a small 2D system of area A, these energy levels have a constant average spacing given by ∆

= h 2π/m*A for the spin-degenerate case and ∆ = 2h2π/m*A if there is no spin-degeneracy. A lifetime

broadening is associated with the energy states, Γ = ΓL + ΓR, where ΓL,R are the couplings of the dot to the

“left” and “right” (or source and drain) leads.

In a simple picture, the energy states of the dot are filled sequentially with two electrons of

opposite spin occupying each spin-degenerate level. The number of electrons allowed on the dot at a given

gate voltage is such that the chemical potential of the dot, indicated by the last filled state, is less than that

of the source or drain leads. A gap exists between the last filled state and the next available unoccupied

state (Fig. 2-16). This is, again, the charging energy U—now easily seen as the energy required to add the
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next electron to the dot.4 Within this energy diagram picture, transport through the dot (at zero temperature)

follows a simple rule: the current is (non) zero when the number of available states in the energy window

between µs and µd  is (non) zero. In Fig. 2-16a, there is an unoccupied state aligned between the source and

drain leads. An electron from the source is free to tunnel onto the dot, then back off into the drain,

repeatedly. This process, known as single electron tunneling, transfers one electron through the dot while

oscillating the number of electrons on the dot from N → N + 1 → N. When the dot is tuned with the gate

voltage, such that no states exist in the source-drain bias window, tunneling through the dot via first-order

processes is forbidden, and little or no current flows (Fig. 2-16b). This is the Coulomb blockade. As a

function of gate voltage, energy states are continually moved into then out of the source-drain bias window

resulting in nearly periodic peaks in the current or conductance of the dot.

It is worth briefly discussing the temperature dependence of the Coulomb blockade peaks. For

very high temperatures, kT > U, the quantization of charge indicated by the Coulomb blockade cannot be

observed. For (Γ, ∆) < kT < U, dots exhibit classical Coulomb blockade [94-98], so called because a

number of states (~ kT/∆) are available for transport on each peak due to the thermal width of the Fermi

function in the source and drain leads. In this regime, the heights of CB peaks are roughly constant and

equal to half of the high temperature conductance. The low temperature quantum Coulomb blockade

regime occurs for Γ < kT < ∆ < U [86]. Here, transport occurs only through one level (assuming eVsd < ∆),

and the height of each CB peak reflects the coupling of its particular energy eigenfunction to the source and

drain leads (Fig. 2-17). The average peak height, given by Random Matrix Theory (RMT) [99], is

g
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The full distribution of peak heights in the “resonant tunneling” regime has also been calculated with RMT

[99] and experimentally verified [100, 101], and is one of the remarkable properties of quantum dots that is

well-described by a theory of non-interacting electrons.

The lineshape of CB peaks is the same in both the quantum and classical Coulomb blockade

regimes, roughly a cosh-2 form [94, 102]. Additionally, the width of the cosh-2 peak is proportional to

temperature in both cases (as long as Γ < kT so that the peaks are broadened by temperature). The exact

dependence is different, however, with the CB peak width ~ 3.5kT in the quantum regime and ~ 4.3kT in

                                                            

4 In the simple picture of spin-degenerate levels, the energy to add an electron to the dot depends on the
parity of the dot. For an even number of electrons, the next electron will occupy a new energy level, so the
addition energy is equal to U + ∆. When the dot contains an odd number of electrons, the next electron will
fill the remaining state of the last energy level, so the addition energy is simply U. Experimentally, this
simple picture of even-odd spacings between CB peaks is often not borne out, presumably due to
interactions. Theoretical predictions and experiments on CB peak spacings can be found in Refs. [87-93].
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Figure 2-16.  Coulomb blockade energy diagrams.  (a,b) The dot is made of discrete energy levels with
broadening, Γ, separated by the level spacing, ∆. The charging energy, U, separates the last filled from the
next unoccupied state. Electrons in the source and drain leads are filled up to the chemical potentials µs, µd ,
related by eVsd = µs - µd. In (a), finite current flows as electrons tunnel on and off the dot via the single state
that lies between µs and µd. In (b), the chemical potential of the dot has been shifted up by the gate voltage.
Now there is no state available for first order tunneling processes and transport through the dot is blocked.
(c) Changing Vg to shift the levels of the dot up further will result in a new state entering the source-drain
window, leading to peaks in the conductance as a function of Vg.

the classical regime [94, 102]. Though the exact line shape of the CB peaks is not relevant for the

experiments described in this thesis, the dependence of the peak width is the general method by which both

the electron temperature and the capacitive conversion factor η are determined experimentally.

Specifically, we measure CB peak widths, the full-width at half-max (FWHM), as a function of the cryostat

temperature, as shown in Fig. 2-18. At low T, the peak widths deviate from the linear relation, indicating a

saturation of the electron temperature. We report this saturation value as the base electron temperature. The

slope of the peak widths in Fig. 2-18 gives the conversion factor η between gate voltage and dot energy as

eη(FWHM) = 3.5kT or 4.3kT, as appropriate. This allows an experimental determination of the charging

energy U, described previously.
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Figure 2-17.  Resonant tunneling Coulomb blockade peaks.  For Γ < kT < ∆, transport on CB peaks occurs
through only one energy state. Peak heights show mesoscopic fluctuations which reflect the coupling of a
particular state to the leads. From Ref [100].

Figure 2-18.  CB peak width vs. cryostat temperature.  The linear dependence of the CB peak width on
temperature determines the conversion factor between gate voltage and dot energy, as discussed in the text.
The low temperature saturation of the peak width indicates the saturation of the electron temperature. From
Ref [100].
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The final topic in the discussion of basic transport through closed, Coulomb blockaded quantum

dots is the effect of a perpendicular magnetic field on the CB peaks. Just as for open dots, a perpendicular

magnetic field affects the wavefunctions of a closed dot. This means that peak heights, which reflect the

coupling of a certain state (or the average over several states), will fluctuate as a magnetic field perturbs

those wavefunctions. The conductance fluctuations of CB peaks are analogous to UCF in open dots and

have also been calculated, along with their correlation functions, within non-interacting models for the

quantum CB regime [99, 103, 104]. In addition, the position of a CB peak in gate voltage will fluctuate

with magnetic field, reflecting the changes in the eigenenergy of its particular state. The fluctuations of

height and position for one CB peak are shown in Fig. 2-19a as a function of perpendicular magnetic field

and gate voltage. In Fig. 2-19b, the same data is shown in a grayscale image. The exact character of CB

peak height and position fluctuations in the quantum tunneling regime is often considered a magneto-

fingerprint of the particular quantum energy state. These fingerprints have been studied extensively in

efforts to understand the energy spectrum of QDs and, in particular, how and where the spectrum deviates

from a simple non-interacting picture [105, 106].

For the interested reader, there are a number of reviews on transport phenomena in quantum dots.

For an introduction, historical context, and review of experimental work on QD transport (focusing on the

Coulomb blockade regime), see Ref. [47]. Theoretical reviews of QD transport can be found in Refs. [96]

(detailed transport theory), Ref. [48] (statistical theory of QDs), Ref. [86] (single electron theory of QDs),

and Ref. [107] (CB regime, including cotunneling and Kondo effects).

The above description of the Coulomb blockade in quantum dots has assumed a level broadening

Γ << (kT, ∆). As will be seen in the upcoming chapters, however, this is not an intrinsic requirement for the

CB. Indeed, as the coupling to the leads increases such that Γ ~ ∆, some interesting behaviors emerge. Most

noticeably, the conductance in between CB peaks, in the CB valleys, becomes measurable. Transport in CB

valleys requires second order processes known as cotunneling [108], where electrons traverse the dot

through high energy “virtual” states. Though more difficult to treat theoretically, transport through an

isolated but strongly coupled quantum dot shows a number of characteristics which illustrate the

importance of coherence, charging and spin in these systems. The experiments in the following chapters

explore a few of these behaviors in detail.
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Figure 2-19.  Magnetic field dependence of a CB peak.  (a) Conductance as a function of Vg at discrete
values of the perpendicular magnetic field, B. The CB peak fluctuates in both position and height as a
function of B. (b) The same data shown with conductance in grayscale as a function of Vg and B. (Data
courtesy of D. Stewart, Ref. [105]).
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Chapter 3

Mesoscopic Fluctuations of Elastic

Cotunneling in Coulomb Blockaded

Quantum Dots

3.1 Introduction

The Coulomb blockade (CB) in small metallic and semiconductor structures provides a system in which

transport is dominated by the effects of electron-electron interactions [46, 96]. At low temperature,

transport in small systems is also influenced by quantum interference, leading to mesoscopic fluctuations

with universal statistical features [74, 75, 109-111]. Theoretical work has provided a detailed understanding

of mesoscopic fluctuations for the case of noninteracting electrons and has called attention to the

connection between the universal statistics and quantum chaos [72, 77-79, 112-114]. Coulomb blockaded

quantum dots provide a useful system to move beyond the noninteracting picture, yet remain relatively

simple: interactions can often be treated in terms of a single charging energy, U.

This chapter presents measurements of elastic cotunneling in Coulomb blockade valleys where

electron-electron interactions, through the charging energy, play a significant role in determining transport

properties. The behavior of the CB valleys is compared to the behavior of the CB peaks, which are

insensitive to charging effects. The conductance of both peaks and valleys show mesoscopic fluctuations

due to quantum interference which provide the statistical tool used to investigate the effects of electron-

electron interactions in this system. We observe an increase in the characteristic magnetic field scale of
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conductance fluctuations in CB valleys compared to fluctuations of CB peaks, and find that valleys do not

exhibit the decrease in average conductance at B = 0 (the “weak localization” introduced in Chapter 2) that

is seen in peaks. We also compare the cross correlations of the magneto-conductance of neighboring peaks

and valleys, finding longer correlations among the valleys. This effect is explained in terms of the number

of quantum levels participating in transport.

3.2 Cotunneling in quantum dots: Theory

The dominant experimental signature of the Coulomb blockade is the appearance of narrow peaks in

conductance as an external gate voltage is swept, changing the potential of the dot. As introduced in

Chapter 2, conduction is suppressed between peaks when the temperature T and voltage bias Vsd are less

than the energy U = e2/C required to add one electron to the dot. In the quantum regime Γ << (kT, Vsd) < ∆

<< U (where Γ = ΓL + ΓR is the coupling of energy states in the dot to the left and right leads, ∆ = 2πh2/m*A

is the mean level spacing, and A is the dot area), transport on CB peaks is mediated by resonant tunneling

where electrons traverse a single energy level aligned with the source and drain leads (Fig. 3-1a). Resonant

tunneling, also known as “weak-tunneling”, is insensitive to charging effects as can be inferred from the

average conductance of CB peaks [99],

G
e

h kTres
L R

L R

=
+( )

2

2

π Γ Γ
Γ Γ

, (3.1)

which has no dependence on the charging energy U. Additionally, the insensitivity to charging has been

demonstrated, for instance, in measurements of peak height statistics [100, 101] which gave excellent

agreement with the single-particle random matrix theory (RMT) [99, 103, 104].

Resonant tunneling has another identifying characteristic which is a decrease in average

conductance when time-reversal symmetry is obeyed (i.e. around zero perpendicular magnetic field) [48,

99, 115, 116], analogous to weak localization in open dots [48, 70, 83-85] and 1D and 2D disordered

conductors [117]. RMT predicts that the average conductance of CB peaks (normalized to the average

away from B = 0) will be smaller at B = 0 than at B >> 0 by a factor of 1/4 [99, 115].

The measurements presented in this chapter (and most of the thesis), do not fall strictly in the

resonant, or weak-tunneling regime. Instead of closing the point contact leads such that the coupling Γ

between the dot and the leads is very small (Γ << ∆), we tune the coupling so that Γ < ~∆, known as the

“strong-tunneling” regime. Experimentally, this results in CB peaks with higher conductance and, if Γ >

~kT, broadened by Γ instead of kT. Additionally, transport on CB peaks in the strong-tunneling regime

may take place through several energy levels in parallel, as the broadened tails of neighboring levels
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overlap. This reduces conductance fluctuations and increases correlations between neighboring peaks

somewhat, but does not change the overall character of the CB and, in particular, does not change the

insensitivity of CB peaks to charging effects.

The move to the strong-tunneling regime, where Γ < ~∆, is very important in the CB valleys. In

the weak-tunneling regime, the valley conductance is immeasurably small (as seen in Chapter 2, Fig. 2-16).

The increased coupling to the leads in the strong-tunneling regime gives a measurable conductance in the

CB valleys, thereby providing the necessary tool to investigate this system. In the valleys between CB

peaks, first-order (resonant) tunneling is blocked because there is no energy state aligned with the leads.

Conduction in the CB valleys is instead mediated by so-called cotunneling [118-121]. These are second-

order processes where an electron tunnels through the dot via a high energy “virtual” state. Figure 3-1

illustrates the two forms of cotunneling processes: elastic and inelastic [120]. During inelastic cotunneling

(Fig. 3-1b), imagine that one electron tunnels onto the dot and a different electron tunnels off. This leaves

an electron-hole excitation and is not a coherent process—that is, the electron which is transported from the

source to the drain does not show quantum interference. Elastic cotunneling, on the other hand, is coherent.

Here, a single electron tunnels onto the dot and back off through a virtual state (Fig. 3-1c), so quantum

interference can occur. At low temperatures, kT U< ∆ , the dominant cotunneling process is elastic and,

like the peaks, exhibits interference effects in the form of random but repeatable conductance fluctuations

[122].

In contrast to resonant tunneling on CB peaks, cotunneling in CB valleys is sensitive to charging.

This sensitivity is immediately obvious from the average conductance contribution of both cotunneling

mechanisms [120]:
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where GL,R is the conductance of the point contact to each lead, and Ee(h) is the difference between the Fermi

energy in the leads and the next available state for electron (hole) tunneling (i.e. Ee + Eh = U, and Ee = Eh =

U/2 in the middle of the valley, see Fig. 3-1c). At low temperatures, conductance is dominated by the

elastic mechanism, consisting of virtual tunneling of charge over an energy barrier of height ~ E, the

smaller of (Ee, Eh). Near the valley center, where E ~ U/2 >> ∆, virtual tunneling takes place through a

large number ~ E/∆ of levels. Conduction through each level fluctuates randomly with external parameters,

resulting in mesoscopic cotunneling fluctuations that do not average away even for large E/∆ [122].

Fluctuations of both CB peaks and CB valleys can be seen in the surface plot of Fig. 3-2. The direct

dependence of the cotunneling conductance on U (through Ee,h) leads to characteristic signatures of

cotunneling fluctuations which are distinctly different than those of resonant tunneling.
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U

(a)

(b) (c)

∆

Ee

Eh

resonant tunneling

elastic cotunnelinginelastic cotunneling

Figure 3-1.  Resonant tunneling, inelastic and elastic cotunneling.  (a) Energy diagram picture of resonant
tunneling through a quantum dot in the Coulomb blockade regime. An electron tunnels through a single
energy state aligned with the source and drain leads. This coherent process leads to mesoscopic fluctuations
of peak position and height which reflect the particular transport state.  (b) Inelastic cotunneling in CB
valleys involves one electron tunneling onto the dot and a different electron tunneling off. This process is
not phase coherent and cannot show quantum interference.  (c) Elastic cotunneling, where a single particle
tunnels though the dot via a “virtual” state (classically forbidden), is coherent. The definition of Ee(h), the
energy required for an electron (hole) to tunnel, is indicated.
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Figure 3-2.  Conductance fluctuations of CB peaks and valleys.  The differential conductance G as a
function of gate voltage Vg and perpendicular magnetic field B shows two CB peaks and the valley
between in the strong tunneling regime (note the height of the peaks, ~ 0.5 e2/h). Mesoscopic fluctuations
can be seen in the conductance of the peaks and of the valley. This data is from dot 1.

Experimentally, one can distinguish resonant tunneling fluctuations (on peaks) from cotunneling

fluctuations (in valleys) by the characteristic scale, in perpendicular magnetic field, of fluctuations in the

differential conductance G = dI/dV.5 The characteristic magnetic field scale, Bc, of conductance

fluctuations, G(B), is defined as the width of the autocorrelation function Ci,i(∆B), where the correlation

function

C B g B g B B g g
Bi, j i j i j∆ ∆( ) = ( ) +( ) ( )˜ ˜ var ˜ var ˜ , (3.3)

and g̃ G G
B

= −  give the fluctuations in conductance around the average. The 
B

 notation refers to an

average over the perpendicular magnetic field B. The correlation function is a measure of the similarity

between two functions (in this case the conductance fluctuations ˜ ( )g Bi  and ˜ ( )g Bj ) as they are offset from

                                                            

5 Note that we use a capital ‘G’ for the differential conductance in this chapter, for lack of enough
lowercase ‘g’ options. Also note that the magnetic field, B, is perpendicular to the sample.
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each other by the relevant variable (∆B in this example). The autocorrelation function compares ˜ ( )g Bi  to

˜ ( )g B Bi + ∆  and is normalized to 1 at ∆B = 0. Note that the autocorrelation Ci,i(∆B) is symmetric about ∆B

= 0 because the functions being correlated are the same, while the cross-correlation Ci,j(∆B) is generally

not.

Generally speaking, conductance fluctuations in magnetic field occur on a scale determined by the

field required to pass one flux quantum φ0 = h/e through a typical area difference accumulated by chaotic

trajectories passing through the dot: BcAtraj ~ φ0. In chaotic quantum dots the area swept out by a trajectory

is diffusive, so Atraj ∝  τ , where τ is the typical time an electron spends in the dot. For CB valleys, this

time is limited by the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, ∆τ∆E ~ h, because cotunneling occurs via classically

forbidden (virtual) states at an energy ~ E above the Fermi energy of the leads. Taking τ ~ h/E, the

characteristic magnetic field scale for CB valley fluctuations has been calculated as:

B A E Ec
valley

T= ( )κ φ0 , (3.4)

where ET = hvF/A
1/2 is the ballistic Thouless energy (related, inversely, to the time to cross the dot), A is the

dot area, and κ is a device-dependent geometrical factor [122]. Equation 3.4 applies when most trajectories

are fully chaotic, E < ET. In the opposite case, for E > ET, then ET replaces E in Eq. 3.4, giving

B Ac
valley ~ κ φ0 .

For comparison, the typical time spent in the dot during resonant tunneling on CB peaks is given

by the Heisenberg time, τH ~ h/∆. For transport through open quantum dots, this timescale is τ ~ h/Γtot,

controlled by the total broadening Γtot = ΓL + ΓR + Γϕ due to both escape from the dot [ΓL,R = (h∆/πe2)GL,R]

and dephasing [114, 123, 124]. This yields equivalent characteristic field scales for fluctuations of CB

peaks and in open dots:

B A Ec
peak

T= ( )κ φ0 ∆ , (3.5)

B A Ec
open

tot T= ( )κ φ0 Γ . (3.6)

One expects ( Bc
peak , Bc

open ) < Bc
valley from Eqs. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 since (∆, Γtot) < E ~ U. Furthermore, Eq. 3.4

implies that Bc
valley  will have a maximum at mid-valley, where E = U/2, and decreases to match Bc

peak  as the

peak is approached and E →  0. If we make the approximation (from Eq. 3.2) that

G E E Eel e h∝ +( ) ∝− − −1 1 1~  and noting that B Ec
valley ∝  further implies that B Gc el

2  ~ constant.
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3.3 Cotunneling in quantum dots: Experiment

We report measurements for three quantum dots defined using Cr/Au electrostatic gates on GaAs/AlGaAs

heterostructures. The dots use similar designs with adjustable point contacts and two or three shape-

distorting gates as shown in Fig. 3-3a. The shape-distorting gates allow ensemble statistics to be gathered

on a single device. The “chaotic” shape and size of the dots (within the ballistic transport regime) permits

comparison to a universal theory [122]. Important parameters for the dots are given in the table of Fig. 3-

3b. Measurements were made in a dilution refrigerator using a 2-wire ac voltage bias set-up with Vrms ~ 5

µV (< ∆, kT) at 13Hz. The base electron temperature, T ~ 100 mK, measured from CB peak widths, easily

satisfies the requirement kT U< ∆  ~ 600 mK, so elastic cotunneling is the dominant transport process in

CB valleys.

Conductance fluctuation statistics were measured by rastering over gate voltage, Vg, and

perpendicular magnetic field, B, to yield a 2D scan of conductance, as seen in Fig. 3-4a. Here, two CB

peaks and one CB valley in between are seen as a function of magnetic field with the conductance, G,

shown in a colorscale. The white traces labeled  1 and 4 follow the tops of the CB peaks, determined from

cosh-2 fits [102]. Trace 2 follows the minima of the valley from parabolic fits. Trace 3 follows a path

partway up the peak at a position linearly interpolated (at each B) between the peak and valley. Random

conductance fluctuations are seen in the peaks, valleys, and all interpolated paths (see Fig. 3-4b,e,f).

200180140ET (µeV)

250410330U (µeV)

12.415.88.8∆ (µeV)

0.570.450.81A (µm2)

4.38.48.4l (µm)

dot 3dot 2dot 1parameter

(a) 1 µm (b)

Figure 3-3.  Quantum dot SEM and device parameters. (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of
dot 1. The other devices share the same chaotic design with either two or three shape-distorting gates.  (b)
Device parameters for the three dots measured in this experiment: mean free path (l), area (A) based on ~
150 nm depletion around gates, mean level spacing (∆ = 2πh2/m*A), charging energy (U = e2/C), and

Thouless energy (ET = hvF/A
1/2).
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Figure 3-4.  Conductance fluctuations and autocorrelations of CB peaks and valleys.  (a) Differential
conductance G (colorscale) as a function of Vg and perpendicular magnetic field B for dot 1 (same data as
Fig. 3-2).  (b) Conductance as a function of B for the four paths shown as labeled white traces in (a): a CB
peak (green), a CB valley (blue), an interpolated path between (red), a second CB peak (black).  (c, d)
Autocorrelations Ci,i(∆B) of the conductance fluctuations for (c) all interpolated paths as a function of
average gate voltage along the path 〈Vg〉B and (d) for the four labeled traces. The valley autocorrelation
function is wider than the peak, indicating a larger characteristic field scale. Inset: Ci,i(∆B) near ∆B = 0.
(e,f) Conductance fluctuations of a peak and valley (each on its own scale). Note that the characteristic
scale of fluctuations for the valley is longer than the peak.
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The autocorrelation of G(B) along the peak tops, valley bottoms, and interpolated paths in between

is shown in the colorscale of Fig. 3-4c as a function of ∆B and the average gate voltage along the path,

〈Vg〉B. The specific autocorrelations of the labeled paths are shown in Fig. 3-4d. The field scale of

fluctuations is defined by the condition Ci,i(0.325Bc) = 0.82. This somewhat awkward definition was chosen

to coincide with Ref. [122] while allowing Bc to be measured in the universal region Ci,i(∆B ~ 0) ~ 1, where

presumably nonuniversal features of the dot geometry such as short trajectories are not important. In

qualitative agreement with the expectations discussed above, the periodic change in Bc from a maximum in

the valley to a minimum on peak is easily seen in the width of the Ci,i(∆B) colorscale, Fig. 3-4c, or directly

from the autocorrelations shown in Fig. 3-4d. We note that a theoretically expected difference in the

functional forms of Ci,i(∆B) for peaks versus valleys [103, 104, 122] is not resolvable in the data.

The striking oscillation of Bc from a minimum on CB peaks to a maximum in CB valleys is shown

in Fig. 3-5a for a series of five CB peaks. To determine a quantitative estimate of the field scale in the

valleys compared to the peaks, the ensemble-averaged6 field scale, Bc , and conductance, G
B

, were

obtained from statistically independent peak–valley–peak data sets, sampled by changing the voltage

applied to one of the shape-distorting gates. Figure 3-5b shows Bc  and G
B

 for 31 peaks and 22 valleys

from dot 1, estimated to contain ~14 statistically independent data sets. The measured values, Bc

valley
= 6.3

± 0.3 mT and Bc

peak
 = 4.0 ± 0.2 mT, give a ratio B Bc

valley

c

peak
 ~ 1.6, consistent with ratios of 1.4 – 1.8

for the other dots. While the general behavior of Bc in valleys compared to peaks agrees with theoretical

expectations, the ratio is smaller than expected from Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5. In particular, one would expect

B Bc

valley

c

peak
~ (18mT /4.6 mT) ~ 4 for dot 1. This discrepancy is found in all of the dots and is not

understood at present.  Figure 3-5c shows the approximately linear dependence of Bc

−2
 on G

B
 for the

data in Fig. 3-5b. We note, however, that this relation assumes only a single carrier—either electrons or

holes—and so can only be applied near the valley bottom or peak top.

To show that Bc
valley  is enhanced due to charging effects, it is useful to compare Bc for both peaks

and valleys to the characteristic field Bc
open  for open dots (Gdot > e2/h). Ensemble-averaged field scales,

Bc

open
 (using the definitions of Ci,i(∆B) and Bc above), obtained from ~30 statistically independent traces of

conductance fluctuations at three different lead conductances in dot 1 are shown in Fig. 3-5d along with

Bc

peak
 (at G

B
 ~ 0.4 e2/h) and Bc

valley
 (at G

B
 ~ 0.05 e2/h) for the strong-tunneling regime. These data

                                                            

6 We use an overbar (i.e. Bc ) to indicate an ensemble average obtained by averaging data from several

different dot configurations. The average over magnetic field is indicated by angle brackets. (So G
B

 is
the ensemble-averaged magnetic field averaged conductance).
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Figure 3-5.  Oscillation of the characteristic field scale Bc.  (a ) Characteristic field Bc (left axis) and
average conductance 〈G〉B versus average gate voltage 〈Vg〉B for several CB peaks and valleys in dot 2.  (b)

Ensemble-averaged characteristic field Bc  (blue) and average conductance G
B

 (red) across

peak–valley–peak for ~14 independent data sets (dot 1), showing modulation of Bc .  (c) Bc

−2
 vs. G

B
 for

the same data. Diagonal line indicates B Gc
2  = constant; horizontal line is saturation Bc

−2
= ( κ φ0 A)-2 =

0.003 mT-2 for ET < E. (d)  Average Bc  for three open dot configurations and peak and valley conductances
(black diamonds), from data in (b). Unaveraged Bc values for peaks (green crosses) and valleys (blue
circles) show spread in data. The open-dot Bc  is modified (by ~ 5-15 %) to reflect changes in dot area upon
opening leads.
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show that Bc

open
converges to Bc

peak
 as the dot becomes isolated, while Bc

valley
 is considerably larger than

either. This supports the observation that the characteristic (single-particle) energy scales for transport

though open dots and for resonant tunneling, Γ and ∆ respectively, coincide at the onset of blockade (Γ ~

∆), and that both are smaller than E (set by classical charging) which determines Bc

valley
.

As mentioned above, it is known theoretically [99, 115] and from recent experiments [100, 101]

that the ensemble-averaged normalized on-peak conductance, g B G B G
B

( ) ( )=
≠0

, is lower when time-

reversal symmetry is obeyed (i.e. at B = 0), in analogy to weak localization. In contrast, elastic cotunneling

in the valleys is not expected to show weak localization—that is, gvalley  should not be suppressed at B = 0

[122]. We have investigated the change in average conductance, δg g B B g Bc= > − =( ( ) ( ) )0 , for 81

independent pairs of peaks and valleys measured in dot 3.  As shown in Fig. 3-6a, we find δgpeak = 0.14 for

the peaks, somewhat smaller than the RMT result, δgpeak = 1/4 [114, 115]. Since the RMT calculation

assumes Γ << kT << ∆ while the measurement has Γ ~ 0.7∆ and kT ~ ∆, it is reasonable that theory should

overestimate the measured value somewhat.  For the valleys, we find that gvalley  lacks any significant dip

on a field scale of Bc (~ 8 mT for dot 3) around B = 0 (Fig. 3-6b), in agreement with theory [122]. We note

that averages such as g B( ) are difficult to measure in the CB regime because, unlike in open dots,

fluctuations in the unaveraged normalized conductance g are on the order of g itself [114, 115, 122], as

illustrated in  Fig. 3-6 (dashed lines).

Finally, we investigate correlations between neighboring peaks and valleys as a function of

separation (in units of peak spacing), ∆N. Ensemble-averaged cross-correlations7, C B N C BN( , ) ( )∆ ∆ ∆∆≡ +i,i ,

for five peaks and valleys are shown in Fig. 3-7. The maximum of C B N( , )∆ ∆  at ∆B = 0 gives a measure of

the similarity between the conductance fluctuations of pairs of peaks or valleys separated by ∆N. This value

is seen to decrease to ~ 0 for ∆N > 2 for the peaks, whereas for valleys the correlation remains high, C( , )0 3

~ 0.5. This is also seen in Fig. 3-7c for C N( , )0 ∆  versus ∆N where peak-peak cross-correlations are seen to

decrease faster than both valley-valley and peak-valley cross-correlations. The enhanced cross-correlation

for valleys reflects the fact that, unlike resonant tunneling on peaks, elastic cotunneling relies on

contributions from ~ E/∆ levels. In moving from one valley to the next, only one of the E/∆ levels is

different, hence the similarity among neighbors.

                                                            

7 The cross-correlation Cij(∆B) is calculated for pairs of peak-peak, valley-valley, or peak-valley
conductance fluctuations. Each pair can be assigned a separation ∆N (in units of the peak spacing). The
ensemble average C B N( , )∆ ∆  is an average over all peak-peak (or valley-valley, or peak-valley) pairs that
are separated by ∆N.
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Figure 3-6.  Weak localization of CB peaks and valleys. Ensemble-averaged normalized conductance, g ,
(solid) for 81 statistically independent (a) peaks and (b) valleys as a function magnetic field for dot 3. Peak
conductance gpeak  has a dip around B = 0 with a width ~ Bc associated with the breaking of time-reversal

symmetry. No dip around B = 0  is seen in gvalley  (on the scale of Bc ~ 8 mT). Insets show the regions

around B = 0. Unaveraged normalized conductance (dashed) shows large fluctuations around average
values for both peaks and valleys.
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Figure 3-7.  Cross-correlation between neighboring peaks & valleys. Average cross-correlation of
conductance fluctuations, C B N( , )∆ ∆ , for (a) peaks and (b) valleys. (c) Maximum cross-correlation at ∆B

= 0, C N( , )0 ∆ , for peak-peak (green triangles), valley-valley (blue circles) and peak-valley (black squares),
showing peak-peak correlations decrease more quickly than the others.
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3.4 Conclusion

We have presented measurements of mesoscopic fluctuations of elastic cotunneling in the valleys of

Coulomb blockaded quantum dots. Unlike resonant tunneling on CB peaks, cotunneling in the valleys is

sensitive to charging effects. We observe a larger magnetic field scale for the cotunneling (valley)

fluctuations compared to the peaks, as well as an absence of “weak localization” in valleys. Additionally

cotunneling fluctuations remain correlated over several valleys while peak-peak conductance correlations

decreases quickly—a direct result of the many levels participating in cotunneling processes. This

investigation of cotunneling in CB quantum dots has nicely illustrated a system where both coherence and

charging effects play an important role in transport, but one where the effects of interactions can be easily

identified through dependence on the charging energy.

The devices measured in this chapter were fabricated by Sam Patel on wafers grown by Ken

Campman in Art Gossard’s group at UCSB (see Appendix C, Insomnia 2a Dot #21, Insomnia 1 Dot #10,

Dante 1 Dot # 11). In addition, Sam Patel contributed significantly to the measurements. This experiment is

published in Ref. [49].
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Chapter 4

Mesoscopic Coulomb Blockade in One-

Channel Quantum Dots

4.1 Introduction

The study of mesoscopic effects in confined electron systems often focuses on experimental situations

where the two important effects of quantum coherence and interactions between particles can be cleanly

separated. Investigations of conductance fluctuations due to quantum interference in open quantum dots is

one example. In these systems, electron-electron interactions slightly modify the properties of the device,

for instance through dephasing, but the overall character is not changed [55, 72]. Another example is the

case of Coulomb blockade (CB), the dramatic result of electron charging effects in confined systems with

tunneling contacts to the reservoirs. Quantum interference modifies some properties of the CB, such as

inducing random fluctuations of peak heights, but does not change its essential features [99-101]. The

previous chapter took this example one step further, identifying signatures of interaction effects on the

quantum interference of elastic cotunneling in the CB valleys [49]. Put another way, we investigated the

manner in which interactions affect the quantum interference which affects the overall large signature of

charging (the Coulomb blockade). The effects of interference and interactions were still considered

separately. There are situations, however, when the convenient but artificial separation of coherence and

interactions causes entire phenomena to be missed. This Chapter concerns one such case, in which the

experimental signature of interactions (the Coulomb blockade itself) appears only because of the presence

of quantum interference [125].
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4.2 One-Channel Quantum Dots

The system we study in this experiment is again a quantum dot connected to two reservoirs with adjustable

quantum point contacts leads. We set one point contact exactly at the first quantized plateau (2e2/h) where

there is one and only one fully transmitting spin-degenerate mode. The second point contact we set to the

weak-tunneling regime, such that the conductance G2 << e2/h.8 In terms of the transmission coefficient of

each point contact, T1 = 1 and T2 << 1. This regime is similar to the strong-tunneling regime considered in

the previous chapter, in that the dot is well coupled to one of the reservoirs. However, the condition of

unity transmission means there is no tunnel barrier, the dot is no longer “isolated”, and electrons (or even

partial charge) can slosh back and forth between the reservoir and the dot. The number of electrons on the

dot is no longer a good quantum number for “one-channel” quantum dots. At this point, one might

reasonably conclude that the Coulomb blockade will disappear. Indeed, this was the prevailing theoretical

belief until 1998 [126, 127].

In metallic dots, it is known both theoretically [128-130] and experimentally [131] that the CB

begins to be exponentially suppressed in the strong-tunneling regime as the conductance of the dot becomes

larger than ~ e2/h. In semiconductor quantum dots coupled to two reservoirs via point contact leads,

measurements of the CB in the strong-tunneling regime have yielded varying results. Kouwenhoven et al.

[132] found that the CB disappears when the transmission T1 through one point contact reaches unity.

However, Pasquier et al. [133] report small CB oscillations up to T1 + T2 ~ 3, and Crouch et al. [134]

observed CB which decreased near T1 = 1, T2 << 1, but then increased again above T1 > 1. Flensburg [126]

and Matveev [127] have shown theoretically that the CB disappears at unity transmission when only

inelastic processes are taken into account, appropriate in the limit kT/∆ >> 1, where ∆ is the quantum level

spacing. Then, in 1998, Aleiner and Glazman [125] extended the analysis to include elastic (coherent)

processes, finding for the particular case of “one-channel” transport (T1 = 1, T2 << 1) that although one-

channel CB would vanish for purely inelastic transport, it persists due to coherent mechanisms for

temperatures comparable to the quantum level spacing.

In this chapter, we investigate several novel features of one-channel CB which illustrate the

interplay between quantum interference and electron-electron interactions. These are as follows: (i) an

enhancement of the CB at zero magnetic field which, like coherent backscattering in open structures, can

be understood in terms of time-reversal symmetry at zero field; (ii) a strong temperature dependence of the

CB on the scale of the quantum level spacing; (iii) an enhanced correlation (although less than predicted

theoretically) of conductance as a function of gate voltage, compared to the weak-tunneling regime, which

results from cotunneling through many levels both on and off the CB peak; (iv) peak motion as a function
                                                            

8 The second point contact is used to experimentally measure transport through the dot. For theoretical
purposes it is (essentially) sufficient to consider a dot with a single fully transmitting lead [125].
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of perpendicular magnetic field that is several times larger than in the weak-tunneling regime, though still

small compared to the charging energy U.

4.3 One-Channel Coulomb Blockade: Effective scattering

The existence of CB in the one-channel regime can be understood in terms of an effective scatterer at the

location of the open lead that arises due to coherent trajectories reflected from the walls of the dot [125]. It

is known that a real scatterer in a nearly open lead will cause classical CB [126, 127]. Sketched in Fig. 4-

1a, this case of T1 < ~1 (reflection coefficient R1 > 0) is considered the strong-tunneling regime, as

described in Chapters 2 and 3. In the one-channel quantum dot, there is no real scatterer to produce the CB.

However, the coherent interference of backscattered electrons—electrons that enter the dot from the open

lead, scatter off the walls, and leave the dot back through the open lead again—create a standing wave

which acts as an effective scatterer in the open lead and gives rise to the CB [125]. This process is shown in

Fig. 4-1b. We emphasize that without coherence, the CB should disappear in the fully transmitting one-

channel case. Only the coherent interference of backscatter electrons causes the CB to occur.

At zero magnetic field, backscattering increases due to constructive interference of time-reversed

paths (Fig. 4-1c). This phenomena leads to the weak localization effect observed in open quantum dots

(described in Chapter 2) [70, 83-85]. In the one-channel regime, enhanced backscattering creates a larger

effective scatterer which gives stronger CB oscillations. As the perpendicular magnetic field B is increased

beyond a characteristic scale Bc (where Bc puts of order one flux quantum through the backscattered

trajectories, analogous to the last experiment), time-reversal symmetry is broken and the strength of the CB

oscillations should decrease. To quantify the strength of the CB we evaluate the spectral power of the CB

oscillations, PCB. With application of a perpendicular field sufficient to break time-reversal symmetry, PCB

is predicted to decrease by a factor of 4 [125]. The requirement of coherence for CB in the one-channel dot

implies a strong temperature dependence of PCB on the scale of the quantum level spacing ∆ (relevant for

quantum interference) rather than the classical charging energy U (relevant for classical CB). Detailed

calculations yield

P B T
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T U
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kTCB ( , ) ( ) ln=












2
2 2
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4 2
Λ ∆ ∆α

π
, (4.1)

where Λ(B<<Bc) = 4 and Λ(B >> Bc) = 1, α ≈ 0.207 is a numerical factor, and G2 is the conductance of the

tunneling point contact [125]. Another consequence of the coherent nature of one-channel CB is that small

changes in parameters such as device shape or magnetic field, which alter the interference pattern in the

dot, can shift the position in gate voltage where the CB peak appears. Experimentally this appears as a

strongly B-dependent peak position, with excursions predicted to be on the scale of the peak spacing.
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Figure 4-1.  One-channel Coulomb blockade:
Schematics.  (a) A quantum dot with one
tunneling point contact (right) and the other point
contact nearly open (transmission coefficient T ~
1). A scatterer (X) at the open point contact gives
a finite reflection coefficient, R > 0, and leads to
Coulomb blockade in the strong-tunneling
regime.  (b) The one-channel regime, where the
open point contact has exactly unity transmission
(T = 1, R = 0). Coherent interference of
backscattered trajectories, like the one shown,
produce a standing wave at the point contact
which acts as an effective scatterer—also giving
rise to Coulomb blockade.  ( c ) At zero
perpendicular field B, time-reversed trajectory
pairs interfere constructively, enhancing the
backscattered conductance and leading to stronger
CB oscillations.  (d) An SEM micrograph of dot 1
with an estimated area of 0.5 µm2 after depletion.

T ~ 1
R > 0

T = 1
R = 0

T = 1
R = 0

B = 0
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4.4 Experimental Results

We report measurements of two quantum dots (micrograph in Fig. 4-1d) fabricated using CrAu electrostatic

gates 900 Å above a two-dimensional electron gas on a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. A multiple-gate

design allows independent control of point contact conductances and dot shape via several shape-distorting

gates. Both dots have an area of 0.5 µm2 giving a level spacing9 ∆ = 2πh2/m*A = 14 µeV (m* is the effective

electron mass, and A is the dot area assuming a 100 nm depletion width). Measurements were made in a

dilution refrigerator in a 2-wire configuration with an ac voltage bias of ~ 5 µV at 13.5 Hz. The

experimental temperature T used throughout the chapter refers to the electron temperature measured from

the widths of CB peaks in the weak-tunneling regime. At fridge base, T = 100 mK. Gate voltages can be

related to dot energy through the ratio η, measured from the linear temperature dependence of the full

width at half maximum of CB peaks in the weak-tunneling regime at T > ∆, where eη(FWHM) = 4.3kT (as

noted in Chapter 2). This ratio then converts peak spacing to charging energy, giving eη(peak spacing) = U

= 260 µeV for dot 1 and 320 µeV for dot 2.

A number of novel features of one-channel transport are illustrated in Fig. 4-2. The rapid

oscillations in conductance as a function of gate voltage are the CB oscillations. Comparing Figs. 4-2a and

4-2b shows that the CB oscillations in the one-channel regime are considerably stronger at B = 0 mT ( <<

Bc) compared to 100 mT (>> Bc ~ 20 mT). In contrast, the strength of the CB does not appear to depend on

magnetic field in the weak-tunneling regime (Figs. 4-2c and 4-2d). One-channel CB also shows large

fluctuations of valley conductance due to large cotunneling contributions which are suppressed in the

weak-tunneling regime.

The B dependence of one-channel CB arising from the breaking of time-reversal symmetry can be

studied quantitatively by evaluating the power spectral density Pg(f) of the conductance, g(Vg), at a number

of different perpendicular magnetic fields. The argument f is the gate-voltage frequency in units of

cycles/mV.10 In both the one-channel and weak-tunneling regimes, Pg(f) shows a clear peak around the CB

frequency, fCB = η/U , as seen in Figs. 4-3a,b. In the one-channel regime, the CB peak in Pg(f) has a clear

maximum around B = 0, whereas CB in the weak-tunneling regime is essentially independent of B. We

define the CB power, PCB, as the power in a window around the CB frequency in Pg(f) (bracketed regions in

Figs. 4-3a,b). The enhanced CB power around B = 0 in the one-channel regime now appears as a peak at

                                                            

9 We use the spin-non-degenerate form of the level spacing for these dots because experiments on dots of
similar size and design do not show a spin-degenerate filling of the single particle states [105].
10 Power spectra are computed from half-overlapping segments of 256 points with Hanning windowing,
normalized for each magnetic field so that the one-sided sum over frequencies equals var(g). See
Numerical Recipes in C [135].
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Figure 4-2.  CB oscillations in the one-channel regime.  Differential conductance, g, showing CB
oscillations as a function of gate voltage, Vg, in the one channel regime (a,b) and weak-tunneling regime
(c,d) at perpendicular field B = 0 mT (< Bc ~ 20 mT) and B = 100 mT (> Bc). One-channel CB is stronger
at B = 0 mT compared to B = 100 mT, unlike weak-tunneling CB. The icons represent quantum dots in the
one-channel regime (a,b) and weak-tunneling regime (c,d).
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Figure 4-3.  One-channel CB power spectral density.  (a,b) Grayscale plots of the power spectral density,
Pg, as a function of gate-voltage frequency f (cycles/mV) and perpendicular magnetic field B for (a) one-
channel CB and (b) weak-tunneling CB (dot 1). The dominant frequency of CB oscillations is within the
bracketed region marked “CB” in each plot. In the one-channel regime (a), the bright structure at B ~ 0 at
the CB frequency indicates stronger CB at zero field. No corresponding field dependence of CB is seen for
weak-tunneling (b). At each magnetic field, the power within the bracketed region defines PCB(B), the CB
power.  (c,d) PCB(B) for data in (a) and (b). Again, the zero-field enhancement of the CB in the one-channel
regime is seen as a peak in PCB(B) around B = 0.
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Figure 4-4.  Average CB power.  Magnetic field dependence of CB oscillations for the one-channel (blue)
and weak-tunneling (red) regimes given by the CB power normalized to its B >> BC value and averaged
over shape configurations, 〈pCB(B)〉 (dot 1). Uncertainties are ~ 10% for the one-channel regime and ~ 30%
for the weak-tunneling regime.

B = 0 in the function PCB(B) (Fig. 4-3c), while PCB(B) is flat for weak tunneling (Fig. 4-3d). We note that

the width of the CB peak in Pg(f) around fCB is broader and shows greater fluctuations in frequency in one-

channel CB compared to the weak-tunneling regime (Fig. 4-3a vs. Fig 4-3b). This implies a broader

distribution of peak spacings in the one-channel regime, contrary to the predictions of Ref. [125], and

remains an interesting open problem.

CB power normalized by its large-B average, pCB(B) = P B P BCB CB B Bc
( ) ( )

>>
, and averaged over

an ensemble of several dot shapes provides a useful quantity for comparing the B dependence of CB in the

one-channel and weak-tunneling regimes (Fig. 4-4). To compute these data, PCB(B) traces from seven data

sets in the one-channel regime and three data sets in the weak-tunneling regime were normalized by the

average value over 27 mT < B < 130 mT [for two of the one-channel sets: 21 mT < B < 60 mT] and then

averaged. The zero-field value, 〈pCB(0)〉 ~ 5.3 ± 0.5, is somewhat larger than the predicted factor of 4 for

reasons not understood. In the weak-tunneling regime 〈pCB(0)〉 ~ 0.7 ± 0.2, somewhat closer to unity than

the zero-temperature theoretical value of 9/16 [99], presumably due to decoherence [136]. We note that a

B-dependent real reflection in the point contact with maximum reflection at B = 0 could lead to a spurious

enhancement of CB power at B = 0. To rule out this possibility, we have measured (in a separate device)

the field dependence of the open point contact with the rest of the dot undepleted and find only very slight

B dependence with no distinct features on the 10 - 40 mT scale (Fig. 4-5).
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Figure 4-5.  B-dependence of a quantum point contact.  The first quantized plateau of a point contact is
shown for perpendicular fields B = 0 to 150 mT. The conductance change, ~ 5% at most in the field range
(40 mT), is not enough to account for the observed CB power increase shown in Fig. 4-4, above. The inset
shows the first two plateaus. The data has not been corrected for any series resistance, so the plateau value
is slightly below 2e2/h.

The temperature dependence of one-channel CB power is shown in Fig. 4-6a along with the no-

free-parameters theory, Eq. 4.1, for both B << Bc (open squares) and B >> Bc (filled squares). Experiment

and theory are roughly consistent up to T ~ 300 mK (kT ~ 2.5 ∆), with good agreement in slope and the T

independence of the ratio PCB(B  << Bc )/ PCB(B  >> Bc), and reasonable agreement in absolute magnitude

given the lack of free parameters. Note the log scale on the vertical axes and that CB powers range over a

factor of ~ 100. At temperatures above ~ 400 mK, one-channel CB is strongly suppressed and the

enhancement around B = 0 disappears, as seen in both Figs. 4-6a and 4-6b.

We have also investigated correlations in conductance as a function of Vg,

C V g V g V Vg g g g Vg

( ) ( ) ( )δ δ= + (average is over gate voltage) in the one-channel regime. Long correlations

are expected in one-channel CB due to the significant contributions of cotunneling via many levels (of

order U/∆ ) [50, 122], as discussed in the previous chapter. Figure 4-7 shows the discrete correlation
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Figure 4-7.  Autocorrelation of CB oscillations.  Averaged (magnetic field and dot shape ensemble)
autocorrelation function, C(δn), of CB conductance oscillations in gate voltage Vg  in units of peak number
δn, where δVg = δn(U/η) for dot 1. The correlation length, given by the width of a gaussian fit, for one-
channel CB (diamonds) is 2.8 peaks, slightly larger, but comparable to the weak-tunneling regime
(crosses), 2.4 peaks, and much smaller than the length of ~ U/∆ ~ 15 peaks expected theoretically.
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function11 C(δn), where δn  = 0,1,2,… acts as a peak index, defined for the one-channel CB regime as

C(δVg) evaluated at the CB period, δVg = δn(U/η). In the weak-tunneling regime, C(δn) is directly

evaluated using sets of discrete peaks heights, C n g n g n n
n

( ) ( ) ( )δ δ= +max max , to avoid spurious

correlations in C(δVg) caused by uniformly low valley conductance. As seen in Fig. 4-7, the correlation

length in the one-channel CB (2.8 peaks) is considerably shorter than the theoretical value of U/∆ ~ 15

peaks, and not significantly different than that of the weak-tunneling regime (2.4 peaks). This short

correlation length may be caused by changes in the energy spectrum of the dot as electrons are added with

each successive CB peak. This suggests that the number of added electrons sufficient to scramble the dot

spectrum is less than U/∆, consistent with similar conclusions based on the temperature dependence of peak

correlations in the weak-tunneling regime [71, 137].

Finally, we have investigated the predicted large-scale peak motion as a function of magnetic field

in the one-channel CB regime. Whereas the weak-tunneling regime exhibits CB peak motion on the scale

of the level spacing12 (once scaled to dot energy by η) [90, 91, 100, 137, 138], peak motion in the one-

channel regime is expected to be of order U [125]. An enhanced peak motion in B for one-channel CB

compared to weak-tunneling CB is seen in Fig. 4-8, although the effect is not as large as predicted

theoretically. The standard deviation of peak motion about its average position is  0.09 U ( ~ 2 ∆) for one-

channel CB (Fig. 4-8a), compared to  0.02 U (~ 0.5 ∆) in the weak-tunneling regime (Fig. 4-8b), the latter

consistent with other measurements [90, 100, 137]. For a subsequent investigation of large-scale peak

motion in the strong-tunneling regime see Ref. [137].

4.5 Conclusions

In summary, we have presented measurements of mesoscopic Coulomb blockade which arises due to

quantum coherence in a quantum dot with one fully transmitting channel (T1 = 1, T2 << 1). One-channel

CB is enhanced in the presence time-reversal symmetry and has a strong temperature dependence on the
                                                            

11 The correlation functions C(δn) are calculated for each magnetic field B, then averaged over B to give
〈C(δn)〉B for a given data set (one dot shape). The ensemble average is computed by averaging 〈C(δn)〉B for
several dot shapes. The final ‘averaged’ correlation function shown in Fig. 4-7 is the ‘ensemble-averaged

magnetic-field-averaged autocorrelation function in peak number δn’, C n
B

( )δ , where the overbar

represents the ensemble average (as in Chpt. 3). Note that the notation of the figure is simply C(δn) to
avoid mass confusion.
12 There has been some debate as to whether the fluctuations of peak spacings (equivalently, peak motion)
in the weak-tunneling regime should be controlled by ∆ or U. Two experiments [87, 88] have found peak
spacing fluctuations larger than predicted by RMT and suggested [87] that fluctuations in the classical
charging energy U dominate peak spacing fluctuations. Other theoretical predictions [91, 138] give
fluctuations of order ∆, consistent with this work and a number of other experiments from our group [90,
100, 137].
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scale of the quantum level spacing, consistent with theory [125]. Correlation of conductance in gate voltage

appears limited to ~ 3 peaks, smaller than expected, perhaps as a result of changes in the energy spectrum

of the dot upon adding electrons. The motion of mesoscopic CB peaks with magnetic field is significantly

greater than in the weak-tunneling regime, but smaller than expected theoretically.

The devices measured in this chapter were fabricated by Sam Patel on a wafer grown by Cem

Duroz in Jim Harris’ group at Stanford (see Appendix C, CEM2385-SRP1 Dots #10, #13). Sebastian

Maurer and Sam Patel contributed to the measurements. This experiment is published in Ref. [50].
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Figure 4-8.  Enhanced peak motion in the one-channel regime.  Grayscale plots of conductance versus gate
voltage Vg and perpendicular magnetic field B shows larger fluctuations of CB peak position as a function
of B in the one-channel regime (a) than in the weak-tunneling regime (b). Note symmetry in B of CB peak
height and position (dot 1). Fluctuations in the one-channel regime are ~ 0.09U ~ 2∆, less than expected
theoretically.
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Chapter 5

A Tunable Kondo Effect in Quantum Dots

5.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses the Kondo effect in quantum dots, a third regime where both quantum coherence

and electron-electron interactions play crucial, non-trivial roles. We investigate this classic many-body

effect again using strongly coupled quantum dots in the Coulomb Blockade (CB) regime with particular

interest in the CB valleys. In a small, cold quantum dot, the cotunneling processes between electrons in the

leads and an unpaired electron in the dot can form a “macroscopic coherent spin-singlet state”. The basis of

this state involves spin-flip scattering events between electrons in the dot and electrons in the leads. Unlike

the two experiments described in the previous chapters, the effects of quantum coherence and electron-

electron interactions (now with spin) cannot be separated for the Kondo effect.

5.2 Background

The observations in the 1930s [139] of an anomalous increase in the low temperature resistivity of some

metals began the decades long process of understanding what has become known as the Kondo effect [51,

140]. At that point, it was understood that the resistivity of a conductor, dominated by electron-phonon

scattering, decreases with decreasing temperature as T5 before saturating at a finite value (due to scattering

from lattice impurities) as T →  0 [141]; that is, ρ ~ ρ0 + aT5. The new anomalous behavior was a

logarithmic divergence in ρ as T → 0, making the resistivity ρ ~ ρ0 + aT5 – blog(T) as seen in Fig. 5-1.
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Figure 5-1.  Temperature dependence of the resistivity, ρ. The resistivity decreases as T5 for high
temperature, due to electron-phonon scattering then reaches a minimum at ρ0 before increasing roughly
logarithmically with decreasing T.

This unusual phenomena remained unexplained for several decades. Finally in the late ‘50s and

early ‘60s theoretical models began to associate the anomalous temperature dependence with scattering

from magnetic impurities [142, 143]. Experimentalists began purposely adding magnetic impurities to

metallic crystals and, in 1964, conclusively demonstrated that the anomalous temperature dependence was

related to the presence of these impurities [144]. Soon thereafter, Jun Kondo made the first theoretical

explanation of this elusive question [145], and for his contributions, the effect bears his name.

The key to unraveling the Kondo effect was the magnetic impurities imbedded in a metallic host.

The requirements for an atomic impurity to retain a finite magnetic moment while imbedded in a metallic

host were outlined by Anderson in 1961 [143] using a model Hamiltonian, now known as the Anderson

Hamiltonian:

H c c d d Un n t c dA k k k
k k

k k
k kf f

= + + + +
< <

∑ ∑ ∑ε εσ σ σ
σ

σ σ σ
σ

σ σ σ σ σ
σ

†

;

†
'

†

;

1

2
H.c.. (5.1)

The first term in the Anderson Hamiltonian is the energy of the free electron system—all the conduction

electrons in the host metal—represented by the creation and annihilation operators ckσ
† and ckσ. The index σ

indicates the spin of an electron, and k indicates the momentum. The second term represents the energy of

localized electrons on the impurity state, with creation operator dσ
†. In this model, only a single “d-orbital”
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Figure 5-2.  The Anderson model.  Delocalized conduction electrons fill the states of a Fermi sea up the
Fermi energy, EF. A spin-degenerate state ε0 lies below EF, occupied by one electron. Due to Coulomb
repulsion, the next available state (double-occupation) is above the Fermi energy at ε0 + U, and so is not
filled.

state which can hold zero, one or two electrons is considered.13 The third term in Eq. 5.1 describes the

charging energy between the localized electrons on the single impurity state and is parameterized by U.

Finally, the fourth term represents transitions between the localized impurity state and the delocalized states

in the bulk metal.

The model described by the Anderson Hamiltonian is drawn schematically in Fig. 5-2. Here,

delocalized electrons fill up the Fermi sea of a bulk metal host up to the Fermi energy, EF. A localized spin-

degenerate impurity state sits at an energy ε0 below EF and is filled by one electron (in this case, spin-up).

Double occupation is prevented by the Coulomb interaction energy U which lifts the energy of the doubly

occupied state to ε0 + U, well above the Fermi energy. Anderson determined that an atomic impurity with

sufficiently large Coulomb repulsion U, and sufficiently weak hybridization, t, between the localized state

and the leads would retain a finite magnetic moment in such a model [143]. The Anderson Hamiltonian is

one starting point for describing magnetic impurities, including quantum dots, which lead to the Kondo

effect.

                                                            

13 The state is considered a d-orbital because the outer shell of many magnetic impurity atoms are partially
filled d-shells. A single state can be considered for simplicity without changing any of the important
physics [143, 146].
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Figure 5-3.  Schematic picture of a spin-singlet bound state between the localized impurity spin (green)
and the spins of conduction electrons in the host metal.

Now that we have a model for a localized spin within a bulk metal system, we can consider

interactions between the localized and delocalized states. The electron in the localized state can lower its

kinetic energy by virtually hopping up to an unoccupied state at the Fermi surface (hence spreading out its

wavefunction) [147, 148]. This can only occur if there is an available state of the same spin at the Fermi

energy—that is, there must be an excess of electrons with the opposite spin at the Fermi energy of the bulk

metal to allow this virtual transition to take place (due to the Pauli exclusion principle). To create a local

excess of one spin species in the vicinity of the impurity essentially means a number of free electrons

become semi-localized, a process which costs energy. So, we have a competition between the energy

gained by delocalizing the impurity electron (by letting it virtually hop on/off the impurity site) and the

energy cost of localizing free electrons of the opposite spin around the impurity site. At low enough

temperatures, delocalizing the impurity electron wins [148]. The conduction electrons in the bulk metal try

to screen the impurity spin forming a spin-singlet state with the impurity electron [51, 149], illustrated

schematically in Fig. 5-3. This antiferromagnetic bond between the impurity state and the conduction

electrons has a characteristic energy scale kTK, where TK is known as the Kondo temperature.

Another useful picture which describes the build-up of the bond between the impurity electron and

the free conduction electrons in shown in Fig. 5-4. The interactions depicted involve scattering events

which can flip the spins of both the conduction electron and the impurity spin. This is equivalent to the

impurity electron hopping off the localized state and another electron of opposite spin hopping back on.

Suppose the impurity electron begins in a spin-up state (Fig. 5-4a). A conduction electron scatters off the

impurity and may or may not flip the spins of both particles. This leaves the two particles entangled (Fig. 5-

4b). A second scattering event between the localized impurity and another conduction electron adds that
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5-4.  Simple picture of Kondo cloud formation.  (a) A single magnetic impurity (large green arrow)
is surrounded by conduction electrons (black).  (b) One electron scatters off the impurity with the
possibility of flipping its spin and that of the impurity. These two particles are now entangled (shown in
red).  (c) A second electron scatters off the impurity, also with the possibility of a spin-flip, thus becoming
entangled with both the impurity and the previous scattered electron.  (d) Continued scattering events build
up a state where a large number of conduction electrons are correlated with the localized impurity. This
bound state is known as the Kondo cloud.
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electron to the entangled state (Fig. 5-4c). Continued scattering events build up a “cloud” of conduction

electrons which are correlated with the each other and the localized impurity forming a macroscopic

coherent state (Fig. 5-4d). This is the spin-singlet state described above and is often called the “Kondo

cloud”.

The Kondo singlet state is relatively extended in size and, therefore, acts as a more effective

scatterer than the impurity itself. This leads to the observed increase in resistivity observed at low

temperature. At temperatures T >> TK, the singlet state has not formed (not energetically favorable) and the

resistivity of the host metal shows the typical T5 dependence due to phonon scattering. As the temperature

approaches TK, the resistivity bottoms out, then increases logarithmically with decreasing temperature in

what has become a hallmark of the Kondo effect.

Kondo’s initial success in explaining the resistivity minimum has led, over the years, to a much

fuller understanding of the many-body physics underlying this magnetic impurity system [51, 140, 150-

152]. A substantial review of the theoretical work on the Kondo effect from the 1960’s through the 1980’s

as well as some comparison to experiments of the time is presented in Ref. [51]. Predictions can now be

made for the resistivity dependence of many parameters of the impurity-host system (such as bias voltage,

magnetic field, and the depth of the magnetic impurity state below the Fermi sea), in addition to a full non-

perturbative solution to the temperature dependence from T = 0 to T >> TK [153]. Unfortunately, these

predictions are not easily tested in metallic systems because the parameters involved are difficult or

impossible to change. For instance, it is not possible to change the energy of the magnetic impurity relative

to the Fermi energy, nor to create a large bias voltage across an impurity which is surrounded by a metallic

crystal. Furthermore, it is very difficult to study the effects of a single magnetic impurity imbedded in a

metallic host. Rather, experimental measurements are an ensemble average over a number of impurity

atoms in the crystal lattice.

With the advent of quantum dots in the late 1980’s and early ‘90’s, a new system emerged for

studying the Kondo effect. A quantum dot with an unpaired spin strongly coupled to the elections in the

leads can be described by the same physics as a magnetic impurity in a metal [58-60, 154, 155]. Using an

Anderson model description (Fig. 5-5a), the unpaired electron on the dot is the localized magnetic impurity

state, the Coulomb charging energy of the dot pushes the next available state up (by U) above the Fermi

energy, and the electrons in the source and drain leads are the delocalized conduction electrons. This

system allows one to study an individual, artificial magnetic impurity and tune in situ many of the

parameters in the Kondo problem: temperature, voltage bias, magnetic field, the coupling between the

impurity and conduction electrons, and the depth of the impurity state below the Fermi energy of the leads.

The first experimental demonstration of the Kondo effect in quantum dots was reported by Goldhaber-

Gordon et al. in 1998 [156]. The work in this chapter includes more extensive measurements of the

temperature dependence of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium Kondo effect in quantum dots that
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Figure 5-5. (a) Schematic energy diagram (Anderson model) of a dot with one spin-degenerate energy
level ε0 occupied by a single electron. U is the single-electron charging energy, and ΓL and ΓR give the
tunnel couplings to the left and right leads. The parameters ε0, ΓL, and ΓR can be tuned by the gate voltages.
The states in the source and drain leads are continuously filled up to the electrochemical potentials, µL and
µR. The series (a1, a2, a3) depicts a possible virtual tunnel event in which the spin-up electron tunnels off
the dot and a spin-down electron tunnels on the dot. Such virtual tunnel events which involve spin-flips
build up a macroscopically correlated state (the Kondo cloud) with properties that are known as the Kondo
effect. (b) The Kondo effect can be pictured as a narrow resonance in the density-of-states (DOS) of the dot
at the Fermi energies of the leads, µL = µR. The lower energy bump in the DOS is the broadened single
particle state ε0. (c) A source-drain voltage V results in the difference: eV = µL – µR. For finite V, the DOS
peak splits in two; one peak located at each chemical potential. (d) SEM photo of the gate structure which
defines our quantum dots (dot 1).

agree well the results of Ref. [156]. In addition, we present data using a parallel magnetic field that

identifies the Kondo physics, and we demonstrate the tunability of the Kondo temperature with an applied

gate voltage. Subsequent work in the field, since the time of this experiment, will be discussed at the end of

the chapter.
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5.3 Quantum Dot as a Tunable Kondo Impurity

The important parameters for the Kondo effect in quantum dots are illustrated in the energy diagrams of

Fig. 5-5. We treat the dot as an electron box separated from the leads by tunable tunnel barriers with a

single spin-degenerate energy state εo occupied by one electron of either spin up or spin down. The tunnel

couplings to the left and right lead are given by ΓL and ΓR. The parameters ε0, ΓL, and ΓR can all be tuned

by the gate voltages. The addition of a second electron to the state ε0 costs an on-site Coulomb energy U =

e2/C. The diagrams of Fig. 5-5a shows the dot in the Coulomb Blockade. An electron cannot tunnel onto

the dot since the two electron energy εo+U exceeds the Fermi energies of the leads, µL and µR. Also, the

electron on the dot cannot tunnel off because ε0 < µL, µR. However, higher-order cotunneling processes in

which the intermediate state costs an energy of order U are allowed for short time-scales [108], limited by

the Heisenberg uncertainty relation for time and energy. In particular, we are interested in virtual tunneling

events which effectively flip the spin on the dot. One such example is depicted in Fig. 5-5 (a1 - a3) in

which the spin-up electron tunnels off the dot and a spin-down electron tunnels on the dot. The sum of all

successive spin-flip processes effectively screen the local spin on the dot such that the electrons in the leads

and on the dot together form a spin-singlet state. Analogous to the singlet state formed by the magnetic

impurity in a metal, this macroscopically correlated state gives rise to the Kondo effect. In a quantum dot,

the Kondo effect can be described as a narrow peak in the density-of-states (DOS) at the electrochemical

potentials of the leads, µL = µR, as shown in Fig. 5-5b [60, 157-159]. This DOS Kondo resonance gives rise

to enhanced conductance through the dot. The enhanced conductance and DOS resonance is analogous to

the low-temperature increased resistivity in metals. The Kondo cloud increases scattering which, in metals,

increases the resistivity. In dots, however, these scattering events are exactly the mechanism for transport

through the blockaded dot, so they increase conductance. Out of equilibrium, when a bias voltage V is

applied between the source and drain, eV = µL – µR, the Kondo peak in the DOS splits into two peaks, each

pinned to one chemical potential (Fig. 5-5c) [60, 158]. This splitting leads to two specific features in

transport. First, at zero magnetic field, the differential conductance dI/dV versus V mimics the Kondo

resonance in the DOS, so a peak in dI/dV is expected around zero voltage. Second, a parallel magnetic field

lifts spin degeneracy resulting in a dI/dV versus V showing two peaks at eV = ± g*µBB|| [60, 160, 161],

where g* is the effective Landé factor and µB is the Bohr magneton, and B|| is the parallel magnetic field.

In our GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dot devices (Fig. 5-5d), negative voltages applied to the gates

control the parameters ε0, the electron number N, and ΓL, ΓR, the energy broadening of the discrete states

caused by the coupling to the left and right leads. The conductance shows CB oscillations on varying the

gate voltage Vg (for example, Fig. 5-6a). Although the exact number of electrons N is not known, each

period corresponds to a change of one electron on the dot. N should thus oscillate between an even and an
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odd number. If we assume spin-degenerate filling of the single-particle states14, the total spin on the dot is

zero when N = even (all states are double-occupied with antiparallel spins), and for N = odd, the total spin

is ± 1/2 (the topmost state is singly occupied with either spin up or down). In other words, for even N the

dot is nonmagnetic, whereas for odd N the dot has a net spin magnetic moment [162]. This property allows

quantum dots to be tuned between a Kondo and a non-Kondo systems as we vary N with the gate voltage.

Measurements were made on two quantum dots of similar shape (Fig 5-5d) fabricated on a

GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure with a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) about 100 nm below the

surface. Dot 1 has an estimated size of 170 nm x 170 nm and confines ~ 60 electrons while dot 2 is about

130 nm x 130 nm containing ~ 35 electrons. The two dots form the double dot structure fabricated by N.C.

van der Vaart and discussed in detail in Ref. [163]. Each dot was measured independently, by biasing only

the gate voltages that define a single dot, in a dilution refrigerator with an effective electron base

temperature Tbase ≈ 45 mK (measured from the widths of CB peaks in the weak-tunneling regime). During

measurements of CB oscillations, the voltages on gates 1 and 3 are swept simultaneously. The dc

conductance, G = I/V, was measured in a 2-wire voltage bias configuration. Recall that for small bias

voltage V, the differential and dc conductance are equivalent. For example, CB peaks in linear response (V

~ 0) dc conductance look the same as the linear response differential conductance CB shown in the

previous experiments. The measurements of the differential conductance, g = dI/dV, presented in this

chapter, use standard ac lockin techniques with a small ac bias voltage of 1µV at 13.5 Hz.

The spin coupling interactions which give rise to Kondo physics contribute significantly only for

temperatures comparable to or lower than the Kondo temperature

TK ~ [UΓ]1/2exp[πε0/2Γ], (5.2)

where Γ = ΓL + ΓR, and ε0, the energy of the localized state measured from the Fermi energy of the leads, is

negative [164, 165]. To make this regime accessible experimentally, Γ is made as large as possible by

setting the gate voltages Vg such that the broadened CB oscillations in Fig. 5-6a slightly overlap. This

implies that Γ ~ ∆ where ∆ is the single-particle level spacing measured as 0.1 meV and 0.15 meV in dots 1

and 2 respectively. The existence of more than one spin-degenerate level in our dots is expected to further

enhance the Kondo temperature. For a review of the Kondo effect in multi-level systems, see Refs. [166-

168]. The respective Coulomb energies of the two dots in the weak-tunneling regime were measured as U =

1 meV and 1.3 meV. The Coulomb energy U decreases by a factor of ~2 in the strong-tunneling regime of

our measurements [169].

                                                            

14 In measurements of the evolution of the CB peaks versus perpendicular magnetic field, we observe
pairing in the motion between adjacent peaks. This indicates spin-degenerate filling of the energy states, in
contrast to the results of Ref. [105], who reported non-spin-degenerate filling of the energy states.
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Figure 5-6. Conductance minima in temperature dependence of alternate CB valleys (a) Linear response dc
conductance G = I/V versus gate voltage Vg measured in dot 1 at B = 0 for V = 7.9 µV at 45 mK (solid) and
150 mK (dashed). The parity of the valley numbering is indicated by an odd or even number N. From left
to right, the CB peaks become broader (i.e. Γ is increasing) because the tunnel barrier induced by gates 1
and 2 decreases when increasing the voltage on gate 1. Increasing T from 45 to 150 mK increases the
conductance of the even numbered valleys but decreases the conductance of valleys 3, 5 and 7. The detailed
temperature dependence is shown in (b) where we plot the change in valley conductance δGvalley(T) =
Gvalley(T) – Gvalley(Tbase) with Tbase ≈ 45 mK. The inset to (b) shows the spacings ∆Vg between adjacent peaks.
We observe a larger (smaller) peak spacing for even (odd) N.
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The dc conductance G = I/V from dot 1 is shown in Fig. 5-6a for electron temperatures of 45 and

150 mK. The base temperature (Tbase ≈ 45 mK) measurement shows even-odd peak spacings (Fig. 5-6a,

inset) which arise from the filling of spin-degenerate energy states. The energy cost to add an odd

numbered electron onto an unoccupied energy state of the dot is the Coulomb energy plus the single

particle spacing, U + ∆, whereas adding an even-numbered electron costs only U. Although the absolute

value of N is not exactly known, we obtain the parity of the electron number for the valleys in Fig. 5-6a

from the even-odd spacings together with magnetic field measurements (not shown). Valleys with smaller

peak spacings (N = odd) also have a larger base temperature conductance than their neighbors, a result of

the Kondo peak in the DOS enhancing the valley conductance when N = odd. Comparing the valley

conductances, we see that valleys 3, 5 and 7, decrease when T is increased to 150 mK, while the even

numbered valleys increase. This even-odd effect is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 5-6b where we plot the

change in valley conductance with temperature, δGvalley(T) = Gvalley(T) - Gvalley(Tbase). Whereas all the valley

conductances for N = even increase with T, for N = odd the spin-correlated Kondo state is destroyed by an

increasing T such that Gvalley first decreases. The minimum in δGvalley strongly resembles the resistance

minimum in metallic Kondo systems [140, 144].

Measurements on dot 2 also show agreement with expectations of the Kondo effect. The middle

valley in Fig. 5-7a is identified as a “Kondo” valley because it shows a larger base temperature

conductance than the neighboring valleys. The detailed T dependence in Fig. 5-7b shows that this Kondo

valley also has a conductance minimum around 200 mK. Furthermore, the conductance peaks on either side

of the Kondo valley decrease and move apart with increasing T (see also Fig. 5-7b), in qualitative

agreement with theory [60]. The motion of the peak position, which had not been previously reported, is

attributed to a renormalization of the non-interacting energy state ε0 due to fluctuations in N.

To investigate the non-equilibrium Kondo effect we measure the differential conductance dI/dV in

the center of the Kondo valley of Fig. 5-7a. At base temperature, dI/dV has a peak at V = 0 (Fig. 5-7c, bold

curve). The peak has a width ~ 50 µV which is narrow compared to the energy scales of U, ∆, and Γ.

Increasing T broadens the dI/dV peak until it completely disappears at ~ 300 mK. The insets to Fig. 5-7c

give the temperature dependence of the dI/dV peak maximum on a logarithmic scale and the peak width

(the full-width at three-quarters max) on a linear scale. A classic Kondo signature, the logarithmic T

dependence of the maximum is expected for TK <~ T [58]. The width is expected to saturate at ~ TK at low

temperatures. We do not observe such saturation which suggests that TK <~ 45 mK in the middle of the

Kondo valley.

In order to increase TK ~ [UΓ]1/2exp[πε0)/2Γ], we decrease the distance ε0 between the localized

state and the Fermi energy by moving away from the Kondo valley in Fig. 5-8a towards a neighboring CB

peak. The zero-bias dI/dV peak is seen to increase in both height and width when tuning ε0 towards the

Fermi energy (Fig. 5-8b). The width of the dI/dV peak, shown in Fig. 5-8c, is determined by the larger of
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Figure 5-7. (a) Conductance G for B = 0 and V = 5.9 µV at 45 (bold curve), 75, 100 and 130 mK in dot 2.
Because dot 2 is smaller, the tunnel barriers increase more rapidly with negative gate voltage, and we
observe only three consecutive valleys in the Kondo regime. The middle valley shows pronounced Kondo
behavior. (b) Left axis: δGvalley(T) (♦) for the center of the middle, Kondo valley in (a). Right axis: gate
voltage spacing ∆Vg(T) ( ) of the peaks bordering the Kondo valley. Increasing T results both in a Kondo
minimum in δGvalley, and an increasing peak spacing that we ascribe to a renormalization of the energy level
ε0. (c) Differential conductance dI/dV versus source-drain bias voltage V for T = 45 (bold), 50, 75, 100,
130, 200, and 270 (dashed) mK. The gate voltage is set in the center of the middle valley. The asymmetry
in the zero-bias peak is probably because ΓL ≠ ΓR. Left inset: The peak maximum is logarithmic in T. Right
inset: The peak width (the full-width at three-quarter maximum) is linear in T with a slope of  4.8kB (dotted
line).
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Figure 5-8. Controlling the Kondo temperature (a) The same series of three CB peaks from dot 2, as shown
in Fig. 5-7. The middle valley is the Kondo valley. The colored dots indicate the gate voltages for the traces
in (b). The horizontal bar marks the gate voltage range of (c).  (b) Zero-bias peak in dI/dV at 45 mK for
different gate voltages stepping from the center of the Kondo valley in (a) (bottom black curve, Vg = -363
mV) up the left side of the CB peak (top red curve, Vg = -366 mV). The curves have been shifted so the
background values align at ~ 75 µV. The amplitude of the zero-bias peak increases as the conductance G
increases moving up the flank of the CB peak. (c) We measure the right half-width at half-max (RWHM) of
the zero-bias peak (relative to the baseline dI/dV at ~ 75 µV) which begins to increase halfway up the CB
peak on either side The increasing width follows the increase of the Kondo temperature TK above Tbase. The
increase in TK results from bringing ε0 towards the Fermi energies µL = µR by tuning the gate voltages.
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Figure 5-9. Zero-bias peak in alternate valleys (a) The same series of CB peaks from dot 1 shown
previously in Fig. 5-6a. (b) Differential conductance, dI/dV, as a function of V for the center of each CB
valley in (a). The odd valleys (solid lines) have a pronounced zero-bias maximum.

TK or T. As the measurements in Fig. 5-8b were all taken at 45 mK, the increase in width of the dI/dV peak

when approaching the CB peaks on either side of the Kondo valley indicates that here TK exceeds T—that

is, TK is increasing. Figure 5-8c demonstrates the first control of TK in a Kondo system. The largest value

we obtain for TK can be estimated from the largest dI/dV peak in Fig. 5-8b; the width of ≈ 80 µV implies

TK ~ 1 K.15

                                                            

15 Subsequent experiments which extract a value for the Kondo temperature based on the functional form of
the temperature dependence of the conductance have found the width of the dI/dV peak to follow ~ 2kTK

[30, 170]. This would suggest TK ~ 0.5 K for the largest dI/dV peaks reported here.
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Figure 5-10. Density of states in a parallel magnetic field (a) The density of states (DOS), shown in purple,
for a Kondo impurity in a parallel magnetic field B|| at V = 0. The spin-degenerate state ε0, which contains
an unpaired electron, splits into two spin-resolved states with energies ε0 ± g*µBB/2. The Kondo peak in the
DOS also splits into two smaller peaks at EF ± g*µBB. At zero source-drain bias voltage (V = 0), the
enhanced conductance from the Kondo resonance is lost. (b) When finite bias V is applied across the dot,
each of the spin-resolved DOS peaks in (a) form around each chemical potential resulting in 4 peaks in the
DOS. When V = ± g*µBB, a Kondo resonance associated with each chemical potential aligns within the
conduction window, re-establishing the enhanced conductance of the Kondo effect. Experimentally, the
effect of a finite magnetic field is to split the zero-bias peak in the differential conductance into two peaks
at V = ± g*µBB.

The absence and presence of a zero-bias peak for N = even or odd, respectively can be seen in the

dI/dV measurements for the valleys of dot 1 in Fig. 5-9c. Valleys 3, 5 and 7 indeed have a narrow zero-bias

peak. Valley 6 has a flat dI/dV, while valley 4 has a minimum in the dI/dV, which resembles the form

predicted by Ref. [171] for a quantum dot with N = even. Valley 2 shows a slight maximum at V = 0. This

could arise from a dot with a net spin of ±1 instead of 0. Occasionally we observe small shoulders on the

sides of peaks in dI/dV. It is unclear whether these shoulders are related to the fact that our dots have

multiple levels [166-168].

A magnetic field B|| in the plane of the 2DEG splits the spin-degenerate states of the quantum dot

by the Zeeman splitting, ε± = ε0 ± g*µBB||/2, as shown in Fig. 5-10a. When the dot has an unpaired electron,

the Kondo peak in the DOS at each chemical potential is expected to split by twice the Zeeman energy,

2g*µBB|| [60]. In equilibrium, there is no longer a peak in the DOS at µL = µR, and the zero-bias conductance

is not enhanced. Instead, one expects the peak in dI/dV to be shifted to a finite bias (Fig. 5-10b): V =

± g*µBB ||/e  = ± 25 µV/T, where g* = –0.44 for bulk GaAs. In Fig. 5-11a we show that indeed the
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Figure 5-11. Split zero-bias peak in parallel magnetic field (a) The splitting of the zero-bias peak in the
differential conductance dI/dV with a magnetic field B|| in the plane of the 2DEG. From top to bottom: B||

= 0.10, 0.43, 0.56, 0.80, 0.98, 1.28, 1.48, 2.49, and 3.49 T. The curves are offset by 0.02 e2/h. Above ~0.5 T
we resolve a splitting which increases linearly with B||. The data are from the Kondo valley of Fig. 5-7. (b)
Position, in bias voltage, of the dI/dV maxima as a function of B|| up to 7 T. The dashed line indicates the
theoretical splitting of ± g*µBB/e = ± 25 µV/T with g* = -0.44 for GaAs. (c) Split peaks at 36 µV/T are
observed in the dI/dV of the quantum dot and also in a single quantum point contact (qpc) (formed by a
negative voltage on gates 1 and 3 only) in a perpendicular magnetic field B⊥= 1.89 T. The Landau level
filling factor is 4 at this field in the bulk 2DEG. Measurements at other B⊥ and in other qpc’s also showed
similar structure. In contrast, the dI/dV of a qpc in high B|| is flat.
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Figure 5-12. Split zero-bias peak independent of gate voltage (a, b) Grayscale plots of dI/dV as a function
of Vg and V show the zero-bias peak for B|| = 0.1 T split into two shoulder peaks at B|| = 1.5 T. White
regions mark large dI/dV while black regions indicate low conductance. This valley is the Kondo valley
from Fig. 5-7(a). The contour of the CB peaks (horizontal) and the maxima in the dI/dV (vertical) are
indicated by dashed lines. The valleys on either side of the Kondo valley do not show a zero-bias or split
dI/dV peak. The arrows on the bottom axis of (b) indicate the theoretical splitting, which should be
independent of Vg, with a value of ± 37.5 µV at B|| = 1.5 T. The arrows matches the experimental results
very well.

experimental zero-bias peak splits into two peaks when we increase B|| from 0 to 7 T. The peak positions,

shown in Fig. 5-11b, fall directly on top of the theoretical prediction, ± 25 µV/T (dashed lines).16

The correct splitting of the dI/dV peak with magnetic field is considered the most distinct sign of

Kondo physics [60]. Probing the Zeeman doublet single-particle states (ε±) with the differential

conductance could also reveal a peak split linear in B||. However, in this case, the splitting would be gate

voltage dependent. A gate voltage-independent peak split by 2g*µBB|| distinctively identifies the Kondo

effect with no free parameters. Figures 5-12a and 5-12b show grayscale plots of the differential

conductance, dI/dV, as a function of V and Vg over two CB peaks (white horizontal regions) and a Kondo

valley (dark region between) at B|| = 0.1 T and B|| = 1.5 T. The Kondo valley shows a zero-bias peak in

dI/dV at B = 0.1 T (brighter vertical strip), which splits into two dI/dV peaks at 1.5 T. The maxima of the

                                                            

16 It is not necessarily expected that our data match the theoretical splitting using the bulk GaAs g-factor
because the effective g-factor in the 2DEG of a typical GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure has been
experimentally determined to be less than in the bulk [172].
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CB peaks (horizontal) and the Kondo dI/dV peak(s) (vertical) are indicated by dashed lines. In both Fig. 5-

12a and 5-12b, the maxima in dI/dV occur only for the Kondo valley and not for the neighboring valleys.

Note that the location of the split maxima for B|| = 1.5 T are independent of Vg throughout the valley.

Peaks in dI/dV reported in [156] were split by 33 µV/T in a magnetic field B⊥ perpendicular to the

plane of the 2DEG. This value, significantly smaller than the 50 µV/T measured here, could result from

quantum Hall states in the leads. Figure 5-11c shows the dI/dV at B⊥= 1.89 T for both our quantum dot

(solid) and a single quantum point contact (dashed). Each curve shows split peaks in dI/dV at 36 µV/T. The

point contacts of both our dots showed significant structure around ~ 35 µV/T in a perpendicular magnetic

field. What might cause a field dependent splitting in the dI/dV of a quantum point contact is unclear.17

However, the orbital changes caused by B⊥ severely complicate the identification of Kondo physics in a

perpendicular magnetic field. Furthermore, with the formation of spin-polarized Landau levels in the leads,

a single electron on the dot cannot equally couple to both spin states in the leads which should suppress the

Kondo resonance.

In summary, we have realized a tunable Kondo effect in small quantum dots. The dots can be

switched from a Kondo to a non-Kondo system as the number of electrons on the dot is changed from odd

to even. The Kondo temperature can be tuned by means of the gate voltage as the single-particle energy

state nears the Fermi energy. Measurements of the temperature and magnetic field dependence of a

Coulomb-blockaded dot show good agreement with predictions of both equilibrium and non-equilibrium

Kondo effects.

5.4 Related Work

In the three years since this experiment was completed, a number of subsequent experiments on the Kondo

effect in quantum dots and other novel systems have been carried out by other groups. In particular,

Goldhaber-Gordon and collaborators [173] completed the first quantitative analysis of the Kondo effect in

quantum dots. This work included a comparison of experimental results with the predicted temperature

dependence, derived by Costi, Hewson and Zlatic [153] using numerical renormalization group theory,

which permitted extraction of the Kondo temperature. The experiment matched theoretical predictions very

well. Other groups have also observed the Kondo effect in semiconductor quantum dots. Schmid et al.

[174, 175] reported initial observations in 1998 and subsequently reported a Kondo resonance observed in

two consecutive CB valleys. Simmel et al. [176] observed a Kondo resonance which was shifted slightly

off zero-bias, perhaps because their device was tuned such that dot was coupled much more strongly to one

                                                            

17 It is somewhat interesting to consider this data in light of the measurements presented on single quantum
point contacts in Chapter 6 which appear to show an analogous type of Kondo effect.
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lead then the other. They attribute the observed shift in the “zero-bias” peak to the pinning of the Kondo

peak in the DOS to the more open lead.

Two subsequent experiments have also been performed at TUDelft under the continued

supervision of Leo Kouwenhoven. In one, van der Wiel et al. [170] report the first observation of the

conductance in a Kondo valley reaching the unitary limit of 2e2/h. They are also able to quantitatively fit

their temperature dependent data and extract Kondo temperatures as a function of Vg (or equivalently ε0)

with good theoretical agreement. Furthermore, because their device was imbedded in one arm of an

Aharonov-Bohm ring, they were able to demonstrate that conductance through the Kondo impurity is at

least partially phase coherent. The second experiment, by Sasaki et al. [177] demonstrates the Kondo effect

at a singlet-triplet state degeneracy point in a finite perpendicular magnetic field. In this case, it is the

degeneracy of the singlet and triplet states, not a single spin-degenerate level, which allows the magnetic

exchange coupling with the leads to form a Kondo state.

The Kondo effect has also been studied in other systems over the past several years. Using carbon

nanotubes, Nygard et al. [30] have seen all of the same Kondo signatures that have been observed in

semiconductor dots including the temperature dependence of the linear conductance, the zero-bias peak in

alternating valleys, the splitting of the zero-bias peak with magnetic field, and even the singlet-triplet

Kondo state. The many advances of nanotechnology have also enabled scientists to study the original

Kondo system, a single magnetic atom in a bulk magnetic host, for the first time. Scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) measurements allow the identification and investigation of a single magnetic atom such

as cobalt on the surface of non-magnetic metallic crystals such as gold, silver or copper. Two successful

experiments of this kind were reported simultaneously in 1998 by Madhavan et al. [178] and Li et al. [179].

In both, a narrow resonance with a fano lineshape was observed centered on the magnetic impurity and not

elsewhere. More recently, Manoharan et al. [180] reported a spectacular experiment in which a single

cobalt atom was placed at one focal point of an ellipse corral formed by other cobalt atoms on a copper

surface. In addition to the Kondo resonance observed at the location of the single cobalt atom, they were

able to see a smaller Kondo resonance at the other focal point—even though there was no magnetic

impurity at that location. An additional recent observation of Kondo physics using STM techniques was

done by Odom et al. [181] measuring small magnetic clusters on carbon nanotubes. With our increased

ability to manipulate particles on the atomic scale, there are certain to be other intriguing experiments of

this type in the future.

Finally, it goes without saying that the volume of theoretical work on the Kondo effect in quantum

dots has increased tremendously in the past decade. A complete review of the recent developments in the

field is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, a number of the theoretical developments relate directly

to the experimental observations of the Kondo effect in a singlet-triplet state and in nanotubes so I refer the

reader to references within those papers.
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Quantum dots have proven to be versatile systems in which to study the Kondo effect. They have

contributed to the current status of the Kondo effect as one of the few true many-body problems which has

been tackled with relative theoretical and experimental success. Even so, there continues to be a seemingly

unending list of new theoretical and experimental developments in this topic—one of which is the subject

of the next chapter.

The devices measured in this chapter were fabricated by N. C. van der Vaart on a wafer grown by

C. T. Foxon at Philips Laboratories in the Netherlands (see Appendix C, van der Vaart Double Dot). Tjerk

Oosterkamp, Michael Janus, and Benno Broer contributed to the measurements. The experiment was done

under the supervision of Leo Kouwenhoven in the Quantum Transport group at the Delft University of

Technology (TUDelft), Delft, the Netherlands. It is published in Ref. [53].
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Chapter 6

“0.7 Structure” and Kondo Physics in a

Quantum Point Contact

6.1 Introduction

This last experimental chapter is devoted to transport measurements on quantum point contacts, narrow

constrictions formed in the 2DEG by two split surface gates. As described in Chapter 2, the conductance

through a quantum point contact (QPC) is quantized in units of 2e2/h as the width of the constriction is

decreased by the confining potential. The quantization indicates the full transmission of one-dimensional

(1D) modes through the constriction, with the factor of two reflecting the spin-degeneracy of those modes.

This interpretation, based on a non-interacting Fermi-liquid picture, successfully describes most of the

initial experiments on QPCs. For a overall review of QPCs within a non-interacting framework, see Ref.

[62].

The past several years have seen a number of experiments which reveal deviations from the simple

QPC quantization [182-184]. One particularly robust deviation is an extra plateau or shoulder-like feature

on the low-density side of the first quantized plateau (see Fig. 6-4a) which typically occurs at a

conductance of ~ 0.7(2e2/h) and becomes more prominent with increasing temperature. This feature, termed

the “0.7 structure”, is visible in even the earliest experimental data on QPCs [63, 185, 186], though it was

not studied itself until 1996 [184]. Since then, the 0.7 structure has been observed in by a number of groups

using different materials and device geometries [187-196].
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 In the first investigation of the 0.7 structure, Thomas et al. suggested that this feature arises from

a spontaneous spin polarization, presumably due to electron-electron interactions [184]. A number of

subsequent experiments on QPCs [187-194] and clean quantum wires [194-196] have provided further

evidence connecting the 0.7 structure at zero magnetic field with known effects of spin polarization at

higher magnetic field. At the same time, several theoretical models have found a breaking of spin

degeneracy in QPCs at low electron density [197-208], though no microscopic model has yet shown the 0.7

structure emerging directly from electron-electron interactions. It is worth noting that the ground state of a

strictly 1D system cannot display spontaneous spin polarization at zero magnetic field, according to the

Lieb-Mattis theorem [209]. However, QPCs are short quasi-1D channels which continuously evolve into

large 2D reservoirs and, as such, may not be subject to the prohibitions of the Lieb-Mattis theorem.

The fact that the 0.7 structure becomes stronger at higher temperature (see Fig. 6-4a) suggests that

the feature is not a ground-state property at all. Instead, the 0.7 feature appears as a crossover from perfect

quantized conductance at low temperature to a reduced conductance at high temperature, with an

anomalously small crossover temperature. This crossover, in a system with a spin degree of freedom, is the

hallmark of the Kondo effect. The Anderson model [143] which describes the Kondo effect provides an

interesting alternative to explanations of the 0.7 structure invoking spin polarization. Namely, within the

Anderson model, the spin degree of freedom is split dynamically by a Coulomb charging energy, U, but

there is no static ferromagnetic polarization. An important distinction between the Kondo effect described

in Chapter 5 for quantum dots or impurities in bulk metals and the present situation is that the QPC is an

open system with no obvious localized state. A speculation was made recently about the possibility of a

Kondo state in a QPC [210], but at this writing, no concrete theory of such an effect has yet been

formulated.

In this chapter, we present experimental evidence that at low-temperatures the unpaired spin

degree of freedom associated with the 0.7 structure forms a Kondo-like correlated many-body state. We

find a number of remarkable similarities between the present QPC system and the Kondo effect seen in

quantum dots [30, 53, 156, 170, 173, 174, 176]. The similar features include: (i) a narrow conductance peak

at zero source-drain bias that forms at low temperature, (ii) collapse of conductance data onto a single

universal function over a range of gate voltages in the vicinity of the 0.7 feature using a single scaling

parameter (which we designate the Kondo temperature), (iii) correspondence between the Kondo scaling

factor and the width of the zero-bias peak, and (iv) splitting of the zero bias peak in a magnetic field.

The outline for the remainder of the chapter is as follows. Details of the five QPC devices and the

measurement set-up will be described in Section 6.2. In Sec. 6.3, we present linear and nonlinear

differential conductance measurements of a QPC including the temperature and magnetic field dependence

of the 0.7 structure. The nonlinear data highlight the similarity between the 0.7 feature at zero magnetic

field and the spin-resolved plateaus at high magnetic field. In Sec. 6.4, we discuss various methods for
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estimating the effective g-factor in this system. Section 6.5 contains the measurements of the zero-bias-

anomaly (ZBA) that occurs at low temperature and low magnetic field in the region between zero and one

fully transmitted mode. In Sec. 6.6, we introduce the specific Kondo signatures in the QPC transport data.

In particular, we scale the temperature-dependence of the conductance using both a modified form of the

Kondo conductance in QDs and an activated form (previously used in Ref. [190]). The width of the ZBA is

consistent with the Kondo temperatures extracted from the scaling, and the ZBA splits with application of a

parallel magnetic field. Finally, in Sec. 6.7, we present measurements on other devices and show a range of

behaviors. A short conclusion is given in Sec. 6.8.

6.2  QPC Devices and Measurement Set-up

The quantum point contacts are formed in the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) of a high-mobility

delta-doped GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. From bottom to top, the layer sequence is: 250 nm

GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice, 1.2 µm GaAs, 68 nm AlGaAs (x = 0.36), 2.5 x 1012 cm-2 delta doping, 26 nm

AlGaAs (x = 0.36), 8 nm GaAs cap.  The 2DEG has a bulk electron density of 1.2 x 1011 cm-2 and mobility

of 4.1 x 106 cm2/Vs measured in the dark at 4.2 K. Ohmic contacts made of Ni-Au-Ge, annealed into the

wafer, are used to make electrical contact to the 2DEG.

Eight QPCs are patterned in two sets on a single hourglass-shaped mesa using ebeam-defined

Cr/Au surface gates. The gate patterns which create each set, seen in Fig. 6-1a, are comprised of one four-

fingered gate opposite four individual gates. In any given measurement, only one “finger” gate and one of

the matching individual gates is energized. This creates a single narrow constriction in the 2DEG.

Measurements were made on the five QPCs shown in Fig. 6-1b, each with a slightly different channel

width, W, and length, L (Fig. 6-1c). The size of all QPCs is much less than the mean free path of 23 µm, so

transport through the devices is ballistic. The data presented in Secs. 6.3 to 6.6 were measured using QPC

4, though all devices displayed qualitatively similar behavior. Measurements from QPCs 1, 2, and 3,

including examples of less pristine-looking data, are shown in Sec. 6.7.

All measurements were performed in a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator with an estimated base

electron temperature of 80 mK. The differential conductance, g = dI/dV, was measured as a function of

parallel magnetic field, B, temperature T, and dc source-drain bias voltage, Vsd, using a 4-wire voltage bias

set-up in a crossed geometry, shown in Fig. 6-2. A small ac voltage bias, |Vrms| < 10 µV, is applied between

the ohmics labeled V+ and V- in the source and drain electron reservoirs, respectively. The differential

current in the circuit is measured using standard ac lockin techniques at 275 Hz. Because the QPC

resistance varies significantly compared to the other in-line resistances (roughly 1 kΩ from the ohmics and

4 kΩ from the cryostat wiring), it is necessary to explicitly measure the voltage drop across the device,

∆Vac, using a second pair of ohmics to ensure an accurate measure of the conductance. This is
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Figure 6-1.  Quantum Point Contact SEMs. (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of eight QPCs
fabricated on a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. A single point contact is formed by negatively biasing one
of the large 4-fingered gates and one of the opposite individual gates. (b) Close-up views of the five QPCs
measured. (c) Dimensions of the five QPCs measured.

accomplished with a second lockin, phase-locked to the first. The crossed geometry of this 4-wire

measurement is used in conjunction with a small perpendicular magnetic field to ensure voltage

equilibration near the sensing leads. Given the orientation of the schematic shown in Fig. 6-2, we apply a

field of 25 mT into the page during most of the measurements. A discussion of the crossed 4-wire

measurement geometry can be found in Ref. [62]. Even with this geometry, a series resistance of ~ 350 Ω

at B = 0 to ~ 2 kΩ at B = 8 T has been subtracted from all data using the plateaus at multiples of 2e2/h to

infer the series resistance.
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Figure 6-2.  Crossed 4-wire voltage bias measurement set-up. The QPCs are biased with a small ac voltage
(and optionally a dc voltage from a computer controlled analog/digital converter) and the current measured
using standard ac lockin techniques. The ac + dc adder box contains voltage dividers of roughly 105:1 for
ac signals and 1000:1 for dc signals. Additional voltage sensing lines are measured with a second lockin
(and optional dc voltmeter). The QPC gates are biased relative to a drain ohmic using a potentiometer
controlled battery box in series with a voltage from the computer controlled A/D converter. The
orientations of the parallel and perpendicular magnetic fields are shown.

The width of the QPC is controlled with negative voltages applied to the two surface gates which

form the constriction. Unless otherwise indicated, the same voltage, Vg, was applied to both gates

simultaneously. The gate voltage consists of a computer-controlled voltage from an analog/digital (A/D)

converter in series with a potentiometer-controlled battery box and is referenced to one of the ohmic

contacts in the drain. A computer-controlled dc source-drain voltage, Vsd, may be applied across the QPC

using another channel of the A/D converter, as seen in Fig. 6-2. The values of Vsd reported in the data are

explicitly measured across the sample. We note that the dc source-drain voltage is not applied

symmetrically across the device. Though this can produce slight asymmetries in the data, the small biases

used in these measurements do not contribute to significant “self-gating” [190] around the features of

interest.

The sample was mounted parallel to a 9 Tesla solenoid magnet and aligned to ~ 0.5 degrees,

measured in a Van der Pauw configuration. The parallel magnetic field was oriented perpendicular to the

current direction in the sample. A second magnet, made of two superconducting coils wrapped around the

inner vacuum can of the dilution refrigerator, provided up to 150 mT of perpendicular field to allow

independent control of both the parallel and perpendicular fields. A picture of the homemade perpendicular

field magnet can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 6-3. Magnetic field dependence of the QPC linear conductance. (a) The linear response (Vsd ~ 0)
conductance g = dI/dV of QPC 4 as a function of gate voltage, Vg, shows four spin-degenerate plateaus
quantized in units of 2e2/h at B = 0 and T = 80 mK (black trace) which split into twice as many spin-
resolved plateaus at parallel magnet field B = 8 T (blue trace).  (b) Conductance, g, for the first two
subbands versus Vg for parallel magnetic fields of B = 0 to 8 T in 1 T steps. The 0.7 structure, visible as the
slight shoulder below the 2e2/h plateau at B = 0, appears to be a zero-field remnant of the first spin-resolved
plateau e2/h.
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Figure 6-4.  Temperature dependence of the QPC linear conductance.  (a) Conductance, g, versus gate
voltage, Vg, measured at B = 0 at several temperatures, T. At the lowest T, the 0.7 structure is barely visible
as a shoulder on the left of the plateau at 2e2/h. With increasing temperature, conductance on the shoulder is
reduced, forming an extra plateau at ~ 0.7(2e2/h). Over the same range of T, the spin-degenerate plateaus at
multiples of 2e2/h become less visible with increasing temperature due to thermal smearing.  (b)
Temperature dependence of the conductance for B = 8 T. The spin-resolved plateaus at both e2/h and 3e2/h
increase in conductance with increasing temperature up to 1.6 K over their whole range in Vg. The plateaus
at 2e2/h and 4e2/h, in contrast, become thermally smeared at both the falling and rising edge simultaneously
with temperature.
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6.3  0.7 Structure in a QPC

The linear response conductance (i.e. around Vsd ~ 0) of the first 4 quantized plateaus of QPC 4 at B = 0 is

shown in Fig. 6-3a. At high parallel magnetic field, the spin-degenerate plateaus at multiples of 2e2/h split

into spin-resolved plateaus at multiples of e2/h, as expected within the standard non-interacting picture.

Figure 6-3b shows the evolution of the plateaus as the magnetic field is decreased from 8 T to 0 in steps of

1 T. A remnant of the first spin-resolved plateau seems to persist down to B = 0 at T = 80 mK as the

shoulder-like feature just below the quantized plateau at 2e2/h. This is the “0.7 structure”. As the

temperature is increased, this shoulder becomes more pronounced and a clear plateau near 0.7(2e2/h) forms

(Fig. 6-4a). In contrast, the spin-degenerate plateaus become more washed out. Stated another way, as the

temperature is lowered, the spin-degenerate plateaus at 2e2/h sharpen up, while the plateau at 0.7(2e2/h)

rises to the “unitary limit” value of 2e2/h, and thus disappears. The temperature dependence of the spin-

resolved plateaus at B = 8 T is shown in Fig. 6-4b. Note that the conductance of the first spin resolved

plateau increases from 0.5(2e2/h) to roughly 0.7(2e2/h) and is the last remaining feature at the highest

temperature.

Nonlinear transport data is shown in Fig. 6-5 as a series of traces of conductance, g, versus source-

drain bias voltage, Vsd, measured at sequential steps in gate voltage, Vg (not offset). In this representation,

the plateaus in g(Vg) appear as dense regions where many lines accumulate. Figure 6-5a shows data at B =

0 and T = 80 mK, with the integer plateaus around Vsd ~ 0 at 1 and 2 (2e2/h), as well as the high-bias “half-

plateaus” (Vsd > ~ 0.5 mV) at g ~ 1/2, 3/2, and 5/2 (in units of 2e2/h) labeled. The half-plateaus are well-

understood, arising when the number of transport modes available for left-going and right-going electrons

differs by one [211-213], (see the energy diagram of Fig. 6-7c). The plateau at 0.8 (2e2/h) in the B = 0 data

is not expected in a non-interacting picture. At a magnetic field of 8 T (Fig. 6-5c), the spin-resolved

plateaus are visible at odd multiples of e2/h and extend up into high-bias plateaus at ~ 0.8 times the distance

between spin-degenerate plateaus for each subband. These high-bias plateaus at 0.8, 1.8 and 2.8 (2e2/h) are

essentially the half-plateaus of a spin-resolved system, occurring when the number of spin-resolved modes

available to left- and right-going electrons differs by one.

Within the first subband (g < 2e2/h), the nonlinear data at T = 600 mK and B = 0, (lower region of

Fig. 6-5b), bear a striking resemblance to the same conductance region at B = 8 T. In particular, the slight

accumulation of lines which denote the 0.7 structure at B = 0 merges with a high-bias plateau at ~

0.8(2e2/h) exactly as the first spin-resolved plateau does in high field. Note that the QPC does not show any

extra plateaus in higher subbands at zero magnetic field. The overall impression given by comparing Figs.

6-5b and 6-5c is consistent with the linear transport data of Fig. 6-3b: The extra plateau that starts at ~

0.7(2e2/h) and extends up to ~ 0.8(2e2/h) at high-bias appears to result from a splitting of spin bands,
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Figure 6-5.  QPC nonlinear conductance.  Nonlinear transport, showing differential conductance g = dI/dV
as a function of dc source-drain bias voltage, Vsd, at many different gate voltages, Vg. Plateaus in g(Vg)
appear as dense regions where many traces accumulate.  (a) Nonlinear data at low temperature (T = 80 mK)
and B = 0, at intervals of 1.25 mV in Vg. The usual plateaus at integer values of 2e2/h around Vsd ~ 0 and
“half-plateaus” at odd multiples of e2/h at high bias are clearly visible as dark regions where many lines
come together (as labeled, in units of 2e2/h). Note the conductance peak around Vsd ~ 0 for g < 2e2/h. This
zero-bias anomaly (ZBA) is present only at low magnetic field and low temperatures. At high bias, an extra
plateau (not expected within a noninteracting electron pictures) appears at g ~ 0.8(2e2/h).  (b) Nonlinear
transport for higher temperature (T = 600 mK) at B = 0, in steps of 1.0 mV in Vg. Data appear similar to the
80 mK data except for the absence of a ZBA. Instead, an accumulation of lines (weak plateau) at g ~
0.7(2e2/h) around Vsd ~ 0 indicates the 0.7 structure at higher temperature. The plateau at 0.7(2e2/h) merges
with the high-bias plateau at 0.8(2e2/h).  (c) Nonlinear data at large parallel field, B = 8 T, and T = 80 mK
at intervals of 1.2 mV in Vg. Additional spin-resolved plateaus at odd multiples of e2/h appear around Vsd ~
0. The spin-resolved plateaus in each subband merge with corresponding high-bias plateaus at 0.8, 1.8, and
2.8(2e2/h). Note that within the first subband, the high-bias feature at 0.8(2e2/h) connected with the first
spin-split mode looks strikingly similar to the data at B = 0. leading to transport signatures in the lowest
mode at B = 0 which greatly resemble the situation at 8 T for all modes, where spin degeneracy is explicitly
lifted by the applied field.
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Figure 6-6.  Nonlinear transconductance colorscales.  Transconductance, the derivative of conductance
with respect to gate voltage, dg/dVg, in colorscale as a function of Vsd and Vg at T = 80 mK for (a) B = 0
and (b) B = 8 T. Black regions (dg/dVg ~ 0) correspond to plateaus in g(Vg). Red and yellow regions
(dg/dVg > 0) mark transitions between plateaus in g(Vg).  (a) The central black diamonds of the integer
plateaus (labeled in units of 2e2/h) and the high-bias half-plateaus fit within a noninteracting electron model
for the QPC. The extra transition lines that form the bottom edge of the first integer plateau are not
expected in a simple model. The extra plateaus (black regions) on the other side of theses transitions are the
high-bias 0.8(2e2/h) features seen in Fig. 6-5a.  (b) The high magnetic field data show small diamonds
centered around Vsd ~ 0 in between the larger labeled diamonds. These are the spin-resolved plateaus. The
transition lines which form the boundary between the first integer plateau and the spin-resolved plateau
below are similar to the extra transitions in the B = 0 data.

Another way of viewing the nonlinear transport data is the transconductance—the derivative of g

with respect to gate voltage, dg/dVg (obtained by numerically differentiating the experimental conductance

data) [187]. The transconductance emphasizes transitions between plateaus in g(Vg) (seen as red/yellow

bands) while the plateaus appear black. Figure 6-6 shows the transconductance in colorscale as a function

of Vsd and Vg for (a) B = 0 T and (b) B = 8 T at T = 80 mK.

A line drawing of the transconductance for a non-interacting spin-degenerate QPC is shown in

Fig. 6-7 with energy diagrams corresponding to the marked locations in the central plot. In this simple

model, the transconductance shows a series of X’s, one atop the next as a function of Vg, which form

diamonds centered around Vsd = 0. The crossing point of each “X” sits at the gate voltage where a new
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Figure 6-7.  Schematic transconductance for a noninteracting QPC.  The central line drawing represents the
transconductance at B = 0, with the black lines corresponding to the red/yellow transition lines in the
experimental data (Fig. 6-6). The integer and half-plateaus are labeled with their conductance, in units of
2e2/h. The surrounding energy diagrams show the relative locations of the first three one-dimensional (1D)
subbands (ε1, ε2, ε3) and the source and drain chemical potentials (µs, µd ) for the locations in Vg and Vsd

marked with blue circles. (a) The crossing points of two lines at Vsd = 0 occur when µs and µd are both
aligned with a 1D subband. (b) Within the first integer plateau, ε1 < µs , µd < ε2. (c) The half-plateaus occur
when a transport band lies between µs  and µd . (d) Transition lines with positive slopes indicate that µd is
exactly aligned with an energy band. (e) Transition lines with negative slopes indicate that µs is exactly
aligned with an energy band. (f) Points where two lines cross occur when both µs and µd are exactly aligned
with either different (Vsd ≠ 0) or the same (Vsd = 0) energy states.

transport band (εn) is exactly aligned with the source and drain chemical potentials, µs,d (illustrated by Fig.

6-7a). Each centered diamond represents a quantized plateau in g(Vg), where µs and µd  both lie between the

same two energy bands (Fig. 6-7b). The regions immediately outside the central diamonds are the half-

plateaus, where a single energy band lies between µs and µd  (Fig. 6-7c). Lines which run diagonally

upwards from left to right in the transconductance plot indicate that a band is exactly aligned with µd (Fig.

6-7d and 6-7f), while those running diagonally downwards have a band aligned with µs (Fig. 6-7e and 6-

7f). Note that the point marked (f) in the schematic gives a direct measure, in Vsd, of the subband spacing

between consecutive energy levels. At high field, where each spin-degenerate band splits in two, the

corresponding transition lines in the transconductance will also each split in two, resulting in twice as many

stacked X’s.
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Returning to the experimental data of Fig. 6-6, the overall character of the transconductance at

both low and high field is consistent with the simple model of the QPC. The central black diamonds are the

quantized plateaus, marked in units of 2e2/h. At high field (Fig. 6-6b), additional small diamonds—the

spin-resolved plateaus at odd multiples of e2/h—can be seen below each large (labeled) diamond. The 0.7

structure is visible in the B = 0 data as an extra pair of transition lines, symmetric in Vsd, with a distinctive

downward curvature as they approach the “origin” at Vsd = 0 and Vg ~ –500 mV. Crossing these features

into the central diamond (labeled ‘1’) marks the transition from the extra high-bias plateaus at ~ 0.8(2e2/h)

(seen in Figs. 6-5a-c) to the 2e2/h plateau. These extra transitions are greatly diminished or absent in higher

subbands[187, 190]. Comparing the data at B = 0 to that at 8 T, we again note that the extra plateaus and

transitions associated with the 0.7 structure are very similar to those attributed to the first spin-resolved

plateau at high field.

6.4  Effective g-factor measurements

The transconductance at Vsd = 0 has previously been used to measure the effective g-factor, g*, of the QPC

system [184]. This is done by measuring the separation of the transconductance peaks which correspond to

transitions from conductance g = 0 to g = e2/h and from g = e2/h to g = 2e2/h, as shown in Fig. 6-8 for

temperatures of T = 80 mK, 670 mK, 1.3 K, and 3.1 K. The transconductance traces shown on the right

(offset vertically for clarity) are obtained by differentiating the linear response conductance for B = 0 to 8 T

in steps of 0.5 T shown on the left (offset horizontally for clarity) at each temperature. At B = 0 and T = 80

mK (Fig. 6-8b), the transconductance peak associated with the first plateau shows a small side

peak—evidence of the 0.7 structure. As the magnetic field is increased, this side peak grows and splits from

the main peak. The separation between peaks, ∆Vg (blue squares in Fig. 6-9a), is linear in magnetic field.

Similar behavior occurs at each temperature, with the results shown in Fig. 6-9a. The splitting of the B = 0

transconductance peaks (though not the original side peak at B = 0) is a result of the evolution from spin-

degenerate to spin-resolved plateaus (seen in conductance, Fig. 6-8a,d), with the separation given by the

Zeeman energy, g*µBB.

The effective g-factor can be determined from the slope of ∆Vg vs. B (Fig. 6-9a) if the gate voltage

can be scaled to energy. To determine the scaling factor, a finite source-drain bias voltage is applied which

splits the transconductance peak of each plateau (Fig. 6-9b). The splitting in gate voltage, δVg, is equated to

the applied Vsd as ηδVg = eVsd, where η is the conversion factor between gate voltage and energy. For

better accuracy, one can use the slopes of transitions corresponding to the two lines of a transconductance

X instead of a single value of Vsd. Then, g* is determined from the equation: η(slope of ∆Vg vs. B) = g*µB.

The values of η and g* measured in this way, are shown in the table of Fig. 6-9c. These measurements give
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Figure 6-8.  Linear transconductance, temperature and magnetic field dependence.  (a-d) Linear response
conductance, g, vs. gate voltage for parallel magnetic fields B = 0 to 8 T in 0.5 T steps at temperatures (a)
T = 80 mK, (b) 660 mK, (c) 1.3 K, (d) 3.1 K. Traces in Vg are offset by 2mV for clarity.  (e-h) Linear
response transconductance, dg/dVg, for B = 0 to 8 T in 0.5 T steps obtained by numerically differentiating
the conductance data in (a-d) with respect to Vg. Traces are offset vertically by 0.005 for clarity. (e) At T =
80 mK, the B = 0 transconductance shows two prominent peaks corresponding to the conductance rise up
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Figure 6-9. Effective g-factor measured from transconductance peak splitting. (a) The gate voltage
splitting of the first subband transconductance peaks, ∆Vg, as a function of parallel magnetic field, B, at
temperatures T = 80 mK (blue squares), 660 mK (green triangles), 1.3 K (yellow circles) and 3.1 K (red
diamonds) from the data in Fig. 6-8 (e-h). Solid lines show linear fits to ∆Vg for B > ~ 1 T.  (b) The
transconductance, dg/dVg, at Vsd = -1 mV and B = 0. (This trace is a vertical line through the colorscale in
Fig. 6-6a at Vsd = -1 mV). The distance δVg measures the splitting of the second subband transconductance
peak due to the finite Vsd. The conversion between gate voltage and energy η = eVsd/ δVg.  (c) The effective
g-factor, g*, is determined from the slope of ∆Vg vs. B as η(slope) = g*µB. Values for η and g* are given for
each of the temperatures measured. At the lowest temperature, T = 80 mK, the effective g-factor appears
enhanced by ~ 3 times the bare GaAs g-factor, |g*| = 0.44.

to the first integer plateau and up to the second plateau. The transconductance peak of the first plateau has a
small side peak (at less negative Vg) due to the 0.7 structure. As the spin-resolved plateaus begin to form
with increasing parallel magnetic field, the side peak grows and splits from the main transconductance peak
of the first plateau. The gate voltage splitting of the two peaks of the first plateau is ∆Vg. In the second
subband, the single transconductance peak at B = 0 splits into two as the spin-resolved plateau at 3e2/h
develops. (f) At T = 660 mK, the side transconductance peak associated with the 0.7 is more resolved at B
= 0 (because the 0.7 structure is more prominent in the linear conductance at higher T) and continues to
split smoothly from the main peak with increasing field. The same behavior is seen at (g) T = 1.3 K and (h)
T = 3.1 K.
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an effective g-factor at T = 80 mK which is enhanced by a factor of ~ 3 compared to the bulk GaAs value,

|g*| = 0.44, consistent with the results of Ref. [184].

The method for determining the effective g-factor described above assumes that the conversion

factor η, measured for a given Vg and Vsd range, can be used in the linear response region where the

conductance increases from 0 to 2e2/h at Vsd = 0. This assumption is valid when the transition lines in the

transconductance colorscale are all straight. However, as noted above, the transition lines associated with

the extra high-bias plateau at ~ 0.8(2e2/h) are noticeably curved as they approach the relevant region at Vsd

~ 0. Therefore, we cannot be sure that the value of η—and thus g*—measured in our case using the straight

lines between the first and second integer plateau, is accurate for the linear response region around the 0.7

structure.

Another method for determining the effective g-factor is to directly measure the spin splitting, δ =

g*µBB, from the tips of the transconductance diamonds corresponding to the spin-resolved plateaus at high

parallel magnetic field. The transconductance data at B = 8 T is shown again in Fig. 6-10a with the tip of

the first spin-resolved plateau indicated by ‘b’. From the corresponding energy diagram in Fig. 6-10b, it is

clear that eVsd = µs - µd = δ at this point. Note that a dashed line at this value of Vsd also intersects the

diamond tips of the spin-resolved plateaus of the second and third subband, as expected. The value of g*

obtained from this direct measurement is ~ 1.5 times the bare g-factor, somewhat less than the value

reported for the method above.

The difficulty in accurately estimating g* can be seen in yet a third measurement, also obtained

from the transconductance colorscale. Points ‘c’ and ‘d’ in Fig. 6-10a mark the transitions where eVsd = ∆,

the spacing between the first spin mode of two subsequent subbands (∆ = ε2 – ε 1), and eVsd = ∆  – δ ,

respectively. This difference in source-drain bias gives another measurement of the spin splitting e(Vsd(c) –

Vsd(d)) = δh = g*µBB. Clearly δh, indicated by the thick bar on the bottom axis, is larger than δl so the g-

factor obtained from this measurement is larger as well. This is, again, a direct consequence of the change

in slope of the transition lines associated with the extra plateaus at ~ 0.8(2e2/h) (marked by ‘*’) as they pass

through Vsd = 0. Besides highlighting the need to be especially precise when reporting an estimate of the g-

factor in these systems, the measurements described here seem to indicate a bias-dependence of the spin-

splitting even at B = 8 T where we expected a simple spin-polarized system.

6.5  Zero-Bias Anomaly

The low temperature nonlinear data shown in Fig. 6-5a have a significant additional feature compared to

the higher temperature data (Fig. 6-5b): a narrow peak in conductance around Vsd = 0 for the whole range 0

< g < 2e2/h. This zero-bias anomaly forms as the temperature is lowered, as seen in Fig. 6-11b. The ZBA is

closely linked to the disappearance of the 0.7 structure at low temperature: comparing Figs. 6-5a and 6-5b,
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Figure 6-10.  Additional g-factor measurements.  (a) The transconductance colorscale at B = 8 T provides
two additional methods for measuring the effective g-factor in the QPC system. At the location in (Vsd, Vg)
marked (b), the drain chemical potential, µd, is aligned with the state ε1 of the spin-resolved first subband
and the source chemical potential, µs, is aligned with the second spin state, ε1’. Therefore the bias voltage
eVsd = (µs – µd) precisely determines the spin-splitting δ = g*µBB (indicated by the thick blue bar labeled δl

along the Vsd axis), and so also g*. Another measure of g* from the transconductance at high field is the
difference in Vsd at the points labeled (c) and (d). In (c), the source and drain align with the first spin state
of consecutive subbands; their difference measures the subband spacing ∆. In (d), µd is aligned with the
second spin state of the first subband, so eVsd = ∆ – δ. The difference of Vsd between points (c) and (d) is a
second measure of the spin splitting δ, indicated by the thick blue bar labeled δh at the bottom of (a). Note
that the spin splitting measured at high-bias (c,d) is larger than that measured at low-bias (b), δh > δl. These
two values give different measures of the effective g-factor.
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Figure 6-11.  Temperature dependence of the zero-bias anomaly. (a) Conductance vs. source-drain bias
voltage shows a narrow peak around Vsd ~ 0. The temperature dependence of this zero-bias anomaly (ZBA)
from 80 mK to 670 mK shows the ZBA disappearing at high temperature.  (b) The height of the ZBA peak,
δg, defined as the difference between the peak max, gmax, and the local minimum on the left-hand side, as a
function of T for the first set of curves where gmax = 0.89(2e2/h) at T = 80 mK (open circles) and fourth set
of curves where gmax = 0.30(2e2/h) at T = 80 mK. Note that the peak height for the high conductance ZBA
drops off much faster with increasing T than the ZBA at low conductance. (Where the peak turns into a
local minimum in the high conductance ZBA around Vsd ~ 0 by 430 mK, the “height” is taken as the
difference between the local minimum and the shoulder of the curve where it drops off the high-bias
plateau at ~ 0.8(2e2/h)).

one sees that it is precisely this ZBA peak that lifts the 0.7 plateau toward 2e2/h. In contrast, the high-bias

region remains largely unaffected by temperature.

The temperature dependence of the ZBA peak height, δg, defined as the difference between peak

maximum, gmax, and the local minimum on the left-hand side, is shown in Fig. 6-11b for the gate voltages

corresponding to the first (highest) set of curves and the fourth set of curves from Fig. 6-11a. Note that the

ZBA height diminishes more quickly with increasing T at high g than at low g. The existence of a narrow

ZBA with significant temperature dependence underscores the importance of staying precisely on top of the

ZBA peak when measuring the temperature dependence of the linear response conductance (as in Fig. 6-

4a).
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Figure 6-12.  ZBA peak height.  (a) Nonlinear transport data from Fig. 6-5a showing the ZBA peak around
Vsd ~ 0. Conductance traces at four values of Vg are colored to correspond to colored markers in the
following graphs.  (b) The ZBA peak height, δg, (the difference between the peak max and the local
minimum on the left-hand side) versus the peak max, gmax.  (c) The nonlinear transport data with
conductance on a logarithmic scale shows that the ZBA peak persists down to very low conductance.  (d)
The relative height of the ZBA peak, δg/gmax, versus gmax.

Further information about the height of the ZBA is given in Fig. 6-12. The ZBA peak height, δg,

versus peak max, gmax, shows oscillations over the range 0 < gmax < 2e2/h (Fig. 6-12b), with a local

minimum occurring near g ~ 0.8(2e2/h). The colored markers correspond to the colored traces in Figs. 6-

12a,c. The ZBA persists down to very low conductance, as seen in Fig. 6-12c where conductance is shown

on a logarithmic axis. The relative height of the ZBA, δg/gmax (Fig. 6-12d), also shows a pronounced local

minimum around g ~ 0.8(2e2/h).
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6.6  Kondo Effect Signatures

The formation of a zero-bias conductance peak and the associated enhancement of the linear conductance

up the unitary limit (2e2/h) at low temperature is reminiscent of the Kondo effect seen in quantum dots

containing an odd number of electrons [30, 53, 58-60, 156, 170, 173, 174, 176]. Guided by this similarity,

we investigate the temperature dependence of the QPC conductance for the type of scaling seen in quantum

dots [30, 170, 173]. In the Kondo regime, the conductance through a quantum dot saturates at the unitary

limit of 2e2/h as the temperature goes to zero. At higher temperature the dependence is given by a universal

form derived by numerical renormalization group methods[153] and well approximated by the empirical

function[173]

g(T) = G0[f(T/TK)] ~ G0 [1 + (21/S – 1) (T/TK)2]–S (6.1)

where TK, the Kondo temperature, and G0, the saturation conductance, are typically fit parameters and s =

0.22 for a spin 1/2 on the dot. For QPCs, we consider a scaling of the temperature dependence of the

conductance using a slightly modified form of Eq. 6.1:

g(T) = e2/h [f(T/TK) + 1], (6.2)

with the Kondo temperature, TK, as the only scaling parameter. Equation 6.2 differs from the form used for

quantum dots (Eq. 6.1) by the addition of a constant e2/h term and by fixing the prefactor of f(T/TK) to e2/h.

The motivation for adding the constant term of e2/h to the usual dot form is primarily empirical—allowing

the prefactor and the added constant to be adjustable fit parameters along with TK consistently gave values

that were very close to these, and fixing both values at 1 had essentially no effect on the fit values for TK

(compare TK(1) and TK(3) in Fig. 6-14f). Examples of fits to g(T) using Eq. 6.2 with TK the only fit

parameter are shown in Fig. 6-13a and using Eq. 6.1 with both TK and G0 as fit parameters in Fig. 6-13b.

Experimentally, we find that the single parameter TK extracted from the above fits allows data

from a broad range of gate voltages (raw data shown in Fig. 6-14a) to be scaled onto a single curve as a

function of scaled temperature T/TK (Fig. 6-14b). The scaled curve is well-described by the modified

Kondo form of Eq. 6.2. The values of TK increase exponentially with gate voltage (Fig. 6-14c, right axis). A

best line fit to ln(TK) ~ a(Vg – Vg
0) gives a = 0.18 (for TK in Kelvin and Vg in mV).
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Figure 6-13.  Example fits of g(T) to various
functional forms.  (a) The linear response
conductance, g, versus temperature, T, for
four different gate voltages. The dotted lines,
least-squared-fits to the modified Kondo form
of Eq. 6.2 with a single fit parameter TK,
show relatively good agreement with the
experimental data. The shape and color of the
markers at these Vg are the same used in Fig.
6-14.  (b) Least-squared-fits to the usual
Kondo form in quantum dots, Eq. 6.1, with
both G0 and TK as fit parameters. The fits do
not match the data well.  (c) The same
experimental data shown in an Arrhenius
plot: ln(1-g(T)), with g in units of 2e2/h,
versus the inverse temperature, 1/T. The
slope of a least-squared line fit over a limited
range of data gives the activation temperature
TA from Eq. 6.3.
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Figure 6-14.  g(T) scaled by a TK and TA.  (a) Raw conductance data g(T) from Vg = -466 mV to -488 mV
in 2mV steps. Marker shape and color are kept the same throughout the figure. (b) Linear conductance, g,
as a function of scaled temperature T/TK where TK is the single fit parameter in Eq. 6.2. When scaled this
way, g(T/TK) collapses to a single curve that agrees well with the modified Kondo form, Eq. 6.2 (solid
curve).  (c) The values of TK (markers, right axis) obtained from fits of g(T) to Eq. 6.2. The Kondo
temperature, TK, depends exponentially on Vg; a line fit to ln(TK) vs. Vg (dotted line) gives a slope of 0.18.
Several conductance curves (left axis; as in Fig. 6-4a) at temperatures of 80 mK (solid line), 210 mK
(dotted), 560 mK (dashed) and 1.6 K (dot-dashed) show the range of gate voltages where scaling was
applied.  (d) The functional forms of the scaled conductance for Eq. 6.1 with G0 = 2e2/h (red), Eq. 6.2
(black), and Eq. 6.3 with C = 0.35 (green) versus the scaled temperature T/TK or T/TA. Note the similarity
between the modified Kondo form (Eq. 6.2) and the activated form (Eq. 6.3).  (e) Linear conductance, g, as
a function of scaled temperature T/TA, where TA is the activation temperature from the Arrhenius plots, also
collapses to a single curve now well-described by the activated form of Eq. 6.3 (solid curve).  (f) The
values of TK (diamonds) and TA (filled triangles) used in the scaling plots above. The values of TK from the
single-parameter fits to Eq. 6.2 (diamonds) are nearly identical to the TK values (crosses) extracted from
Eq. 6.2 when both the prefactor and added constant are also used as fit variables. The values of TA depend
exponentially on Vg and are very close to 1/3 the Kondo temperatures (open triangles show 3TA).
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Overall, the exponential dependence of TK on Vg is not surprising given the known dependence of

TK for quantum dots [164], TK ~ exp[πε0(ε0+U)/(ΓU)] (neglecting nonexponential prefactors), which

depends exponentially on ε0, the energy of the localized spin relative to the Fermi energy of the leads, on

(ε0+U), the energy of the next available state (split from ε0 by the Coulomb charging energy U), and on Γ,

the level width due to coupling of the localized state to the external electron reservoirs. However, in the

open QPC system, it is not immediately clear what energy should be associated with ε0. An obvious first

guess is to consider the bottom of the first spin-degenerate subband. If, in fact, the first subband is

dynamically split by a Coulomb energy U, then we might be able to associate the lower energy spin band

with ε0 and the higher energy spin band with ε0 + U in a typical Anderson model. We emphasize again that

the spin splitting is dynamic, not static. We hypothesize that the first band (ε0) lies below the Fermi energy

of the leads, EF, and the second band (ε0 + U), lies above EF. As the plateau at 2e2/h is approached, the

second band at ε0 + U reaches and then crosses below EF. This hypothesis is based on the fact that g > e2/h

for the region where we are able to extract TK, suggesting that one spin mode is fully transmitting, and on

the increasing dependence of TK as the first plateau is approached from below. Within a standard Anderson

model, as the second band approaches EF, the term ε0 + U goes to zero and TK increases. If, instead, the first

band were close to EF, ε0 would increase with increasing Vg, so TK would decrease, the opposite of the

experimental results seen in Fig. 6-14c. Another possible explanation for the exponential dependence of TK

on Vg may lie in the gate voltage dependence of Γ. This possibility is currently under theoretical

investigation [214].

Previously, the temperature dependence of the QPC conductance around the 0.7 structure was

shown to have an activated form,

g(T) = 1 – Cexp[–TA/T] (6.3)

where TA, the activation temperature, and C are both used as fit parameters [190]. By plotting the

conductance data in an Arrhenius plot (Fig. 6-13c), ln(1-g) vs. 1/T (g in units of 2e2/h), the slope of the

linear region gives the activation temperature, TA. Note that the data at the lowest temperatures (large 1/T)

do not follow the activated behavior. Interestingly, the values of TA extracted from the Arrhenius plots

depend exponentially on Vg and, in fact, are almost exactly 1/3 of the values of TK above (Fig. 6-14f).

Furthermore, when scaled by TA, the conductance over the same range of gate voltage again collapses to a

single curve, now well-described by Eq. 6.3 with C ~ 0.35, as shown in Fig. 6-14e. The remarkable

similarity between the two fitting functions is less surprising when one notes that the two functional forms

are nearly identical (Fig. 6-14d). Though the forms of both the Kondo and activation temperature
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dependence scale the conductance over a wide range of Vg, the values of TK (and not TA) correspond well

to the source-drain bias features of the ZBA and the transconductance, as discussed next.

Continuing to explore the analogy to the Kondo effect in quantum dots, a characteristic feature of

the low-temperature Kondo regime (T < TK) is that the width of the ZBA is set by TK, rather than other

(larger) level-broadening energy scales (i.e. Γ) [170]. We examine the ZBA of the point contact for

analogous behavior by plotting the width of the zero-bias conductance peak as a function of gate voltage

over the range 0 < g < 1 (in units of 2e2/h). Figure 6-15a shows that the width of the ZBA is roughly

constant for g < 0.7, (Vg < ~ 490 mV). At g ~ 0.7, the ZBA first narrows significantly, by ~ 35%, and then

broadens as g approaches 2e2/h. Compared to TK, we see that the ZBA peak width is very close to 2kTK/e

for g > 0.7 where values of TK can be extracted. Relations between the ZBA width and the values of kTK/e

with a similar prefactor of ~ 2 have been observed previously in experiments on quantum dots [170] and

nanotubes [30].

A similar correspondence between the Kondo temperature and the applied bias voltage is seen in

the B = 0 transconductance plot of Fig. 6-15b (same data as Fig. 6-6a). The first integer plateau, half-

plateaus at 1/2 and 3/2 and the anomalous plateaus at 0.8 (all in units of 2e2/h) are labeled. Superimposed

on the color plot are the Kondo temperatures (white crosses), each plotted at an equivalent “Kondo bias

voltage” VK
sd = kTK/e and at the Vg where that TK was measured. The alignment of these points with the

extra transitions suggest that an applied bias exceeding VK
sd destroys the correlated, Kondo-like, state

causing the conductance to drop to the high-bias value of the extra plateau, ~ 0.8 (2e2/h). For comparison,

the activation temperatures are also included in the color plot (white diamonds) at equivalent bias voltages,

kTA/e. In contrast to Ref. [190], we find that the values of TK—not TA—trace out the extra transition lines

in the transconductance.

Another feature we have investigated based on the analogy to the Kondo effect in dots is the

splitting of the zero-bias peak by twice the Zeeman energy upon application of an in-plane magnetic field

[30, 53, 59]. In the QPC, we find a somewhat more complicated evolution than in dots, as seen in Fig. 6-

16a. In particular, the ZBA does not split uniformly over the full range 0 < g < 2e2/h. At intermediate

conductances—in the general vicinity of the 0.7 feature—a splitting is seen that is reasonably consistent

with 2g*µBB, (i.e. the splitting is roughly linear in field up to ~ 3 T with a g-factor that is ~ 1.5 times the

bulk GaAs g-factor). However, at both higher and lower conductances, the peak is not split by an in-plane

field, but merely collapses. The surface plots in Figs. 6-16b-d provide a broader overview of the effect of

an in-plane magnetic field. The surfaces represent the nonlinear conductance as a function of Vsd and Vg at

B = 0, 3, and 6.5 T. The ZBA is seen as the spine running down the B = 0 surface centered around Vsd = 0.

At B = 3 T, a small crevice has developed in the intermediate conductance range. Finally, at B = 6.5 T, the

spin-resolved plateau at 0.5(2e2/h) is well-formed and the ZBA has disappeared except at the highest

conductances.
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Figure 6-15.  Correspondence between TK and ZBA width.  (a) Widths of the zero-bias peak (cross
symbols), defined as the full-width at half-max (from the local minimum on the left side of the peak), for
gate voltages corresponding to 0 < g < 2e2/h. Peak width is roughly constant up to g ~ 0.7(2e2/h) (Vg ~ -490
mV) at which point it decreases significantly then increases as g approaches 2e2/h. Also plotted are the
values of 2kTK/e (squares) from the scaling fits (Fig. 6-14) over the range of gate voltage where TK could
be extracted, 0.7(2e2/h) < g < 2e2/h. The ZBA peak matches 2kTK/e well in this region. Three colored
crosses indicate peak widths for the corresponding colored traces in the inset. Inset: Nonlinear transport
data from Fig. 6-5a showing the ZBA in g(Vsd) at several gate voltages.  (b) The transconductance
colorscale at B = 0 (same data as Fig. 6-6a) with the plateau at 2e2/h, high-bias half-plateaus at 1/2 and 3/2,
and the extra plateaus associated with the 0.7 structure that rise to 0.8(2e2/h) at high bias labeled (in units of
2e2/h). The Kondo temperatures from the scaling fits to Eq. 6.2, in units of voltage, kTK/e (white crosses),
are superimposed on the colorscale plot at several values of Vg with no adjustment. Note that the position
of the transition from the extra plateau to the 2e2/h plateau agrees will with the Kondo temperature. For
comparison, the activation temperatures from fits to Eq. 6.3, in units of voltage, kTA/e (white diamonds),
are also shown and do not trace out the extra transition line.
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function of Vsd and Vg for (b) B = 0 T, (c) 3 T, and (d)
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were measured in zero perpendicular magnetic field.
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The absence of splitting in the ZBA peak at higher conductances is reasonable given the high TK in this

region. That is, for TK > 2g*µBB no splitting is expected within a conventional Kondo interpretation. The

absence of splitting for low conductance (bottom traces of Fig. 6-16a) may be evidence that the ZBA in this

region does not have a Kondo like origin. The possibility that different mechanisms lead to a ZBA in low

and high conductance regions is supported by the nonmonotonic width of the ZBA as a function of the gate

voltage (Fig. 6-15a). It is worth recalling the temperature dependence of the ZBA height (Fig. 6-11a) at this

point. The complete suppression of the ZBA with increasing T should occur at ~ TK for a given gate

voltage. We observe that the ZBA at high conductance, where TK is relatively high, is suppressed more

quickly with T than at low conductance. Though we cannot extract a value for TK at g < ~ 0.7(2e2/h),

extrapolating TK to lower conductance yields a smaller TK, predicting faster suppression of the ZBA with T.

That we see the opposite may imply something about TK—perhaps there is a change in the monotonic

dependence we have measured—or that a different mechanism is responsible for transport behavior at low

conductance.

It is important to emphasize that the Kondo effect provides an explanation for two major mysteries

associated with the extra conductance plateau in a QPC, namely (i) the apparent spontaneous spin splitting

and (ii) the noninteger value, 0.7, for the “spin-split” plateau. In the Kondo effect, there is a splitting

between spin bands due to the Coulomb interaction between electrons. However, this splitting is purely

dynamic and does not lead to a static spin polarization. The origin of the conductance value 0.7(2e2/h) is

apparent from the scaling plot (Fig.6-14b)—the true high-temperature limit of the plateau is 0.5(2e2/h),

consistent with an ordinary spin-split plateau. However, the Kondo contribution to the conductance decays

slowly with increasing temperature, always leaving a small residual enhancement of the conductance above

0.5. Moreover, the recovery of the conductance to the full unitary limit with decreasing temperature is a

necessary feature of the Kondo effect.

6.7 Other Devices

In addition to the in-depth measurements presented so far, it is useful to see the range of behavior exhibited

by various QPC devices. In Fig. 6-17a-d, the quantized plateaus in the linear response conductance at

parallel magnetic field B = 0 are shown for QPCs 1 to 4. For these measurements, the two gates which form

a QPC are biased independently with the “finger” gate voltage, Vfg, held constant while the voltage on the

small single gate, Vg, is swept. QPC 1 (Fig. 6-17a) shows significant resonances for some Vfg at

perpendicular magnetic field Bperp = 0. A small perpendicular field Bperp = 25 mT (or temperature T = 300

mK, not shown) significantly suppresses these resonances. QPC 2 also shows resonances at less negative

Vfg which are reduced by a finite perpendicular field (Fig. 6-17b,d). QPC 3 and QPC 4 are, overall, cleaner

than the previous point contacts, with relatively consistent looking plateaus for the entire range of Vfg (Fig.
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6-17c,d). The affect of a small perpendicular magnetic field on QPC 3 is shown in Fig. 6-17f, where both

gate voltages are swept together.

The low temperature nonlinear conductance data for QPC 3 (Fig. 6-18) at parallel magnetic field B

= 0 and B = 8 T are nearly identical to that of QPC 4 (Fig. 6-5), including the narrow ZBA for 0 < g < 2e2/h

and the extra high-bias plateau at 0.8(2e2/h) at B = 0. In QPC 2, the nonlinear conductance at T = 80 mK

and B = 0 shows additional structure as a function of Vsd besides the zero-bias peak. These features may be

related to resonances in the linear response conductance of QPC 2, though they have not been investigated

further. Even with the extra features, the nonlinear data of QPC 2 are qualitatively the same as discussed

previously for QPC 4: a ZBA and an extra high-bias plateau appear at B = 0. In the intermediate

conductance regime, the ZBA seems to split with a parallel magnetic field of 3 T. By B = 6.5 T, the spin-

resolved plateau at 0.5(2e2/h) is starting to form.

6.8 Conclusions

We have presented measurements of the temperature, parallel magnetic field, and dc source-drain bias

voltage dependence of several quantum point contacts, with a detailed look at the 0.7 structure and the

zero-bias anomaly in both linear and nonlinear conductance. Additionally, we discussed three non-

equivalent methods for measuring the effective g-factor, and compared two different forms for the

temperature dependence of the conductance. Overall, we find a number of similarities between the low-

temperature behavior of QPCs and the Kondo effect in quantum dots. These include (i) a narrow zero-bias

conductance peak which forms at low temperature, (ii) the scaling of conductance using the Kondo

temperature extracted from a modified form of the universal Kondo conductance in dots, (iii)

correspondence between the Kondo scaling factor and the width of the zero-bias peak, and (iv) splitting of

the zero-bias peak with a parallel magnetic field. We note that the Kondo effect helps explain the apparent

spin-splitting in the QPC at zero-magnetic field: the spin bands are split dynamically by the Coulomb

charging energy but there is no static ferromagnetic polarization. Though no microscopic theory yet exists

for the Kondo effect in an open QPC system, the experimental data strongly suggest a many-body

correlated state analogous to the Kondo effect in quantum dots.

 I fabricated the devices measured in this chapter on a wafer grown by Vladimir Umansky at the

Braun Center for Submicron Research at Israel’s Wiezman Institute of Science (see Appendix C, Weizman

5 QPC Device #8). Heather Lynch contributed significantly to the measurements. Many valuable

conversations took place with David Goldhaber-Gordon, Ned Wingreen, and Kenji Hirose. The experiment

was done under the supervision of Leo Kouwenhoven and Charlie Marcus, in the Marcus group at Harvard.

An initial manuscript has been submitted for publication [54].
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Figure 6-17.  Quantized plateaus of other QPCs.  (a-e) Linear response (Vsd ~ 0) conductance, g, versus the
gate voltage Vg on one of the two surface gates forming the QPC constriction. The gate voltage on the large
“finger gate”, Vfg, is held constant at different values. Data is shown for perpendicular magnetic fields of 0
and 25 mT as indicated. (a) QPC 1 has significant resonances in the quantized plateaus. (b,e) QPC 2 show
resonances for some values of Vfg but not for others. A small perpendicular field suppresses the resonances
significantly.  (c,d,f) QPC 3 and QPC 4 are overall much cleaner than devices 1 and 2.
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Figure 6-18.  Nonlinear transport data for QPC 3.  (a,b) Nonlinear conductance g(Vsd) at T = 80 mK and
parallel fields (a) B = 0 and (b) B = 8 T for different gate voltages in steps of 1.24 mV and 2.64 mV,
respectively. The data are qualitatively the same as for QPC 4 (shown in Fig. 6-5a,c) including a zero-bias
conductance peak for g < 2e2/h and the extra high-bias plateaus at ~ 0.8(2e2/h) at B = 0. A perpendicular
field of 25 mT was applied during these measurements.
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Figure 6-19.  Nonlinear transport data for QPC 2.  (a) Nonlinear conductance g(Vsd) at T = 80 mK and B =
0 for gate voltages in steps of 3 mV. There is a conductance peak around Vsd ~ 0 but also several additional
peaks at finite Vsd. The extra high-bias plateaus at ~ 0.8(2e2/h) are very similar to those found in the other
devices. (b) At B = 3 T, the extra resonant features have died out, and the zero-bias peak appears split for
an intermediate conductance regime—similar to the behavior of QPC 4. (c) By 6.5 T (with 4mV steps in
Vg), the spin-resolved plateau at e2/h is becoming well-formed for a small range of Vg. An asymmetric
conductance peak is observed at Vsd ~ -0.1 mV for g < 0.5 (2e2/h) in this data. A perpendicular field of 25
mT was applied during all these measurements, and the finger gate was held constant at Vfg = -600 mV.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This thesis presents a series of experiments which show significant contributions of both electron-electron

interactions and quantum coherence to transport through mesoscopic systems. Devices fabricated in a two-

dimensional electron gas (2DEG) are well suited to investigate these effects because the electron mean free

path is long, leading to long coherence times at low temperatures, and modern lithographic techniques can

produce small structures where the quantized nature of electron charge is important. Quantum dots (QDs),

which confine electrons to an effective zero-dimensional box, and quantum point contacts (QPCs), which

constrict electrons through a narrow one-dimensional channel, are the two types of devices considered in

this work.

In the first experiment (Chapter 3), transport measurements are presented for quantum dots in the

strong-tunneling Coulomb blockade (CB) regime. Coherent electron transport through the device shows

fluctuations of the conductance, evidence of quantum interference, that is sensitive to charging effects in

the CB valleys where elastic cotunneling is the dominant transport mechanism. The effects of interactions

can be accounted for using a single parameter—the charging energy—and are measured using the magnetic

field correlation length of conductance fluctuations in CB valleys compared to CB peaks.

The second experiment (Chapter 4) shows Coulomb blockade in a quantum dot with one fully-

transmitting lead and one weak-tunneling lead. In this system, the CB appears only due to coherent

interference of backscattered trajectories, with increased strength at zero magnetic field where time-
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reversed backscattered pairs interfere constructively. This is a remarkable illustration of the interplay

between interactions and coherence: the predominant effect of interactions, namely the Coulomb blockade,

is turned on and off by quantum interference.

The third and fourth experiments described in this thesis both investigate the Kondo effect, a

classic many-body problem where the effects of coherence and interactions (now including spin) cannot be

trivially separated. Quantum dots are well suited to study the Kondo effect because a number of relevant

parameters can be varied using quantum dots but cannot be changed in the traditional bulk metal systems.

We present the second observation of the Kondo effect in dots including the first demonstration of a gate-

voltage-controlled Kondo temperature (Chapter 5).

The last experiment introduces new data on quantum point contacts which show a number of

remarkable similarities to the Kondo effect in quantum dots (Chapter 6). Linear and non-linear transport

measurements of the “0.7 structure”, a robust extra plateau or shoulder-like feature in the lowest mode of a

QPC, show evidence for a lifted spin-degeneracy. The formation of a zero-bias peak at low temperature, the

collapse of the temperature-dependent conductance to a single curve when scaled by one parameter (the

Kondo temperature), and the correspondence of this temperature scaling parameter to the source-drain bias

voltage width of the zero-bias peak strongly suggest that a Kondo-like correlated many-electron state forms

in the QPC at low temperatures. This idea was somewhat surprising because the QPC is an open system

while the Kondo effect typically requires a localized spin state. A Kondo-like QPC state remains, at this

point, unexplained theoretically.

7.2 Future Directions

The investigation of mesoscopic systems with significant coherence, charging, and spin effects is far from

over. A fundamental desire to understand the physics which governs small (but not too small) systems has

brought us a remarkable way over the past decades. Combined with the recent fervor that quantum

computing has created, the outlook for research in the mesoscopic arena seems secure for many years.

One direction of mesoscopic physics that I feel is worth noting in particular is that of integrated-

multi-device systems. Coupled lateral quantum dots, where a two-level charge state develops, have been

measured by many groups already [163, 215-220]. A system of coupled vertical dots, which have the

advantage of precisely controlling the electron number all the way down to zero, seems right around the

corner [221, 222]. Aharonov-Bohm rings with devices imbedded in the arms have proven extremely

valuable tools to investigate the phase relationship of transport through devices [223-225]. Further

application of such “two-path” interferometers may help determine the potential of both QDs and QPCs as

electron spin filters. Systems of QPCs in series or a QD and a QPC in series are also under study to gauge

the effectiveness of either device as a filter of electron spin [226] (described briefly in Appendix A).
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Finally, the integration of many devices into actual circuit systems is at the heart of many proposals to use

semiconductor solid state devices as the qubits of a quantum computer [34, 227].

The timescales of these goals range from the next month to the next century. Creating isolated

systems with very long coherence times (compared to today’s standards) and mediating the interactions

between devices should provide sufficient challenge for the next several generations of Ph.D. students. The

work presented in this thesis is just the beginning of what will likely be many decades of experiments

involving small electronic systems where coherence, charging and spin play important and intertwined

roles.
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Appendix A

Switching Ferromagnetic Point Contacts

A.1 Motivation & History

Two years of my Ph.D. research were spent trying to make an electron spin filter out of quantum point

contact (QPC) devices. Though not (yet) successful in this ultimate goal, for reasons that will be described

below, we were able to show a “proof of concept” of a switching ferromagnetic gate implementation. This

appendix will briefly describe the motivation and history behind this experimental attempt, the approach we

were using to create a spin filter, measurements of practice samples, and a short discussion of the problems

encountered.

The goal of this research was to create a filter for electron spin that could be operated without a

large external magnetic field. This goal was motivated, in part, by quantum computing proposals that

suggest using spin in quantum dot systems as the fundamental qubit [34]. A spin filter would be useful, for

instance, to set known initial states and read out final states. A QPC which preferentially transmits spin up

or spin down electrons operates as a spin filter and could easily be integrated into a system of quantum dot

qubits. A spin filter can turn a difficult measurement of electron spin into a much easier measurement of

electron charge—measuring whether an electron passed through the filter gives a measure of its spin.

It is well known that a QPC will act as a spin filter in a large external magnetic field if the gate

voltages are set so that transmission occurs only through the first spin-resolved mode. The species of

transmitted spins (up or down) will depend on the direction of the external field. Flipping the filtered spin

requires changing the direction of the external field. Considering the typical fields involved (several tesla)

and the high-inductance superconducting magnets employed, the timescale to flip the spin filter would be,
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at best, several minutes. Additionally, with a large external magnetic field, every spin filter in a system

would transmit the same spin—they could not be operated independently.

We sought a spin filter implementation that would allow independent control of multiple filters.

Our idea consisted of two parts. First, we hoped to use the 0.7 structure of a QPC. At the time, the

experimental data of Ref. [184, 187] reported an enhanced g-factor at the lowest spin-degenerate mode.

Additionally, there was speculation the 0.7 structure itself was a spontaneous spin polarization at zero

magnetic field. Our spin filter proposal involved setting the gate voltages of a QPC to the 0.7 structure,

taking advantage of the spontaneous polarization or enhanced g-factor to more easily create a spin

polarized current through the QPC. The second feature of our proposal was the use of ferromagnetic

material as the gates of the QPC. The field produced by the ferromagnetic gates would set the axis of the

spin polarization for the filter. By switching the magnetization of the ferromagnetic material, we hoped to

easily flip the filtered spin. Additionally, because each QPC spin filter would have its own ferromagnetic

gates, each could be operated independently.

To test our proposed filters, we designed devices with two QPCs in series to perform a focusing

experiment as in Ref. [228]. Because each QPC filter could be independently controlled, we could measure

the current transmitted through both QPC spin filters aligned parallel and antiparallel to each other. A

larger transmission for filters aligned together than for anti-aligned filters would indicate successful filter

mechanism.

A.2 Design & Fabrication

 The first generation spin filter devices are shown in Fig. A-1. The design consists of two QPCs in series (to

test the filters, as mentioned above). The QPC split-gates (false-colored pink) are made of permalloy

(NiFe). We chose permalloy because it is a soft ferromagnet, meaning it has a small coercive field (of order

1 mT) so the polarization direction should be easy to flip. The gates are long and thin to take advantage of

shape anisotropy and to determine the easy-axis of polarization. To flip the ferromagnets we run a small

current through the wide gold wires (false-colored yellow) running over top the QPC gates. The small

magnetic field created by the current in the wire will polarize the ferromagnet beneath, the polarization

direction (left/right) set by the current direction (up/down) according to the right-hand rule. The wires are

designed with three terminals so the current above each ferromagnetic gate can be controlled

independently. A square of silicon oxide (Si0, false-colored blue) insulates the QPC gate metal from the

current-carrying wires.

Fabrication of the devices shown in Fig. A-1 requires seven major processing steps. Details of the

fabrication steps are given in Appendix B. First, the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) for each device

must be electrically isolated from the others by etching separate mesas (photolithography and wet-etching).
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Figure A-1.  Spin filter device, SEM colorized image.  (a) False-color SEM image shows the first
generation spin filter test devices comprised of two QPCs in series. The QPCs are made with ferromagnetic
gate material (colored pink) whose polarizations can be set independently with the current-carrying gold
wires above. The arrows on the right (b-e) show the aligned (b and e) and anti-aligned (c and d)
polarizations for the series QPCs. A square of SiO insulates the gate metal of the QPCs from the current-
carrying wires above.

Second, the ohmic contacts to the 2DEG are deposited and annealed (photolithography, metal deposition,

anneal). Third, the small ferromagnetic gates are defined using ebeam lithography with a permalloy

evaporation. Fourth, the larger gold patterns which extend the permalloy gates out towards the edge of the

mesa are made (ebeam lithography and Cr/Au evaporation). Fifth, the insulating square of SiO is patterned

(ebeam lithography and SiO evaporation). Sixth, the current-carrying wires are made (ebeam lithography

and Cr/Au evaporation). Finally, the bondpads and connecting metal are deposited (optical lithography and

Cr/Au evaporation). In the best of circumstances (with each step working the first time), this process takes

at least two weeks to complete. Unfortunately, “the best of circumstances” seemed few and far between.

A.3 Testing

The first step in testing the spin filter devices was to determine the maximum current through the current-

carrying wires. At 4.2 K in a liquid helium dunker, we measured the voltage across two terminals of a wire

with increasing current bias (the third terminal is floating). We found the maximum current possible
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(before blowing up the wires)18 was 150 - 170 mA. Modeling the wires with the numerical magnetic field

simulator “Biot-Savart” (by Meritt Reynolds, © Reynolds Software, 1993) and using 120 mA, the

maximum field along the long axis of the QPC gates is ~ 30 mT. The field drops off quickly outside the

region of the wire. Given the low coercivity of permalloy (a few mT), we expect this current should be

sufficient to set the polarization of the QPC ferromagnetic gates. In the z-direction (perpendicular to the

surface), there is also an appreciable field of ~ 30 mT with 120 mA of current, but due to the shape

anisotropy of the ferromagnetic gates, we did not expect this field to significantly affect the polarization.

The second test performed on the spin filter devices was a measurement of the polarized

ferromagnetic gates to ascertain that we could, in fact, flip the polarizations independently using the

current-carrying wires. Several attempts to detect the magnetic polarization using magnetic force

microscopy (MFM) were unsuccessful, likely due to a rough surface left from the metal lift-off processes.

The next efforts, using a scanning Hall probe system led to the successful “proof of concept” of the

ferromagnetic gates. The scanning Hall probe measurements were done in collaboration with Janice Wynn

in Kathryn Moler’s lab at Stanford. The system consists of a variable temperature (4.2 K to room

temperature) scanning probe with a small (2 µm x 2 µm) Hall bar mounted to the piezo scanners. The piezo

scanner has a range of motion of ~ 70 µm x 70 µm at 4.2 K and ~ 120 µm x 120 µm at 80 K (where our

measurements were taken). The sample to be scanned is mounted opposite the Hall probe. The Hall probe

is operated in a four-wire current bias measurement set-up with a bias of 11.8 µA at 4.2 K.19 The voltage

across the Hall probe, given by VH = (BzI)/(nee), where ne is the electron sheet density in the 2DEG, is a

direct measure of the average perpendicular magnetic field Bz over the area of the Hall bar. A description of

scanning Hall probe systems can be found in Ref. [229].

For our spin filter devices, the magnetic field measured is due to the ferromagnetic gates and/or

current flow through the current-carrying wires. Figure A-2a shows the image from the Hall probe at 80 K

with a (dc) current of 10 mA flowing from the top terminal to the middle terminal of the right hand wire

(current direction indicated by orange arrows). Similarly, Fig. A-2b shows the Hall probe image with 10

mA current running from the bottom to the middle terminal of the right hand wire. The image in Fig. A-2c

was taken with 10 mA of current running from the top to bottom terminals. The grayscale of the Hall probe

images, shown on the right, indicates the magnetic field detected in the z-direction (out of the sample

plane). The current carrying wires create a magnetic field around the wire according to the right-hand-rule;

the field out of the page (white) is defined positive and into the page (black) defined negative. A schematic

of the wire/device orientation is shown in Fig. A-2e. In Fig. A-2d, the measured field Bz is shown (in green)

as a function of position along the short green line in the middle of Fig. A-2c. The calculated field in the

                                                            

18 Seldom do you get the chance to intentionally blow up devices—it’s quite a treat.
19 The bias current is probably slightly larger at 80 K, where our measurements were taken, but had not
been calibrated.
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Figure A-2.  Hall probe images of current-carrying wire.  (a-c) Scanning Hall probe images (taken in
collaboration with Janice Wynn and Kathryn Moler) of a 10 mA dc current flowing through the right hand
wire of a spin filter device. The orange arrows indicate the direction of current flow in each case. The
grayscale, shown to the right of (b), measures the magnetic field (averaged over the are of the Hall bar) in
the z-direction (out of the page, defined as positive, is white). Current flow through the wire produces fields
according to the right-hand-rule, so the field is positive/negative on opposite sides of the wire. (d) The
measured Bz field taken from the green line shown in (c) is shown in green. The calculated field from the
Biot-Savart modeling program with 10 mA of current through the given wire geometry is shown in red.
The calculated field after being smoothed over 2 µm (the size of the Hall probe) is shown in blue. (e) Line
drawing of the shape of the spin filter device in the orientation of the Hall probe images. The current-
carrying wires with three terminals are the dark sets of lines.

z-direction from the same position in the Biot-Savart model is shown in red, and in blue after being

smoothed over 2 µm (the size of the Hall probe). The calculated field overestimates the measured field by a

factor of ~ 2.

The Hall probe images of the current-carrying wire served as confirmation that the Hall probe

system was working. We next performed a series of images without any current flowing through the wires

in order to detect the ferromagnetic QPC gates. Between consecutive images we applied a current through
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Figure A-3.  Hall probe image of aligned ferromagnets.  The scanning hall probe image shows the Bz field
of the ferromagnetic QPC gates when no current is flowing through the wire above. Each image was taken
after a current I = 100 mA was applied through the wire (in the direction indicated) and then turned off. The
polarization of each gate is shown with the arrows on the left. By reversing the applied current direction,
the polarization of the ferromagnets is successfully flipped from right (a) to left (b).

the wires to change the polarization of the ferromagnets. Figure A-3a,b shows two consecutive images

taken (a) after a current I = 100 mA was applied from the top to the bottom wire terminal polarizing both of

the right hand QPC gates to the right, and (b) after I = 100 mA was applied from the bottom to the top

terminal, polarizing both gates to the left. It should be emphasized that no current was flowing through the

wire during the scan which produced the images in Fig. A-3 or Fig. A-4. Also note that we applied current

only through the right hand wire of the device, so only the ferromagnetic gates on the right side of each

QPC were flipped; gates on the left of both QPCs remained unchanged. Subsequent tests on this device

showed that a current of 40 mA was required to fully flip the polarization direction of the ferromagnetic

gates.20

                                                            

20 A current of 20 mA seemed sufficient to flip the polarization, but the field detected by the Hall probe
after the flip was not at full strength (compared to using 40 mA).
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Figure A-4.  Hall probe images of anti-aligned ferromagnets. Scanning Hall probe images taken after
sequential currents of I1 = 80 mA then I2 = 40 mA were applied through the current-carrying wire in the
directions indicated. These directions of current flow leave the ferromagnets beneath polarized in opposite
directions, as seen in the alternating colored regions beneath the gates (and in the arrow diagrams on the
left).

The final test of the ferromagnetic gates involved polarizing the neighboring gates opposite each

other. The results are shown in Fig. A-4a,b. In each case, a current I1 = 80 mA was applied first, followed

by a current I2 = 40 mA in the directions indicated. We found this system worked well as one of the

ferromagnetic gates seemed to flip more easily (less current required) than the other. The Hall probe images

in Fig. A-4a,b show the neighboring ferromagnetic gates are indeed polarized in opposite directions. The

schematic arrows on the left shown the interpreted polarization.

The Hall probe measurements of the ferromagnetic gates gave an excellent and essential “proof of

concept” for our switching spin filter design. We showed that the polarization direction of each

ferromagnetic gate could be set by a current passing through an overlying wire. In addition, we showed that

each gate could be independently controlled. However, we also noticed that the ferromagnetic gates did not

appear to be single domains. This is visible in the images in Figs. A-3 and A-4 where the overlaid diagram

of the wire and QPCs shows the tips of the QPC gates much closer together than the colored regions which

indicate the fields from the polarized metal. We expect that the magnetic field in the z-direction is detected

where the dominant left/right domain ends. To maximize the field in the region of the QPC constriction
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where electrons flow through, we needed to ensure that the ferromagnetic gates were polarized to their tips.

Subsequent generations of devices addressed this issue by making the ferromagnetic gates diamond

shaped,21 and by moving the current-carrying wire closer to the constriction to ensure polarization of the

tips.

Though the flipping ferromagnetic gates boded well for this spin filter implementation, we were

not able to successfully measure electron transport through the system despite several generations of

devices and attempts. A number of problems and many unfortunate coincidences contributed to this lack of

success. On the bright side, the measurements never indicated that this implementation failed—we simply

were not able to make a reliable set of transport measurements. Before briefly mentioning some of the

problems we encountered, it is worth remembering one feature of this QPC spin filter implementation

which might prove an obstacle. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, we hoped to use the

enhanced g-factor or spontaneous polarization possibly associated with the 0.7 structure in order to produce

a spin filter with preferential transmission of one spin species. Given the discussion in Chapter 6, where we

hypothesize that the 0.7 structure results from a dynamic lifting of degeneracy between the spin bands due

to Coulomb interactions, the suggestion to use the 0.7 structure to produce a static preferential spin

transmission seems unlikely to succeed. However, without a full theoretical explanation of the 0.7

structure, we still don’t know whether there is a spin effect which could be used to help implement a spin

filter. There may be other ways around this obstacle as well, for instance by creating magnetic fields with

ferromagnetic gates or electromagnetic wires that are large enough to create preferential spin transmission

through the lowest mode of a QPC themselves.

Finally, I want to briefly summarize some of the (known) difficulties that occurred in our

attempted measurements of the spin filter systems. One problem resulted from the new Pt-Au-Ge ohmic

contacts being used on the devices. These devices were among our first attempts to switch from Ni-Au-Ge

ohmic material to Pt-Au-Ge and required different evaporation methods as well as new recipe development.

Overall, the Pt-Au-Ge ohmics seemed to give significantly lower yield and less consistent ohmic behavior

than we were accustomed to with Ni-Au-Ge. This rendered a good number of devices unmeasurable

(though often only after testing them in the 3He cryostat). The inclusion of permalloy, a new material for

our lab, also led to numerous difficulties during the course of this research. It is possible (though difficult)

to thermally evaporate permalloy and even more difficult (though possible) to get the permalloy to adhere

to the GaAs surface. At different points I tried several techniques including a Cr sticking layer, evaporating

without cooling the sample, and evaporating while cooling the sample with liquid nitrogen. In the end, it

                                                            

21 The energy required for a domain wall depends on its length. If a domain wall can become shorter by
moving slightly, it will do so to save energy. Thus, domain walls shouldn’t form in a diamond-shaped gate
because a lower energy state is always available by moving the domain wall towards the tips until the entire
gate is single domain.
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seemed that the permalloy would adhere to the GaAs (without a sticking layer) most consistently when

evaporated without cooling. I also experimented with capping the permalloy with gold to prevent oxidation.

We believed oxidation of the permalloy might be a problem after the many unsuccessful attempts to image

the material with the MFM. In retrospect, I don’t think the failure of the MFM to image anything clearly

magnetic was due to the absence of magnetic material on the sample, but instead due to surface roughness

or general inexperience with the MFM. We also hypothesized that oxidation of the permalloy might be a

problem because the QPCs made of permalloy gates consistently behaved worse than QPCs on the same

chip made of standard Cr/Au gates. The permalloy QPCs never showed quantized plateaus and often would

not pinch off the conductance to g = 0 even with up to 6 V applied to the gates. This behavior suggested

that the effective electrical gates were much farther apart than the lithographic metal appeared, perhaps

because the permalloy had completely oxidized? To avoid worsening a potential oxidation problem, we

took to testing the spin filter devices in either a 1.2 K dunk stick with a vacuum can, or the 3He system (also

with a vacuum can) so the samples would not be exposed to water vapor when warmed. This significantly

extended the time required to test individual devices. We have not determined why the permalloy QPCs did

not work as well as those made of Cr/Au. The final significant obstacle encountered during the efforts to

measure the spin filter devices was an unrelated, but just as frustrating, problem with the cryostat wiring.

Before, during, or after a number of measurements, I discovered that one of more of the wires connecting

the sample at low temperature to the outside of the cryostat were faulty. In some cases, the wires would

only become disconnected (or very high resistance) at low temperature, making it extremely difficult to

find and fix the problems.

The unfortunate series of wiring problems, on top of questionable ohmic contacts and unusual

behavior of the ferromagnetic QPCs, led to two years of fabrication and measurements of spin filter devices

without any conclusive results. I believe the idea of a QPC spin filter is still a valuable effort, and possibly

the inclusion of ferromagnetic gates a viable candidate for successful implementation. However, the

difficulty of integrating new materials onto devices should not be underestimated, and the likelihood of

success given the expected magnetic fields and the implementation scheme should be carefully considered

before embarking on many years of further work.
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Appendix B

Device Fabrication

B.1 Overview

The devices presented this thesis, with the exception of the dots measured in Chapter 5, were fabricated in

the cleanrooms of Ginzton Laboratories and the Center for Integrated Systems (CIS) at Stanford University.

The fabrication processes used in our group are continually evolving as new equipment becomes available,

new locations require certain changes, and other properties (such as resist thickness and wire-bond

adhesion) slowly change over time. In this appendix, I will describe the processing methods that were used

to fabricate the quantum dots in Chapters 3 and 4 as well as the QPCs in Chapter 6 and the spin filter

devices in Appendix A. Most of the credit for developing these processes goes to former Marcus group

students Andy Huibers, Sam Patel, Sandra Godijn, Duncan Stewart and Mike Switkes.

We are fortunate to have collaborations with several groups that grow GaAs/AlGaAs

heterostructures using molecular beam epitaxy, namely the Gossard group at UCSB, the Harris group at

Stanford, the Shayegan group at Princeton, and the Heiblum group at the Wiezman Institute in Israel.

Beginning from an MBE-grown wafer, the outline of the fabrication process is as follows:

1.  Cleave a small chip (~ 6 mm x 6 mm) from the wafer.

2.  Etch mesas to provide electrical isolation between devices (photolithography).

3.  Pattern, deposit and anneal ohmic contacts (photolithography).

4.  Pattern and deposit gates which define the device on a 100 µm scale (ebeam lithography).
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5.  Pattern and deposit bondpads which connect to the small scale gates (optical lithography).

6.  Glue chip into carrier and bond to devices of interest.

Figure B-1 shows a quantum dot device at several levels of magnification so that the photo and ebeam

lithography steps are all visible. As the general principals of photo and ebeam lithography are relatively

common in the mesoscopic community, I will not give a broad overview of these fabrication methods but

instead describe the particular recipes that I have used.

Figure B-1.  SEM images of a quantum dot at increasing magnification. The upper left picture shows the
ohmics and bondpads of the device with wirebonds. The other three picture show predominantly ebeam
defined gates. (Dot fabrication and images courtesy of M. Switkes).
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Figure B-2.  Mesa, ohmic and bondpad layers of a photolithography mask. This mask, designed by M.
Switkes, has been used for several generations of dots and point contacts. Dark areas represent regions of
the mask covered in Cr which is opaque to ultraviolet light. The photoresist gets exposed only in the white
areas. From left to right the three layers are the mesa, ohmics and bondpads for a single device. Note that
only the four square ohmic pads fall on the mesa and will make electrical contact to the 2DEG.

B.2 Photolithography

Photolithography was done in the inner “Submicron Room” of the Ginzton cleanroom using a Karl Suss

MB-3 photolithography machine with chrome plated glass masks. The general principle involves a

photosensitive plastic “resist” that is exposed to light in the desired pattern to create a mask for either

etching or metal liftoff. Over the years, a number of different masks were made for various device designs.

One of the older, but often used, designs can be seen in Fig. B-2. A single 4” mask is usually made with

four quadrants to incorporate multiple patterns necessary for a complete device. From left to right, Fig. B-2

shows the designs for a single device mesa, ohmics, and bondpad interconnects.

The photolithography recipe developed in our group has been optimized to be very reliable and

give a large undercut to facilitate liftoff. Without doing an edge bead removal step, the resolution of this

process is ~ 3 µm. With edge bead removal, I have gotten nice features down to ~1 µm. Because we use

ebeam lithography for all our small features, the relatively poor resolution is not a problem. The basic

photolithography recipe I have used is the following:

• Three-solvent clean for 5 min each in borothene (or TCE or other equivalent), acetone, methanol.

Use ultrasound if possible (not advised after the fragile ebeam layers have been deposited).

• Hotplate bake, 120° C, 5 min. Place chips on a glass slide on the hotplate.

•  Spin Shipley 1913 photoresist at 7000 rpm for 30 sec. This gives a ~ 1 µm thick layer of

photoresist, with an edge bead.
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• Hotplate bake, 90° C, 20 min. (I often cover the samples with an aluminum foil wrapped beaker to

block any stray UV light).

•  Chlorobenzene soak, 15 min. This step hardens the top of the resist so it is less soluble in the

developer, leading to a large undercut for liftoff. (Can be skipped for etch processes).

• Hotplate bake, 90° C, 5 min. (to remove leftover chlorobenzene solvents).

•  Optional edge bead removal for small features (can be done before or after the chlorobenzene

soak/bake):

o  Expose each edge of the chip for ~ 2 min. each. The time required will depend on the

lamp power and thickness of the resist. It is useful to have a separate mask with large

dark rectangles in order to expose two sides of the chip simultaneously.

o Develop the chip in equal parts deionized water (DI) : Microposit concentrated developer

(Shipley) for 1 –2 minutes.  Rinse chip in DI water.  (Note: in the Harvard Gordon

McKay 2nd floor cleanroom, the developer used is Microposit 351 Developer Concentrate

and is diluted 1:5 with DI water).

o Repeat as necessary. It often takes two exposures and develops to completely remove the

edge bead. Edge bead removal is time consuming and a major pain.

• Expose desired pattern. I use 45 seconds for large patterns (ones which do not require edge bead

removal), and 24.5 seconds for fine patterns. These times will depend on the lamp power and

should be checked with a junk chip for every machine and fab run.

•  Develop in equal parts DI and Microposit concentrated developer for 1 min. 15 sec. for large

patterns, or 20 – 30 sec. for fine patterns. Rinse in DI water. It is always OK to check how the

develop is progressing by rinsing the sample in DI, looking under the microscope (with a UV filter

in place!!) and then continuing the develop. As with the exposure time, the develop time may

change over the years, with different cleanrooms, humidity, and many more variables I’m sure.

(Note: in the Harvard Gordon McKay 2nd floor cleanroom, the developer used is Microposit 351

Developer Concentrate and is diluted 1:5 with DI water).

• Oxygen plasma with 100% O2, at ~ 150 W for 0.09 minutes (in the Ginzton Phlegmatron, 50 %

power, 0.09 min) to clean the surface.

•  For metal evaporation and liftoff steps, we have always done an oxide removal acid dip. At

Stanford, we did a HF dip with 20:1 buffered oxide etch (BOE) for 15 seconds. At Harvard, I

switched to a (much safer) 5 second dip in 30% ammonium hydroxide, with seemingly fine

results. The sample should then be loaded into the evaporator as quickly as possible (5 – 10

minutes is fine).
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• For the bondpad interconnect layer, evaporate 250 Å Cr, then 2250 Å Au using processed cooling

water to cool the sample during and after the evaporation. Liftoff in acetone, using ultrasound only

as a last resort (as the thinner ebeam metal could come off as well).

• The wet etch and ohmic recipes are described in the following sections.

It is strongly advised to process at least one, preferably two, practice (junk) chips along with any real

2DEG sample. This is particularly important for the ohmic step because we believe the photoresist

developer slightly etches the GaAs surface, rendering poor ohmic contacts if the ohmic photolithography

has to be rinsed off and repeated after developing. In the steps above, the three-solvent clean and bake can

be done simultaneously on the real and junk chips. Then spin the junk chips first, and, if they look good, go

ahead and spin the real chip. If the junk chips don’t turn out for whatever reason, do not proceed with the

real 2DEG. The chips may all be baked together, soaked in chlorobenzene and baked again. All exposures,

including edge bead removal, should be done on the practice chips first. If the exposure and develop look

good (good undercut for metal liftoff processes), then the real chip can be processed in exactly the same

manner. Otherwise, cut your loses, rinse off the photoresist in acetone and start again. This is OK even on

the ohmic step provided you have not exposed the real 2DEG yet. After exposing and developing the

patterns, the chips (real and junk) can be stored, away from solvent fumes and in the dark, for several days

with no ill effects. For metal liftoff steps, process the junk chips through the plasma etch, oxide acid etch,

metal evaporation, and liftoff before following with the real 2DEG. If the first junk chip does not liftoff, try

the second. If it looks risky and this is the final bondpads step, your time is better spent redoing the whole

process than ruining a set of nearly completed devices. If this is the ohmic step, it’s a 50-50 decision. As

mentioned previously, I have had bad luck with ohmic contacts that were processed a second time. We

believe this may be due to damage to the surface during the first processing attempt. Because the ohmics

rely on metal diffusing into the substrate, the condition of the surface could play a role in successful ohmic

contact. Your best bet is to make sure the undercut on an ohmic layer looks good on the junk chips before

processing the real 2DEG. Then pray.

B.3 Wet Etching

Etching of the mesas is done in a solution of dilute sulfuric acid. The mixture is 1:8:240 of hydrogen

peroxide : sulfuric acid : DI water. Always add the hydrogen peroxide to the acid in a graduated cylinder to

measure, then pour into the DI water. Mix well. Because an etch step can take several hours, I recommend

leaving the etch mixture covered with a cover glass when not in use to prevent nonuniform evaporation

which will change the etch rate. Every etch mixture should be calibrated using a patterned junk chip made

of good GaAs (not a 2DEG heterostructure, but not unknown junk either). I have always used an Alpha
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Step profilometer to measure the etch profile. We generally etch all of the AlGaAs layer to the depth of the

2DEG, though a shallower etch is sufficient to isolate devices in most cases.

I have used a second etch recipe for smaller patterns, namely ebeam defined “trenches” which can

also be used to isolate devices if there isn’t an appropriate mesa mask available. This recipe was developed

by Duncan Stewart in our group to give vertical walls for smaller features. The recipe is 2:6:100 of

hydrogen peroxide : phosphoric acid : isopropanol. Note that the dilutant is isopropanol, a solvent,

instead of water. Be very careful with this etch as it is easy to forget you are using isopropanol and the

tendency to dispose of the etch into a general acid waste bottle is strong. From experience, this leads to

explosive results. Make sure you have a proper, unique waste disposal bottle for this etch, and again,

always add the small amount of acid + hydrogen peroxide to the larger solvent quantity.

B.4 Ohmic Contacts

Following the photolithography step for the ohmic contacts, metal is evaporated using either a thermal or

ebeam evaporator (or both). I have used two recipes to make ohmic contact to the 2DEG. The first is 50 Å

Ni, 1200 Å AuGe eutectic, 250 Å Ni, and 1500 Å Au, and should be done in a single thermal evaporator

step. Cool with chilled water during the evaporation. Liftoff in acetone (should be relatively easy with a

large undercut, but ultrasound can be used if needed). After liftoff, the ohmic metal must be annealed into

the heterostructure to make contact to the 2DEG. The optimum annealing time and temperature will vary

from one heterostructure to the next and should be determined separately for each one. Remember to

process a little extra material if using a new wafer so you can cleave a couple rows into small pieces to use

for ohmic development. In general, we have found that this Ni-Au-Ge ohmic recipe yields good electrical

contact (< 1 kΩ) when annealed at 410° C for 20 – 50 seconds. Compared to the Pt-Au-Ge recipe below,

this recipe has given consistently good results over many years.

The advantage of the second ohmic recipe, Pt-Au-Ge, is the elimination of Ni (ferromagnetic)

from the chip. Depending on the evaporators available (Pt requires an ebeam evaporator), I have tried

slightly different versions of Pt-Au-Ge ohmics. None have yielded the same consistently good results I find

with Ni-Au-Ge, though I suspect it is simply a matter of developing the “right” recipe. At best, I have

learned to expect ohmic contact of < 5 kΩ using Pt-Au-Ge, and would consider using ohmics up to 15 – 20

kΩ if necessary (and possible). At Stanford, I used a recipe developed by John Stockton in our group which

required two separate evaporations (by Tom Carver in the Ginzton cleanroom): first 350 Å Ge and 20 Å

Au, followed by 300 Å Pt and 650 Å Au. At Harvard, I used the old ebeam evaporator in the McKay 2nd

floor cleanroom and could do the entire recipe in one pump down: 350 Å Ge, 300 Å Pt, 650 Å Au.

Generally speaking, I found that Pt-Au-Ge ohmics needed to be annealed at a higher temperature than Ni-

Au-Ge. Again, the exact time and temperature should be determined for each chip using small expendable
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pieces of the 2DEG. The most successful chip I processed with Pt-Au-Ge ohmic contacts was annealed

using the homemade annealer in the Westervelt group as follows: 1 min. at 110° C, 20 sec. at 250° C, then

75 sec. at 450° C. This was repeated a second time after rotating the chip 180°.

Ohmic contacts on the real 2DEG chip should be tested in a dunker at 4.2 K after annealing to

ascertain that they are satisfactory before proceeding with further processing. I would generally test one or

two pairs of ohmics on devices near the edge of the chip as well as one set of four ohmics on a single

device (to do a 4-wire measurement of the 2DEG as well). If the ohmics seem questionable, keep checking

more until you can decide whether the chip is useable or not. Re-annealing ohmic contacts on a chip is a

possible last resort.

B.5 Electron Beam Lithography

Electron beam (ebeam) lithography is used to pattern the fine metal structures that define the gates of the

quantum dots and point contacts as well as the larger gate material that connects out to the features of the

bondpad photo layer. The lithography process is similar to that used for photolithography: a plastic resist is

spun onto the chips, the desired patterns exposed with an electron beam microscope (ebeam), then

developed. At Stanford I have use the converted Leica Leo Stereoscan 440 electron microscope in the

Ginzton cleanroom. Also at Stanford I have used (and prefer) the Hitachi ebeam writer located at CIS. At

Harvard I used the converted Joel ebeam microscope in Gordon McKay. Each machine requires different

design files and different operation, so I will not discuss details that relate to a particular ebeam system.

Over the years, there have been a number of ebeam resist recipes used by our group. For some of

the older recipes, see the theses of Andy Huibers, Duncan Stewart, and Mike Switkes [106, 230, 231]. I

used a double layer PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) recipe with a light-weight bottom layer and heavy-

weight top layer. The light-weight bottom layer is more soluble in the developer, so gives an undercut.  My

ebeam lithography process is as follows:

•  Three-solvent clean, 5 min. each in borothene (or TCE or equivalent), acetone, methanol. Use

ultrasound unless thin metal gates have already been deposited.

• Hotplate bake, 2 min. at 180° C.

• Spin a 5% solution of 200k molecular weight PMMA in chlorobenzene at 3000 rpm for 40 sec.

• Hotplate bake, 20 min. at 180° C.  (It is likely that this bake time can be reduced, though I have

never done so).

•  Spin a 2% solution of 950k PMMA in MIBK (methyl isobutyl ketone) at 5000 rpm for 40 sec.

MIBK is a less aggressive solvent than chlorobenzene, so should create a more well-defined layer

interface than another solution of PMMA in chlorobenzene would. It’s not always possible to get
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PMMA dissolved in MIBK however, and at times I have used the second layer in a chlorobenzene

solution with fine results.

• Hotplate bake, 20 min. at 180° C.

•  Expose with the ebeam system, at the dose determined during a practice exposure matrix

(discussed below).

• Develop in a solution of 3:1, isopropanol : MIBK with 1.3% methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) added.

For all ebeam processing using the Stanford Hitachi and Harvard Joel systems, I developed for 2

minutes. The developing process used on the old Ginzton Leica machine was more complicated

and can be found in Andy Huibers’ thesis [230].

• The developed chip is now ready to be loaded into the evaporator for gate metal deposition. For

standard Cr/Au gates, we typically use 25 Å Cr and 120 Å Au. Other evaporations (SiO, NiFe, or

thicker Cr/Au) can be used as desired. Liftoff in acetone. Use ultrasound as a last resort.

As with the photolithography process described above, I strongly advise the parallel processing of at least

one junk chip with every real 2DEG sample. After the resist is spun and baked, the junk chip is used to

write an exposure matrix with the ebeam. The exposure matrix should be written at a 4 – 6 doses that span

the range you would expect to yield good results given the machine being used. For the Stanford Hitachi

system, my exposure matrices typically ran from 160 to 260 µC/cm2. On the Harvard Joel system I used

doses of 300 – 420 µC/cm2  (at a magnification of 1000x or 5000x) Sometimes an ebeam system gives

nearly the same results even after several months, while other times you may find exposures change from

week to week or worse, day to day. The exposure matrix is also a good opportunity to test all of your

device designs to make sure they write as expected. Keep at least one device that you write at every

exposure to pick the correct dose. To select the proper exposure, develop the junk chip, evaporate the gates,

and view the chip in the SEM. If none of the exposures look good, or devices have not written as expected,

repeat the exposure matrix on a second (or third or fourth) junk chip if you have one. If not, clean the

PMMA off the real sample and start again, processing more junk chips in parallel. Once a good exposure

dose is found, the real chip should be written as soon as possible.

Most ebeam metal layers consist of very small features which define the dot or point contact, as

well as larger metal strips which extend the small gates out to the photolithography bondpad layer. These

two (or more) sets of gates are typically written at successively lower magnification and, correspondingly,

successively higher dosages. Usually, only the resolution and precision of the smallest features are

important, so larger gate sets can be overexposed to ensure they turn out. In my experience with the

Stanford Hitachi and Harvard Joel ebeam systems I have had good luck when I pick the exposure dose that
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turns out correctly after using a standard 2 minute develop, instead of varying the develop time to fit the

dose.

B.6 Packaging and Wire Bonding

We use PMMA to glue chips to our 28 or 32 pin non-magnetic ceramic chip carriers. An advantage of

using PMMA as glue means that chips can be easily removed from the carriers by soaking in acetone. I

have used an ultrasonic wedge bonder (an old West-Bond model 5416) with 25 µm Au wire to connect the

bond pads on the device to the chip carrier pads. I often use a little heat, ~ 70° C, on the sample chuck

during wire-bonding. Too much heat (for instance due to a faulty, unpredictable heater!) can anneal the

gold gates into the sample resulting in leaky gates. A SEM image of two bonded chips glued in a chip

carrier is shown in Fig. B-3. Many years ago we found that it was easier to bond to annealed ohmic

material than to the thick Cr/Au bondpads alone. For this reason, the ohmic layer on subsequent masks

includes ohmic material underneath the bondpads (which sit off the mesa, so the ohmic metal does not

make contact to the 2DEG). In the past two years, I have found that wire-bonding to the ohmic material is

more difficult than the plain Cr/Au gates—the exact opposite of the conclusions from 4 – 5 years ago. This

may be due, in part, to the use of Pt-Au-Ge instead of Ni-Au-Ge ohmics. Nonetheless, it exemplifies why

wire-bonding, like most other fabrication steps, is somewhat of a black art.

Figure B-3.  SEM image of two chips in a chip carrier. The circular rim is the final aperture of the electron
microscope. The two devices were bonded by Sam Patel, the wire-bonding champion of the world. (Image
courtesy of A. Huibers).
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Appendix C

Device Inventory

C.1 Heterostructures

C.1.1 Wafer 940708A

This wafer was grown by Art Gossard’s group at UCSB. Devices from this wafer were used in the elastic

cotunneling experiment (Chpt. 2). Within our group, this wafer is known as “Insomnia”.

2DEG Depth: 1600 Å

Sheet density, ns = 1.8 x 1011 cm-2

Mobility, µ = 1.0 x 106 cm2/Vs

Growth Profile: 10 nm GaAs

100 nm AlGaAs, x = 0.3

delta doping layer, Si, 2.5 x 1012 cm-2

50 nm AlGaAs, x = 0.3

800 nm GaAs

300 nm superlattice (AlGaAs/GaAs, x = 0.3)

substrate of semi-insulating GaAs
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C.1.2 Wafer 950113A

This wafer was grown by Art Gossard’s group at UCSB. Devices from this wafer were used in the elastic

cotunneling experiment (Chpt. 2).

2DEG Depth: 1000 Å

Sheet density, ns = 2.8 x 1011 cm-2

Mobility, µ = 500,000 cm2/Vs

Growth Profile not available.

C.1.3 Wafer CEM2385A

This wafer was grown by Cem Duroz in Jim Harris’ group at Stanford. Devices from this wafer were used

in the mesoscopic CB experiment (Chpt. 3). Quantum dots from this wafer were among the quietest and

most useful our group has ever measured.

2DEG Depth: 900 Å

Sheet density, ns = 2 x 1011 cm-2

Mobility, µ = 140,000 cm2/Vs

Growth Profile: 10 nm GaAs

40 nm AlGaAs, x = 0.34, with uniform Si doping 1.0 x 1018 cm-3

40 nm AlGaAs, x = 0.34

1000 nm GaAs

50 nm AlGaAs, x = 0.34

1300 nm superlattice (10 nm AlGaAs, x = 0.34, 3 nm GaAs; 100 periods)

substrate of semi-insulating GaAs
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C.1.4 C.T. Foxon, Philips Laboratories Wafer

This wafer was grown by C. T. Foxon at Philips Laboratories in the Netherlands. The two dots measured in

the Kondo experiment (Chpt. 5) were made from this heterostructure.

2DEG Depth: 1000 Å

Sheet density, ns = 1.9 x 1011 cm-2

Mobility, µ = 2.3 x 106 cm2/Vs

Growth Profile not available.

C.1.5 Wafer MBE 4-105

This wafer was grown by Vladimir Umansky in Moty Heiblum’s group at the Wiezman Institute in Israel.

The point contact devices measured for the Kondo in QPCs experiment (Chpt. 6) were fabricated from this

wafer.

2DEG Depth: 1020 Å

Sheet density, ns = 1.2 x 1011 cm-2

Mobility, µ = 4.1 x 106 cm2/Vs

Growth Profile: 8 nm GaAs

26 nm AlGaAs, x = 0.36,

delta doping layer, Si, 2.5 x 1012 cm-2

68 nm AlGaAs, x = 0.36

1600 nm GaAs

250 nm superlattice (AlGaAs/GaAs)

substrate of semi-insulating GaAs
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C.2 Devices

The following devices produced published data. Areas estimated with depletion regions of ~ 100 nm.

C.2.1 Insomnia 2a, Dot #21

Area = 0.81 µm2

2DEG: 940708A

Fabricated by: Sam Patel

Experiment: Elastic cotunneling, “dot 1”

C.2.2 Insomnia 1, Dot #10

Area = 0.45 µm2

2DEG: 940708A

Fabricated by: Sam Patel

Experiment: Elastic cotunneling, “dot 2”

AKA: Rain

1 µm

1 µm
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C.2.3 Dante 1, Dot #11

Design: as Insomnia 2a, Dot #21 and Insomnia 1, Dot #10 above

Area = 0.57 µm2

2DEG: 950113A

Fabricated by: Sam Patel

Experiment: Elastic cotunneling, “dot 3”

AKA: Inferno

C.2.4 CEM2385-SRP1, Dot #68, Dot #14

Area = 0.5 µm2

2DEG: CEM2385A

Fabricated by: Sam Patel

Experiment: Dot #68 = Mesoscopic Coulomb blockade, “dot 1”

Dot #14 = Mesoscopic Coulomb blockade, “dot 2”

400 nm
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C.2.5 van der Vaart Double Dot

Dot 1 (left) Area = 170 nm x 170 nm = 0.029 µm2

Dot 2 (right) Area = 130 nm x 130 nm = 0.017 µm2

2DEG: C.T. Foxon, Philips Laboratories

Fabricated by: N. C. van der Vaart

Experiment: Kondo effect in quantum dots

C.2.6 Weizman 5, QPCs Device #8

QPC channel width x length

QPC1: 400 nm x 500 nm

QPC2: 300 nm x 200 nm

QPC3: 300 nm x 300 nm

QPC4: 300 nm x 400 nm

QPC6: 700 nm x 400 nm (= QPC “5” in Chapter 6).

2DEG: MBE 4-105

Fabricated by: Sara Cronenwett

Experiment: Kondo effect in quantum point contacts

500 nm

5µm
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Useful Measurement Information

D.1 ac + dc Adder Box Circuit Diagram

39 kΩ 50 Ω

1.0 MΩ

12.5 Ω

50 Ω

470 µF

dcin

acin

(ac + dc)out

Figure D-1.  The ac + dc adder box circuit constructed to passively add a small ac lockin signal to a large
dc voltage bias. The circuit was designed by D. Stewart and optimized for use at 13 Hz where the dc
voltage divider has a ratio of 1000:1 and the ac voltage divider has a ratio of 105:1.
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D.2 Battery Box Circuit Diagram

Figure D-2.  Battery Box Circuit. One channel of the battery boxes used by the Marcus group to bias the
depletion gates on quantum dots and point contacts. In a typical set-up, the gates are connected to the
“Low” terminal, a computer controlled voltage is connected to the “High” terminal, and the SPDT switch is
set in the middle (the Bus disconnected). If no computer controlled voltage is used, the SPDT is set to High
to Bus. Schematic by Ian Chan.

D.3 Cryostats

The measurements reported in this thesis were all taken in an Oxford Instruments Kelvinox 100 3He-4He

dilution refrigerator, either in the Marcus group (at Stanford and later Harvard) or in the Quantum

Transport group at TUDelft. The Marcus group fridge had no special electrical filtering during the time of

the first two experiments (Chapters 3 and 4) except for inline “π” filters (~ 50 MHz roll-off). The base
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electron temperature was consistently ~ 90 – 100 mK while the mixing chamber temperature was ~ 15 – 25

mK. Following those experiments, the fridge was fitted with a low-temperature RC filter attached to the

mixing chamber, designed and built by Andy Huibers. The wires were shielded in a metal can from the

output of the filter to the sample. This significantly reduced the electron base temperature to ~ 45 mK. A

description of this filter, made from ultra-fine high-resistive wire, can be found in Appendix C of Andy

Huibers’ thesis [230]. Unfortunately, the Huibers filter has not aged gracefully. Over the years, the sample

wires have become disconnected, presumably due to contraction and expansion of the epoxy filled filter

during thermal cycling. Therefore, by the time of the QPC experiment described in Chapter 6, we replaced

the Huibers filter with a rudimentary “cold resistor box”. Wires connected to ohmics had resistors of 1 kΩ

in the resistor box, while depletion gate wires had 100 kΩ resistors. Because we did not have a quantum dot

in the fridge during those measurements, we were not able to precisely measure the base electron

temperature with our make-shift filter box. A similar cold resistor filter box has recently been carefully

designed and built by Susan Watson for the new dilution fridge in our lab with outstanding results—the

electron base temperature has been measured as low as 40 mK.

The dilution fridge I used at Delft had a homemade copper powder filter with additional resistors

and capacitors that could be added to each wire individually for additional filtering. I measured the base

temperature of electrons in that cryostat to be 45 mK.

In addition to the dilution fridges, I have made many (unpublished) measurements on an Oxford

Instruments Heliox 2VL 3He sorption-pumped insert with a base temperature of ~ 300 mK. The turnaround

time of the 3He system (~ 4 hours) is much shorter than that of the dilution fridge (> 12 hours), so it is very

useful for testing samples quickly. The single-shot sorption design holds a base temperature for 5 – 10

hours, depending on the magnetic fields, temperature control, and the quality of the initial 3He condense. I

have also made use of a 1.2 K pumped 4He insert built by Desert Cryogenics. This system also has the

advantage of quick turnaround (< 1 hour) and a vacuum can.

Before measuring (almost) any device in the 3He or dilution cryostats, they are tested in a simple

4.2 K dunk stick. Our dunkers are homemade and among the most valuable equipment in the lab. They

provide a quick and easy test system for ohmic development as well as quantum dots and point contacts. It

is well worth the time to test the 2DEG and all the gates of a device before cooling it down in one of the

more involved cryostats. A series of measurements for dunk testing is given in Sec. D.5.

The dilution fridges in the Marcus lab are housed inside metal shielded rooms. Though we have

never noticed a difference between data taken with the door open or shut, the shielded rooms provide a

great service simply as a large ground. Invariably you touch the door or wall of the shielded room before

touching any wires leading into the cryostat, thereby discharging any static electricity to the room instead

of your device.
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D.4 Perpendicular IVC Magnet

To make measurements in a large parallel magnetic field, we mount the sample vertically in the cryostat,

parallel to the axis of the superconducting solenoid magnet. The sample mount, designed by Joshua Folk,

allows the device to be aligned to within a degree of vertical (Fig. D-3b). Remnant perpendicular fields

created by the external magnetic due to imperfect sample alignment are canceled out by a split-coil hand-

wound superconducting magnet mounted to the outside of the fridge inner vacuum can (IVC), as seen in

Fig. D-4a,c. In addition to trimming out any unwanted fields, the IVC magnet provides up to ~ 150 mT of

perpendicular field (at 10 mT/A with a critical current of ~ 15 Amps in zero external field). When the

parallel magnetic field is high, remember that the critical current of the small IVC magnet decreases! The

maximum field of the IVC magnet is limited by the critical current of the superconducting wire and the

space available (which determines the number of coils possible).

D.5 Dunk Testing

There are a number of measurements that should be performed when first testing a device (at 4.2 K in a

dunker), before cooling down a major cryostat. These are the series of measurements that I perform:

•  2-wire measurement of the ohmics using a Keithley K2400. Source ± 1, 10, 20, 40 mV and

measure the current. Check for the overall resistance (ideally R < 1 kΩ; OK if R < 5 kΩ; might be

useable if 5Ω < R < 20 kΩ; no good if R > 20 kΩ), ohmic behavior (V = IR; the resistance should

stay ~ constant), and symmetric results at both positive and negative voltages (i.e. no diodic

behavior).

•  2-wire measurement of the ohmics using a lockin. This ensures that the ohmic behavior is still

good for very low currents and voltages. Source 0.5, 1, and 2 nA using 0.5, 1, and 2 V outputs

through a 1 GΩ resistor (after splitting the high and low lockin output). The high and low current

lines are T’d together with the high and low voltage BNC cables respectively to make a 2-wire

measurement. Check for overall resistance and ohmic behavior.

• 4-wire lockin measurement of the 2DEG resistance. A standard 4-wire current bias measurement,

using  1 – 100 nA of current to measure the resistance of the 2DEG. R2DEG should be relatively low

in most of the mesa designs we use, often < 100 Ω.

•  Check for gate leakage. There are many methods; this one seems relatively safe. Ground the

ohmics on the break-out box. Ground the bus of the battery box. (Make sure these are the same

ground). Split the input of the Ithaco 1211 current pre-amp, connecting the low (shield) to ground

(battery box bus). Connect the high side of the Ithaco input to the high side of a battery on the

battery box. Connect the low side of the battery to the gate to be tested. Read the output of the
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Figure D-3. IVC magnet and parallel sample mount. (a) 3He-4He dilution refrigerator inner vacuum can
(IVC) shown with the homemade split-coil magnet attached near the bottom (at the location of the sample
mount inside). The direction of the parallel and perpendicular fields are indicated. (b) The parallel sample
mount designed by Joshua Folk. Three set screws between the bottom of the cold finger and the circular
plate to which the sample holder connects allow the sample to be aligned within 0.5°. (c) Close-up view of
the IVC magnet. The magnet has a maximum field of about 150 mT. The magnet is attached to the IVC can
with GE varnish and dental floss. (Note: for larger magnets, capable of ~ 1 T, we have found that GE
varnish and dental floss is NOT sufficient to hold the magnet to the IVC can).
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Ithaco on a DMM. Take readings of the Ithaco with the battery at zero and several other increasing

voltages (up to 1 V should be sufficient). Any current flow between the gate and the 2DEG returns

via the grounded ohmic and is read on the Ithaco. Because the Ithaco has an offset, it is important

to take the change in current read on the Ithaco along with the change in voltage on the battery to

determine the resistance between the gates and the 2DEG. If this resistance is less than 1 GΩ, you

will likely have problems. Ideally, the gate-2DEG resistance will be > 10 GΩ. You shouldn’t have

to check all gates, just one or two. If they leak, they’ll all leak, and if they don’t, none should.

Generally, gate leakage is a function of the heterostructure and usually indicates a worthless wafer

(unless something strange happened in processing; extra high heat during wire-bonding for

instance).

•  Check gate operation. Using a battery box and a 2- or 4-wire measurement of the 2DEG, make

sure all QPCs pinch off and that any other gates (on a dot, for instance) are working. You can

often use “pins” and other gates on a dot to pinch off the transport corridor even though they are

not designed to be QPCs. QPCs should pinch off with Vg < 3 V (that is, technically, Vg > –3 V)

unless they are exceptionally wide. I have gone up to 6 V on various gates in desperately hopeful

dunk tests, but, generally, this large a voltage should not be necessary.

If you’ve gotten through all of the above tests successfully, then the device should be ready to cool down!

D.6 Measurement Tricks

A few of the specific measurement tricks used in our group are worth mentioning. To reduce the switching

noise of quantum dot devices (for Coulomb blockade measurements) we now routinely cool dots with a

positive bias of ~ 0.4 V applied to the surface depletion gates. This process has not been rigorously tested

to prove the noise reduction, but has generally seemed to help. It is not as useful with QPCs because the

positive bias leaves a “ghost” image of the gate frozen into the heterostructure—an equivalent effective

negative voltage will be present when the positive bias is removed—which sometimes limits the range of

the QPC.

Another noise reduction technique that has shown promise on a few occasions is a roughly linear

“slow cool” of the dots from 300 K to 4 K over a period of ~ 24 hours. This is accomplished by using very

little exchange gas on the cooldown. Again, this technique has been poorly tested (due to the long time

requirement to test it rigorously), but on several occasions has yielded dots which were quieter than when

cooled normally (~ 6 hours from 300 K to 4 K).
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To avoid blowing up devices from static discharge to the cryostats, we make sure that there is at

least 1 kΩ of inline resistance on all wires leading down to the sample. Since realizing the connection of

larger inline resistances to more resilient devices, we have not blown up a device in the dilution fridge for

many years. It is especially important to remember to use an inline resistor pack with the 4.2 K dunkers

when testing depletion gates. The inline resistors should be left out during ohmic development tests, as the

ohmic material cannot be blown off the surface, and the more precise measurements of the contacts alone

are desired.
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Appendix E

Data Acquisition Programs

In this appendix I am including a number of the key data acquisition programs used in our lab overall, and

by me personally. All of the data acquisition in the Marcus group is done using the software package Igor

Pro (© 1988, WaveMetrics, Inc., www.wavemetrics.com), currently in version 4.0. Igor is capable of

comminicating with all standard GPIB-compatible hardware. We have written standard device drivers

(included in E.1) for the commonly used equipment in our lab. Programming in Igor is extremely easy as it

contains a C type programming language. As a result, data acquisition programs are easily customized to

the desires of an individual student or individual experiment. I have included in section E.2 an example 2D

sweep data acquisition program. The other advantages of Igor (over other commonly used software such as

Labview) are a complete data analysis package and the ability to produce publication-ready figures all

within the same program. I highly recommend Igor for everything from data acquisition to publication.

E.1 Device Drivers

E.1.1 Init Procedures

The following “initialization” procedure is run at the beginning of any experiment to define the variables

for whatever devices being used.  The very convinent ‘wait’ function is also included. (May be a standard

command in Igor now).
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// **************************************************

#pragma rtGlobals=1 // Use modern global access method.

// Init Procedures

// Michael Switkes & Randy True

// 26 May 1996

// Run this before any GPIB session

// You need to make sure all instruments you are using are commented “in”.

function InitGPIB()

// Store the GPIB indentifiers of the instruments in the corresponding variables

variable/G gpibboard

variable/G dmm11

variable/G dmm20

variable/G dmm21

variable/G dmm22

variable/G itc15

variable/G K2400

variable/G HPmaster

variable/G HPslave

variable/G K238

// Get the GPIB identifiers

execute "NI488 ibfind \"gpib0\", gpibboard"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev11\", dmm11"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev20\", dmm20"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev21\", dmm21"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev22\", dmm22"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev15\", itc15"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev25\", K2400"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev17\", HPmaster"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev18\", HPslave"

execute "NI488 ibfind \"dev16\", K238"

// Make sure we're talking to the right board

execute "GPIB board gpibboard"

End

// **************************************************
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function wait(seconds)

variable seconds

variable t

t = ticks

do

while((ticks - t)/60.15 < seconds)

End

// **************************************************

E.1.2 AO6 Procedures

We used a National Instruments 10-bit 6-channel AO6 board as an analog-to-digital converter (for voltages

applied to depletion gates as well as the dc source-drain bias voltage). The following procedures drive the

AO6 board.

// **************************************************

#pragma rtGlobals=1 // Use modern global access method.

// 6 Channel AO6 Procedures

// Michael Switkes

// First written 4 June 1996 as 3 Chan AO6 Procedures

// 6 Channel Procedures created 23 October 1996

// Last modified

// by: Michael Switkes

// on: 23 October 1996

// machine: Dick

// Procedures for using the AO6 board in 6 channel mode

// with external reference (note that it is an oh and not a zero)

// These procedures assume that:

// All channels 0-5 are set up in bipolar mode with external reference

// this requires setting jumpers 7-24 to BC, and setting the switch on the

// AO6 interface box to 6 channel fixed ref.

// To go back to the 3 channel feedback reference mode (for use with 3 Channel

// AO6 procedures or George), you need to set jumpers 16-17,19-20,22-23 to

// AB and the switch on the interface AO6 box to 3 channel autoscale.
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// The Wave AO6 stores the current settings for each channel in mV and you

// should think several times before modifying it by hand.

// The global variable ao6ref stores the external reference value.  The AO6 itself

// provides a 2.5V reference, or you can provide an external one yourself.  You

// need to reinitilize the AO6 (initao6(extref)) to change the reference

// since it safely zeros out all the channels before it changes the limit.

// (presumably, the external reference doesn't change instantaniously and we

// don't want to put undefined voltages on the pins while we're changing it)

// **************************************************

function BinToVolt(chan, bin)

variable chan, bin

Wave AO6 = AO6

Nvar ao6ref = ao6ref

return(ao6ref*(1-(bin-1)/2048))

End

// **************************************************

function VoltToBin(chan, mV)

variable chan, mV

variable bin

Wave AO6 = AO6

Nvar ao6ref = ao6ref

bin = 2048*(1-mV/ao6ref) + 1

if(bin > 4095)

bin = 4095

printf "%.2fmV out of range for channel %d, outputting %.2fmV.\r", mV, chan, BinToVolt(chan, bin)

endif

if(bin < 0)

bin = 0

printf "%.2fmV out of range for channel %d, outputting %.2fmV.\r", mV, chan, BinToVolt(chan, bin)

endif

return bin

End

// **************************************************

function SetChanAO6(chan, mV)

variable chan, mV
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string cmd

Wave AO6 = AO6

variable junk

junk = VoltToBin(chan, mV)

sprintf cmd "AnalogOutput %d, %d", chan, junk

execute cmd

AO6[chan] = BinToVolt(chan, junk) // to allow for out of range requests

End

// **************************************************

// chanlimit sets the initial upper limit for the first three channels

// that is, it sets channels 3, 4, &5 to this value initially

function InitAO6(chanlimit)

variable chanlimit

Variable i = 0

variable/g ao6ref

Make/N=6/D/O ao6 = {0,0,0,0,0,0}

ao6ref = chanlimit

do

SetChanAO6(i, 0)

i += 1

while(i < 6)

End

// **************************************************

// Function ChanRamp(chan,finalval) simply ramps the specified A06 channel smoothly in steps

// set by the global variable "rampscale" times the channel resolution to it's requested destination.

Function ChanRamp(chan,finalval)

variable chan

variable finalval

WAVE ao6 = ao6

NVAR rampscale = rampscale

variable presentval = ao6[chan]

variable cdir

silent 1;pauseupdate
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if(abs(ao6[chan]-finalval) > (ao6[chan+6]/2048*rampscale))

// must ramp smoothly

if(finalval > presentval)

cdir = rampscale

else

cdir = -rampscale

endif

do

presentval += ao6[chan+6]/2048*cdir

SetChanAO6(chan,presentval)

while((finalval-presentval)*cdir > 0)

endif

setchanao6(chan,finalval)

end

// **************************************************

E.1.3 DMM Procedures

The following procedures are used with HP (now Agilent) 34401A digital multi-meters.

// **************************************************

#pragma rtGlobals=1 // Use modern global access method.

// DMM Procedures

// Michael Switkes & Randy True

// 26 May 1996

// Last Modified

// by: Michael Switkes

// on: 11 June 1996

// machine: Dick

// This file contains functions for using HP34401A DMMs.

// Return Values are in mV!!

// **************************************************

// You need to run this function once for each dmm before using it.

// The argument passed to this function should be obtained with the command:

// NI488 ibfind "dev##", X
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// where ## is the GPIB address of the DMM and X is a global variable used to store it

// (see InitGPIB())

function InitDMM(dmm)

Variable dmm

string cmd

// Set the device that we're talking to

sprintf cmd, "GPIB device %d", dmm

execute cmd

// Set up to read DC voltages

execute "GPIBwrite/F=\"%s\" \"conf:volt:dc def, max\""

execute "GPIBwrite/F=\"%s\" \"zero:auto off\""

End

// **************************************************

function InitDMMRes(dmm)

Variable dmm

string cmd

// Set the device that we're talking to

sprintf cmd, "GPIB device %d", dmm

execute cmd

// Set up to read DC voltages

execute "GPIBwrite/F=\"%s\" \"conf:res\""

//execute "GPIBwrite/F=\"%s\" \"zero:auto off\""

End

// **************************************************

// This will set the reading speed of the DMM (integration time).

// The speed argument can be one of {-2,-1, 0, 1, 2} which

// correspond to integration times of {.00033, .0033, .017, .17, 1.7} seconds

function SetSpeedDMM(dmm, speed)

Variable dmm, speed

Variable linecycles // Each speed argument corresponds to a number of linecycles to integrate over

string cmd

sprintf cmd, "GPIB device %d", dmm
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execute cmd

if (speed == -2)

linecycles = .02

endif

if (speed == -1)

linecycles = .2

endif

if (speed == 0)

linecycles = 1

endif

if (speed == 1)

linecycles = 10

endif

if (speed == 2)

linecycles = 100

endif

sprintf cmd, "GPIBwrite/f=\"%%s\" \"volt:dc:nplc %f\"", linecycles

execute cmd

End

// **************************************************

// This is mostly for diagnostic purposes.  It returns the error registered by the DMM

function/S errorDMM(dmm)

Variable dmm

string cmd

string /G junkstring // General technique for returning string values from

// execute statements without the proliferation of
// global variables

sprintf cmd, "GPIB device %d", dmm

execute cmd

execute "GPIBwrite/F=\"%s\" \"syst:err?\""

execute "GPIBread/T=\"\n\" junkstring"

return junkstring

end

// **************************************************

// This reads the DMM and returns the measurement in mV.

// It is up to the application to keep track of the scaling from Volts
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// to Ohms or inverse Ohms or whatever.

function ReadDMM(dmm)

variable dmm

Variable/G junkvariable

string cmd

sprintf cmd, "GPIB device %d", dmm

execute cmd

execute "GPIBwrite/F=\"%s\"  \"read?\""

execute "GPIBread/T=\"\n\" junkvariable"

return(junkvariable * 1000)

End

// **************************************************

// Dictionary

// To tell the GPIB interface to talk to the dmm "blah" where "blah" is set in the InitGPIB function

// (Inside a macro)

// GPIB device blah

// (inside a function -- you must define cmd as a string in your function)

// sprintf cmd, "GPIB device %d", blah

// execute cmd

// To read a voltage from dmm "blah" into variable "gack" after you have told the GPIB interface

// to talk to dmm "blah"

// (Inside a Macro)

// GPIBwrite/F="read?"

// GPIBread/T="\n" gack

// (Inside a Function -- gack must be a global variable declared earlier in the function)

// execute "GPIBwrite/F=\"read?\""

// execute "GPIBRead/T=\"\n\" gack"

// **************************************************
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E.2 2D Sweep Data Acquisition Program

// **************************************************

#pragma rtGlobals=1 // Use modern global access method.

// This is a 2D sweep to ramp two Ao6 channels.  It uses the 4Wire voltage bias measurement config, so

// measures current and AC bias voltage, then divides them to get cond.

// Set to run on Stanford D Fridge, spring 2001 by S.Cronenwett.

Function SaraPinPin4W(suffix,xstart,xend,xpnts,xchan,ystart,yend,ypnts,ychan,delay)

variable xstart, xend, xpnts, ystart, yend, ypnts, delay, xchan, ychan

string suffix

Printf
"\241SaraPinPin4W(\"%s\",%g,%g,%g,%g,%g,%g,%g,%g,%g)\r",suffix,xstart,xend,xpnts,xchan,ystart,yen
d,ypnts,ychan, delay

silent 1; pauseupdate

Preferences 1

variable /d magnet_perp = 0

variable /d magnet_par = 0

magnet_perp=ReadIVCMagnet()

magnet_par = readLakeshore()

variable t1, t2, v

variable j = 0

variable i = 0

variable lockinsensitivity = 20e-3 // LOCK-IN SENSITIVITY

variable acSens = 20e-6

variable excitation = 7.5e-6 // VOLTAGE BIAS EXCITATION

NVAR dmm = dmm19

NVAR dmm = dmm22

NVAR dmm = dmm21

NVAR twodegr = twodegr

Printf "Check LOCK-IN SENSE = %g V.\r",lockinsensitivity
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printf "2DEG Resistance = %g.\r",twodegr

printf "Parallel Mag = %g mT.  Perp magnet = %g mT.\r",magnet_par,magnet_perp

printf "RuO2 = %g ohms.\r", getRuO2()

string starttime = time()

Printf "Run start time is %s.\r",starttime

string condmat = "cond" + suffix

string acbiasmat = "vbiasAC" + suffix

string dcbiasmat = "vbiasDC" + suffix

string savename = condmat + ".ibw"

string savename2 = acbiasmat + ".ibw"

string savename3 = dcbiasmat + ".ibw"

Make/D/N=(xpnts,ypnts) $condmat, $acbiasmat, $dcbiasmat

wave cmat = $condmat

wave acmat = $acbiasmat

wave dcmat = $dcbiasmat

cmat = NaN

acmat = NaN

dcmat = NaN

setscale  /i x, xstart,xend,cmat, acmat, dcmat

// setscale  /i y, ystart,yend,cmat, acmat, dcmat

chanramp(xchan, xstart)

chanramp(ychan, ystart)

display; appendimage cmat

SetAxis /A

t1 = ticks

variable presentx, presenty, deltax, deltay

presentx = xstart

presenty = ystart // have already chan ramped to starting values

if (xpnts > 1)

deltax = (xend - xstart)/(xpnts-1)

else

deltax = 0

endif

print deltax

if (ypnts > 1)

deltay = (yend-ystart)/(ypnts-1)

else

deltay = 0
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endif

print deltay

do //OUTER LOOP IN Y-CHAN!!!

chanramp(ychan, presenty)

j = 0

chanramp(xchan, xstart) // want to ramp back at the end of each sweep in x

presentx = xstart // and reset presentx to beginning

wait(5)

do // INNER LOOP IS X-CHAN

setchanao6(xchan, presentx)

wait(delay)                  // wait for lock-in to settle to new value

dcmat[j][i] = getDCV()

cmat[j][i] = getI(lockinsensitivity) // measure current first

acmat[j][i] = getV(acSens)

j += 1

presentx += deltax

while(j < xpnts)

cmat[][i] = acmat[p][i]/cmat[p][i] // this is now in resistance

cmat[][i] -= twodegr

cmat[][i] = 12906.5/cmat[p][i] // now in conductance

i+=1

doupdate // updates end of every line

save /c/o/p=homepath cmat as savename

save /c/o/p=homepath acmat as savename2

save /c/o/p=homepath dcmat as savename3

presenty += deltay

while(i<ypnts)

t2 = ticks

printf "Run Time = %f seconds\r", (t2-t1)/60.15

End

// **************************************************
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